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Master of Science in Technology and Policy and Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering 
Abstract 
The deployment of fuel recycling through either CONFU (COmbined Non-Fertile and UO2 fuel) thermal water-
cooled reactors (LWRs) or fast ABR (Actinide Burner Reactor) reactors is compared to the Once-Through LWR 
reactor system in terms of accumulation of actinides over the next 100 years under the assumption of a growing 
worldwide demand for nuclear energy. It is assumed that the growth rate is about 2.1% per year up to 2053, with 
alternative scenarios after that date. The transuranics (TRU) stored in temporary repositories, the TRU sent to 
permanent repositories, the system cost and a vulnerability index toward proliferation are calculated by the CAFCA 
code and taken as key figures of merit.  
 
Deployment of the ABRs is assumed to occur later (2028) than the CONFU LWRs (2015), whose technology 
requires less extensive additional R&D. Through 2050 the CONFU strategy performs better than the ABR strategy. 
The CONFU LWRs in our model yield zero net TRU incineration while the ABRs have a net consumption of TRU. 
Compared to the Once-Through strategy, by 2050 the CONFU (respectively ABR) strategy reduces by about 22% 
(respectively 16%) the total inventory of TRU in the system. This reduction corresponds to the TRU production 
being avoided by CONFU LWRs or being incinerated in ABRs compared to the TRU produced in the traditional 
LWRs used in the Once-Through strategy. The net consumption of TRU in ABRs makes the ABR strategy more 
attractive in a longer term. By 2100, the ABR (respectively CONFU) strategy would have reduced the worldwide 
TRU inventory by 75% (respectively 58%) compared to the Once-Through case. 
 
The three strategies are also discussed with regard to uranium ore availability, repository need, and processing 
plants need. It is interesting to note that with either recycling strategies the total capacity for separation of spent UO2 
constituents need only be four to five times the existing capacity today. Furthermore, only one TRU recycling plant 
from fertile-free fuel would be needed at a capacity of 250 MTHM/year up to 2050.  
 
The economic analysis shows that both closed fuel cycles are more expensive than the reference Once-Through 
scheme. The total cost of electricity production is expected to be 5 mills/kWhe, or about 15%, larger than the Once-
Through cycle case, if the spent fuel separation is paid off by the electricity sales from the resulting fuel. The timing 
of collection of fuel cycle costs significantly affects the cost of electricity. Paying for fuel separation by the sales of 
the electricity producing the spent fuel to be reprocessed later has a smaller effect on the cost of electricity in the 
advanced fuel cycles (between 1 or 2 mills/kWhe or between 3 and 6%) compared to the cost of electricity in the 
Once-Through strategy. 
 
From a policy point of view, an index of vulnerability toward proliferation is defined and gives an advantage to 
the advanced fuel cycles. The large amount of heavy metal in the repository and the long life time of this repository 
penalize the Once-Through strategy. However the results are sensitive to the accessibility factor assigned to the 
repository which is, as all accessibility factors, a subjective value that is not precisely defined. Moreover, worldwide 
cooperation to implement the two advanced strategies and the challenges this implementation could face are 
discussed. The use of a single behaviour mode throughout the world implies an unlikely perfect cooperation between 
countries that do not have the same capabilities or incentives to choose among the advanced fuel cycle strategies. 
 
Thesis Supervisor: Mujid S. Kazimi  
Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Mechanical Engineering 
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DOE:  Department of Energy 
DTpower:  Duration of the TRU management scenario analyzed [yr] 
facc:  Accessibility factor 
FCC:  Fuel Cycle Cost 
FFF:  Fertile Free Fuel 
fR:   Loss fraction 
GWd:  Gigawatt-day 
GWe:  Gigawatt electric 
HM:  Heavy metal 
IFR:  Integral Fast Reactor 
kWe:  Kilowatt electric 
kWhe:  Kilowatt-hour electric 
LWR:  Light Water Reactor 
MA:  Minor Actinides 
MABR:  Minor Actinide Burner Reactor 
MDNBR:  Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio 
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MgAl2O4: Spinel 
Mi:  Mass processed at step i [kg] 
mills:  One thousandth of dollar 
MIT:  Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
MOX:  Mixed OXide 
MT:  Metric ton (1000 kg) 
MWe:  Megawatt electric 
MWth:  Megawatt thermal 
Np:  Neptunium 
O&M:  Operation and Maintenance  
OMC: Operation and Maintenance Costs 
pcm:  per cent mille (10-5) 
Pu: plutonium 
PWR:  Pressurized Water Reactor 
Q(t):  Worldwide nuclear power at time t [GWe] 
Q0:  Worldwide nuclear power in 2003 [GWe]] 
R&D:  Research and Development 
r:   Interest rate 
rpower:  Rate of power increase per year 
RVACS:  Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Cooling System 
TRU:  TransUranic Element 
UO2:  uranium dioxide 
yr:  year 
YSZ:  Yttria Stabilized Zirconia 
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1 Introduction 
 
 
Among the different sources of electricity, nuclear power has some advantages. First, it 
produces electricity without emitting green house gases and therefore it takes part in combating 
global climate change. Second, it uses fuel based on uranium, a widely spread resource on earth. 
This brings about a measure of energy security much higher than that associated with fossil fuels 
like oil, natural gas or coal.  
However nuclear power faces four major issues in its further development: the cost of their 
plants, the safety, the nuclear waste products, and the proliferation risk [1]. Nuclear waste 
concerns arise mostly from spent nuclear fuel, which, without recycling, remains a radioactive 
material for million of years. In the US, the current fleet of nuclear reactors will create during its 
life time about 87,000 tons of spent fuel which is intended to go into a geologic repository at 
Yucca Mountain in Nevada. The total mass of spent nuclear reactor fuel around the world is 
approximately 252,000 tons. 
Spent nuclear fuel is composed of uranium (~ 95%w), fission products (~ 4%w) and 
transuranic elements (~ 1%w mostly plutonium, neptunium, americium and curium). Transuranic 
elements are responsible for most of the long-term radioactivity. On the other hand fission 
products radioactivity decays more rapidly to reach the natural uranium ore radioactivity level 
after about 500 years. Moreover, the linear decay heat level of the processed waste is smaller than 
that of unreprocessed spent fuel and thus the allowable linear concentration (the disposed 
volume( in the tunnels of the repository can be 100 times larger for waste after reprocessing than 
from spent fuel in a Once-Through strategy. [2] 
Recycling the transuranic elements would address an important part of the waste management 
issue by reducing considerably the long-term toxicity of the spent fuel. The removal of plutonium 
also reduces the long-term proliferation risk by avoiding future excavation of spent fuel 
containing plutonium. The safety of a repository without transuranic elements would also be 
increased as some transuranic elements like neptunium are very soluble and present some risk for 
radioactive penetration from a repository into the biosphere. 
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This study proposes two strategies for recycling and burning the transuranic elements. These 
strategies address directly one of the issues of nuclear power noted previously, but their 
comparison and evaluation should also include the consequences for the three other major issues. 
More specifically, this work aims to simulate the transition of the actual worldwide fleet of 
Light Water Reactors (LWR) towards more sustainable fuel cycles within the next 50 years. The 
study is partially extended to 100 years to evaluate the impact of different rates of nuclear energy 
growth in a longer horizon. It describes and compares the deployment of two types of advanced 
reactors capable of burning transuranic elements (TRU): the COmbined Non-Fertile and UO2 fuel 
thermal reactor (CONFU LWR) and the Actinide Burner Reactor (ABR). 
The CONFU reactors are traditional Light Water Reactors that are loaded with CONFU fuel 
assemblies partly made of Fertile-Free fuel pins (Fertile-Free matrix which hosts transuranic 
elements) mixed with traditional uranium pins (20% - 80%). This thermal spectrum scheme uses 
existing reactor technology. The Actinide Burner Reactor is a fast reactor loaded with pins 
composed entirely of fuel of transuranic elements within fertile-free matrix.  
Both types of reactors were designed to help manage the production of long-lived transuranic 
elements which control the long-term waste repository performance. A CONFU batch is designed 
to produce zero net balance of TRU consumption, i.e. it burns as much TRU in the Fertile-Free 
Fuel (FFF) pins as it produces in the traditional uranium dioxide fuel pins. An ABR, fueled only 
with TRUs in fertile free fuel matrix, yields net destruction of TRU. The CONFU batches could 
be designed in the future to have a net consumption of TRU [3] but this case is not studied in this 
work. 
The model focuses on the mass balances of the transuranic elements and other heavy metal 
isotopes. They include all steps of the fuel cycle from the uranium ore to the final repository, 
going through the enrichment process, the fabrication plants, the reactors and a multi-recycling 
process. 
The model is applied to compare three strategies: 
• The Once-Through strategy has only traditional LWRs. Fresh fuel is made from 
uranium ore and spent fuel is sent to a repository. There is no recycling. 
• The CONFU/LWR strategy has only LWRs too but some batches of the LWR cores 
are replaced by CONFU batches containing and burning TRU. At discharge, the spent 
UO2 pins from spent fuel undergo separation to extract the TRUs and fission products 
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from uranium and the spent FFF pins are reprocessed. The TRUs from both types of 
fuel are used to make fresh FFF fuel. 
• The ABR/LWR strategy has ABRs and traditional LWRs. LWRs have traditional 
UO2 batches while ABR burn TRU in FFF batches. The spent UO2 pins from 
traditional LWR spent fuel are treated to separate the TRUs and the spent FFF pins 
from ABRs are reprocessed. TRU separated from spent UO2 pins and from 
reprocessed FFF pins is used to make fresh fertile free fuel. 
 
This model is based on a code written in Matlab. [4] The code is called CAFCA (Code for 
Advanced Fuel Cycle Assessment) which can be divided into two separate parts, CAFCA-
CONFU for CONFU/LWR strategy and CAFCA-ABR for ABR/LWR strategy. Each parts has 
the Once-Through strategy implemented. CAFCA simulates the mass flows and inventory of 
heavy metal (HM) and transuranic elements in storages during the timeframe of the study. 
Further, it predicts the cost of electricity related to each fuel cycle, and assesses the proliferation 
risk associated with each strategy. Some of the results provided by CAFCA have been submitted 
in July 2004 to Nuclear Technology for publication in reference [5].  
 
This report begins by describing the three strategies that are to be modeled and presents the 
schemes and the performance of the different types of reactors in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 explains 
how the mass balance flows are implemented in the code. Chapter 4 describes the code 
implementation of an economic model. Results are presented in Chapter 5 for the mass flows and 
storage masses and in Chapter 6 for the economic study. Chapters 7 and 8 are dedicated to a 
sensitivity analysis by relaxing some constraints in the mass balance study (chapter 7) and by 
varying the unit costs of different cost centers and some accounting assumptions in the economic 
analysis (chapter 8). A policy analysis is performed in Chapter 9 by examining the TRU 
distribution, the proliferation risk and the safety of each strategy. Chapter 10 provides a summary 
of conclusion and suggestions for future work.  
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2 Description of Strategies 
 
 
2.1 Power growth model 
 
The total worldwide power demand for nuclear energy in the future is a driving parameter in 
our model. The base case is the same as the one chosen in the MIT interdisciplinary report of 
2003 [1]. The initial total power in 2003 is 0 352Q GWe= . In 2053, the estimated total power 
is 1,000fQ GWe= . The power rate of growth is thus: 
 
1
0
1
DTpower
f
power
Q
r
Q
⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  
 
At time t, the required power is thus: 
 
( ) 0 (1 )tpowerQ t Q r= +  
 
As noted in reference [1], this demand for nuclear power over the next 50 years is not the 
expected demand for nuclear power as estimated by different studies1. The assumed demand in 
this study results form ascribing to nuclear energy a continuing role in addressing the issue of 
green house gas emissions. The chosen scenario for nuclear power growth would indeed avoid 
25% the increment of carbon global emissions expected if all electricity growth was provided by 
fossil fuels. The share of nuclear power worldwide would go up only slightly from 17% to 19%.  
 
After 2053, estimation of the market share for the nuclear power gets more uncertain. Thus, a 
sensitivity analysis has been performed with 4 different scenarios as represented in Figure 1: 
 
                                                 
1 The EIA [6] for instance gives in its "International Energy Outlook 2004" a forecasts up to 2025. According to the 
EIA worldwide nuclear energy production will increase until 2015 to reach 407 GWe and then decrease to end at 385 
GWe by 2025 
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Figure 1: Power growth scenarios 
 
Scenario A corresponds to a constant worldwide nuclear power after 2053, stabilized at 1,000 
GWe. Scenario B assumes growth of the nuclear power after 2053 at a slower rate than before to 
reach 1,500 GWe in 2100. Scenario C is a continuation of the same power growth rate after 2053 
to finish at approximately 2500 GWe in 2100. Scenario D is the most optimistic case with a 
stronger growth after 2053 and a final nuclear power production of 3,000 GWe in 2100. 
 
Given a nuclear power demand scenario which is common to all three strategies (Once-
Through, CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR), the total number of q=1 GWe nuclear reactors 
worldwide for the Once-Through and CONFU/LWR strategies the same: 
 ( )( )LWR Q tN t q=  
 
In the CONFU/LWR or ABR/LWR strategies, the availability of TRUs and the capacity of 
the separation and reprocessing facilities constrain the availability of FFF pins. The availability 
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of FFF pins determines the number of batches with FFF (CONFU or ABR batches) and thus the 
number of advanced reactors. A reactor is designated "CONFU" if at least one batch is a CONFU 
batch. In the ABR/LWR strategy, traditional LWRs are built to satisfy the power demand once 
the number of ABRs is known. 
 
 
2.2 Once-Through strategy 
 
The Once-Through cycle is the base case for this study. This strategy is the one that has been 
followed up to now in the United States and many other countries in the world. This scheme is 
based on traditional LWRs. Uranium ore is converted and enriched to make traditional fresh UO2 
pins. After three cycles (typically 4.5 years for PWRs and 6 years for BWRs) a batch is 
discharged into temporary storage. Finally it is sent to a repository after a given cooling time. 
This cycle is schematically shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Once-Through strategy 
 
All by product wastes at fabrication (a fraction of the total mass) are also sent to repositories. 
This waste is due to powder pressing loses, grinding loses and other steps.  
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2.2.1 Reactor description 
 
In the Once-Through cycle, all reactors are traditional Light Water Reactors (LWR) with 
traditional UO2 fuel batches. We assume that all reactors have the same power capacity of 1 
GWe. They are loaded with three batches of uranium enriched to 4.2% U235. The total mass of 
uranium in the fuel loaded in one reactor is 88.59 MT (1MT = 1000 kg). There are three batches 
in a core, each one is to remain in the core for a total of 4.5 years. The cycle length is thus 1.5 
years. 
The rate of consumption of TRU in the core is -0.256 MT/GWE/year (negative as there is 
creation of TRU). The rate of consumption of uranium is 1.79 MT/GWE/year.  
 
One spent batch is removed from each reactor at the end of a fuel cycle. It contains 28.76 MT 
of heavy metal which is removed every 1.5 years. This is less than one third of a new core as 
some heavy metal is consumed in the reactor. In these 28.76 MT, 1.283%w are TRU. These 
batches go to temporary storage for cooling and then are to be sent to a final repository. No 
assumption has been made on the timing for availability of such a repository.  
 
Every 1.5 years, one fresh batch is loaded in each reactor to replace the one which has been 
removed. The mass of heavy metal in a fresh batch is larger than the mass of a fresh core divided 
by three (88.59/3) to compensate for the fact that the two other batches are partially used due to 
the time they have spent in the core. The mass loaded is equal to the mass removed (28.76 MT) 
plus the mass burned in the core during 1.5 years (2.30 MT). Thus, 31.06 MT of fresh fuel (all 
heavy metal) composed of uranium enriched to 4.2% U235 are loaded every 1.5 years.  
 
Table 1: Traditional LWR batch mass parameters 
Loaded LWR batch UO2 pins U enriched to 4.2% U235 31.06 MT 
U enriched at 0.83% U235 28.39 MT 
Discharged LWR batch UO2 pins 
TRU 0.37 MT 
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2.2.2 Repository 
 
In the Once-Through case, the spent fuel goes directly to temporary storage for cooling and 
then is to go to a final repository. The definition of this final repository may vary and those 
distinctions have an important impact on the costs. The temporary storage can continue to be as it 
is today: a decentralized storage of spent fuel, mostly beside the nuclear power plants. However, 
this scenario cannot be sustained for ever (though it can be followed for the next few decades). 
The long-term scenario for the Once-Through cycle waste is likely to be a final repository in a 
geological environment. This option (Yucca Mountain site in the US) is more costly than the 
current practice of at reactor storage, although the cost is covered from a fee that has been applied 
to nuclear electricity generation since 1988. Besides, once the repository is filled, it would be 
sealed and left alone, while at-reactor storage requires continuous monitoring. In this work, we 
assume that the storage and repository costs are covered by a fixed fee by unit of mass. 
 
 
2.3 CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
The CONFU scheme is an advanced fuel cycle for Light Water Reactors (LWR) [7]. The 
LWRs are the same reactors as the reactors in the Once-Through cycle. However the batches 
loaded in the reactors can be different. Some batches are CONFU batches with Fertile-Free Fuel 
pins (FFF) and traditional UO2 pins. About 20 % of the pins in a CONFU batch are FFF pins. 
These pins are composed of 70 %v inert matrix and 30 %v fuel particles. The fuel particles are 
microspheres (e.g. 150 µm diameter) made of TRU oxides for one to two thirds in volume and a 
stabilizing oxide (e.g. Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ)) for the remainder. In the same reactor, 
CONFU batches can co-exist with traditional UO2 batches.  
The second major difference from the Once-Through concept is the complete recycling of the 
spent fuel, for the FFF pins and for the traditional UO2 pins, as seen in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
2.3.1 Reactors' description 
 
Figure 3 illustrating the CONFU scheme shows three kinds of reactors: traditional LWR, 
"young" CONFU LWR and "old" CONFU LWR. This is done for illustration purposes so that 
each mass stream is well identified. However, in reality, all reactors are the same, can accept all 
kinds of batches and are not dedicated to only one kind of batch. 
 
The CONFU concept is an advanced LWR assembly that was designed to allow 
multirecycling of TRU in existing LWRs [7]. The assembly is heterogeneous since about 20% of 
conventional UO2 fuel pins are replaced with fertile-free pins hosting transuranics generated in 
previous cycles. The fertile-free fuel is an inert matrix comprised of MgAl2O4 (Spinel) and 
micro-spheres of Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) that combine good mechanical stability and 
thermal and neutronic properties (the material of the host has negligible effect on the neutronic 
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performance). The 150 µm diameter microspheres are 50% to 65% by volume TRU oxides and 
the rest is the YSZ matrix. Appendix D summarizes the main parameters of the CONFU design. 
A thorough neutronic feasibility study indicated that all control parameters are close to those 
of a regular PWR core [7]. For example the maximum critical soluble boron concentration can be 
maintained below 2000 ppm. Furthermore, the power peaking factors are comparable to those of 
the standard PWR as are the thermal margins. The moderator and Doppler temperature reactivity 
coefficients as well as the soluble boron worth are negative during the whole period of 
irradiation, although smaller than those of standard reactors [7].  
Thermal-hydraulic calculations were also carried out to study the thermal performance of the 
CONFU assembly. Calculations indicated a reduction of minimum departure from nucleate 
boiling ration (MDNBR) with respect to the standard assembly design of the order of 10-20%. 
However, this does not affect the feasibility potential of this concept. The reduction by 10 to 20% 
is related to the achieved peaking factor, however the same margin is likely to be required in 
MDNBR, and further refinement of the design is possible. [7] 
 
The reactors are all 1 GWe LWRs which can be loaded either with traditional UO2 batches or 
CONFU batches or a mix of these two fuel types. For the traditional UO2 batches, the loading and 
discharge are the same as in the Once-Through cycle. All numerical values for CONFU reactors 
are taken from the MIT report by E. Shwageraus et al. [7]. These values are for the CONFU batch 
at equilibrium i.e. after several cycles. The details of the early cycles are not modeled. This is an 
approximation made in the CAFCA model that leads to great simplification without significant 
loss of accuracy. 
 
The traditional LWR batches are the same as those described in the Once-Through section 
previously. 
 
The CONFU batches are composed of traditional UO2 pins and Fertile-Free fuel pins. The 
UO2 pins are enriched to 5% in U235. In a fresh core with 3 CONFU batches, the total mass of 
uranium in the UO2 pins loaded in one reactor is 72.38 MT and the total transuranic elements 
mass is 3.385 MT (1MT = 1000 kg). Each CONFU core is composed of 193 assemblies and 
remains in the core 4.5 years.  
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The rate of consumption of TRU in a CONFU batch is 0.245 MT/GWe/year for the FFF pins 
and -0.245 MT/GWe/year in the UO2 pins. The CONFU batches were designed in such a way 
that, at equilibrium, the net consumption / creation of TRU is equal to zero in a batch. It may be 
possible in the future to achieve a net destruction of TRU but this has not been addressed in this 
study. The rate of consumption of uranium is 1.147 MT/GWE/year.  
 
Every 1.5 years, one batch is removed from a LWR. Assuming it is a CONFU batch, it 
corresponds to 23.63 MT of spent UO2 pins and 1.00 MT of TRU in spent FFF pins removed 
every 1.5 years. In the 23.63 MT of spent UO2 pins, 1.464%w are TRU.  
 
The UO2 assemblies from the CONFU batches or from the traditional UO2 batches go to an 
intermediate storage area for a cooling period of 6 years before separation. The FFF pins in the 
CONFU batches go to an intermediate storage area waiting for reprocessing. Two storage areas 
have been distinguished depending on the number of recycling cycles experienced by the TRU 
fuel in the FFF pins. The "young" FFF pins are defined as those which have undergone only one 
recycling as FFF pins after one recycling as TRU coming from UO2 assemblies. This "young" 
FFF fuel has a cooling time of six years before reprocessing. The "old" FFF pins, which have 
gone through the "young" storage area once, go to the "old" storage area, where the cooling time 
is 18 years to reduce the spontaneous neutrons and the high gamma emissions during handling 
and fabrication which comes from the accumulated curium and californium with multiple 
recycles. 
 
Every 1.5 years, one fresh batch, assumed to be a CONFU batch, is loaded into reactors to 
replace the one which has been removed. The mass of the fresh batch is larger than the mass of a 
fresh core divided by three to compensate for the fact that the two other batches are in part 
depleted. The heavy metal mass loaded is equal to the mass removed (23.68 MT of UO2 pins and 
1.00 MT of TRU in spent FFF pins) plus the mass burned in the reactor during 1.5 years (1.48 
MT in UO2 pins and 0.37 MT in FFF pins). Thus, 25.16 MT of uranium in fresh UO2 pins 
composed of uranium enriched to 5% in U235 and 1.37 MT of TRU in fresh FFF pins are loaded 
in each fresh CONFU batch.  
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Table 2: CONFU batch mass parameters 
FFF pins TRU 1.37 MT 
Loaded CONFU batch 
UO2 pins U enriched to 5% U235 25.16 MT
FFF pins TRU 1.00 MT 
U enriched at 0.83% U235 23.28 MTDischarged CONFU batch
UO2 pins
TRU 0.35 MT 
 
2.3.2 Deployment in 2015 
 
It is assumed that CONFU fuel assemblies can be introduced into LWRs in 2015, or 12 years 
after the beginning of the simulation. Before 2015 the CONFU/LWR strategy is similar to the 
Once-Through strategy. 
2015 could be an optimistic date for the beginning of the advanced strategy. It supposes 
indeed that the processing technology has been selected and that a first separation plant is built by 
this time. Moreover the CONFU fuel should also be licensed by NRC for commercial use. Given 
the need to demonstrate the fuel reliability, it is not sure that the CONFU fuel can be licensed by 
2015. 
 
2.3.3 Sub-case: CONFU with curium extraction 
 
A sub-case of the CONFU scheme has been studied. A drawback of the CONFU scheme is 
the long temporary storage required for the "old" TRU contained in the FFF pins. This long 
cooling time after one cycle in a CONFU batch is mainly due to the accumulation of curium 
(Cm) in the spent fuel. The presence of even small amounts of curium (and californium) in the 
spent fuel is problematic because of their large decay heat loads (per unit mass of the isotope) and 
gamma sources, neutron sources and the risk of criticality which complicate the spent fuel 
separation and reprocessing operations [8]. 
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One possibility is to remove curium in the FFF pins at reprocessing. The curium-free spent 
fuel would then only require a 6 year cooling time at the next step. The Cm-free code is derived 
from the CONFU code by assuming the same cooling time for "young" and "old" storage and by 
removing curium from FFF pins at reprocessing. 
The separated curium is sent to a separate storage area. The half-life of those nuclides is quite 
short. Their decay generates mostly plutonium which could be used as TRU to make fuel. This 
reuse is not done in our code given the small amounts of Cm. 
The scheme is illustrated in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4: Curium-free CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
The amount of curium extracted at the reprocessing plant after 6 year cooling time is 1.06%w 
of the total mass of recycled TRU. The amount of curium at discharge after the first cycle in FFF 
is 194.9 grams per assembly. After the 6 year decay time, only 166.1 grams of curium per 
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assembly is left, the remaining part has decayed to mostly plutonium. Appendix F gives the 
composition of the spent FFF for the first 10 recycles. 
 
One core has 193 assemblies and the FFF pins removed in one CONFU batch weigh muTRU 
= 1.0058 MT at discharge. The mass fraction of Cm in the spent FFF pins at reprocessing (after 6 
year cooling time) is thus only about 1%:  
 
166.1*193/ 3 0.010624
1005800Cm
f = =  
 
 
2.4 ABR/LWR strategy 
 
The ABR/LWR strategy is a fast reactor oriented scheme. This scheme makes use of a new 
reactor, the Actinide Burner Reactors (ABRs) that is fed by batches containing only TRU. The 
other reactors are traditional LWRs loaded with UO2 pins. It is, as in the CONFU scheme, a 
closed cycle option with a recycling industry that aims to reduce the worldwide TRU inventory. 
In our model, to maximize the quantity of burned TRU, no limitation on the number of ABRs 
built was adopted, thus the only constraint being on the availability of processing facilities. So, 
the number of ABRs is driven by the amount of TRU available for fresh fuel in the system. Once 
the number of ABRs is determined, the power needed to fulfill the total power demand is 
provided by traditional LWRs. This scheme is described in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: ABR/LWR strategy 
 
2.4.1 Reactor description 
2.4.1.1 Light Water Reactors 
 
The traditional Light Water Reactors (LWRs) have the same characteristics as the LWRs 
described in the Once-Through and CONFU schemes. They are loaded every 1.5 years with 
traditional UO2 batches that are discharged into the spent fuel temporary storage area.  
 
2.4.1.2 Actinide Burner Reactors 
 
The ABR is a modular pool type fast burner cooled by a lead-alloy with a power rating of 700 
MWth or 315 MWe [9]. The main core parameters are reported in Appendix E. Using an 
advanced gas turbine power conversion cycle, the thermal efficiency of the ABR is 45%. The 
ABR is loaded with fertile-free fuel composed of plutonium and minor actinides in the 
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proportions of the TRU composition discharged by LWRs with 33 GWd/MT burnup2. An inert 
metallic alloy made mostly of zirconium is used as the host matrix. This fuel is the Integral Fast 
Reactor (IFR) type fuel, which has superior thermal characteristics and melts at about 1000oC.  
The ABR primary system layout is a typical pool type modular reactor with internals 
enclosed in the reactor vessel. The reactor vessel adopts an RVACS system, which allows passive 
removal of decay heat by natural circulation means [10]. The core incorporates two main 
technical features:  
• Double-entry control rod mechanisms: the double-entry control rod system allows 
flattening of the axial power peaking through the core and helps prevent large positive 
reactivity insertion due to sudden core spatial oscillations such as which might occur 
during an earthquake [11]. 
• Streaming fuel assemblies: the streaming fuel assemblies [12] proved effective in 
increasing the neutron leakage from the core thus leading to negative reactivity 
insertion upon coolant voiding [11].  
A two-enrichment zoning strategy is adopted to minimize the radial power peaking. TRU 
enrichment in the inner core regions was set around 26%w while increased in the outer region to 
30%w. The radial peaking factor was calculated to be 1.2. This gives an overall power peaking 
factor of ~1.5. A two-batch refueling strategy is chosen so that after each operating cycle the fuel 
at the core periphery is moved into the inner core region while the outer core assemblies are 
reloaded with fresh fuel.  
The ABR burner maximizes the net TRU destruction rate, which achieves a value of 0.34 
kg/MWth/EFPYs. This is comparable to that of the ATW subcritical fast system [13]. In fact 
since both these burners are loaded with fertile-free fuel, they incinerate mass at a fixed rate of 
about 5 atoms/GeV of thermal power, which is set by the nuclear properties of the transuranics.  
 
The ABRs contain two batches which remain in the core for a total of 2.4 years. The fuel 
cycle length is thus 1.2 years. The ABR batches are composed of Fertile-Free pins containing 
TRU. There is no uranium in the core. The total mass of TRU in a fresh core is 3.2 MT. The rate 
of consumption of TRU in the ABR batches is 0.756 MT/GWe/year. The ABR is a net burner of 
TRU [14].  
                                                 
2 Selected due to the large discharged fuel inventory already at hand with this burnup.  
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Every 1.2 years, one batch is removed from the ABRs. It corresponds to 1.15 MT of TRU in 
spent FFF pins removed every 1.2 years. The ABR batches go to an intermediate storage area for 
a cooling period of 6 years before being reprocessed. As the accumulation of curium and 
californium are much smaller than the accumulation in the CONFU case, no distinction between 
"young" and "old" TRU was made to choose between a short and a long cooling time. The 
cooling time for FFF in the ABR case is always 6 years. 
Every 1.2 years, one fresh batch is loaded in the ABRs to replace the one which has been 
removed. The mass of the fresh batch is larger than the mass of a fresh core divided by two to 
compensate for the fact that the other batch is in part used (because it resided in the core for one 
cycle). The heavy metal mass loaded is equal to the mass removed (1.15 MT of TRU in spent 
FFF pins) plus the mass of TRU burned in the reactor during 1.2 years (0.90 MT of TRU). Thus, 
2.05 MT of fresh TRU in FFF pins are loaded every 1.2 years. Fission products are never 
included in these masses. 
 
Table 3: ABR batch mass parameters 
Loaded ABR batch FFF pins TRU 2.05 MT 
Discharged ABR batch FFF pins TRU 1.15 MT 
 
2.4.2 Deployment in 2028 
 
It is assumed that this fuel cycle can be started in 2028, or 25 years after the beginning of the 
simulation. Before 2028 the ABR/LWR strategy relies on the Once-Through LWR technology. 
The deployment of the fast reactor strategy occurs after that of the advanced thermal reactor 
strategy because the fast reactor has to be designed, its components tested, then built and 
licensed, which is more difficult than new fuel licensing for the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
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2.5 Recycling industry in advanced strategies 
 
In the advanced strategies, all the spent fuel is recycled. The recycling facilities consist of 
separation plants for UO2 pins and reprocessing plants for FFF pins.3 We assumed a capacity of 
2000 HMMT/year for the separation plants and 250 HMMT/year for the reprocessing plants. In 
the nominal case, it is assumed that at a maximum rate, one reprocessing plant and one separation 
plant can be built every 36 months if there is enough material available for recycling. The impact 
of this assumption is investigated in the sensitivity analysis. 
 
2.5.1 Separation for UO2 pins 
 
The spent UO2 pins go to a temporary storage area after being discharged from the reactor. 
The spent fuel has to remain in the storage area for 6 years before TRUs are separated. This 
waiting period is necessary so that the heat and the gamma emissions decrease to a more tolerable 
level. 
Once the UO2 pins are cold enough to be handled, they proceed to the separation plants where 
the uranium is separated from the 1.464%w TRU with 0.1%w losses. The recovered uranium 
contains 0.83% U235 and goes into the enrichment plants to be reused.4 The TRUs coming from 
UO2 pins are designated "young". They will be used to fabricate FFF pins for the "young" 
CONFU or ABR batches. 
 
2.5.2 Reprocessing of FFF pins 
 
The FFF pins, from both "young" and "old" temporary storage, go into the reprocessing plants 
to be recycled. The transuranic elements are separated from the Fertile-Free matrix and fission 
products and then sent to the FFF pin fabrication plants. The losses in the process are assumed to 
be 0.1%w. "Losses" here refers to amounts of material that are not inserted in the fuel. This 
                                                 
3 A separation plant is defined as a facility that treats the spent UO2 pins separating the Uranium from the transuranic 
elements. A reprocessing plant is defined as a facility that recycles the spent FFF pins by extracting the remaining 
TRU from the spent fuel. 
4 In this simplified analysis the effect of U236 from the irradiated fuel on the net neutronic value of the U235 is 
ignored. In reality it may require about 15% additional enrichment in U235 to overcome the inherent presence of U236 
[15]. 
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material can be collected for disposal. The transuranic elements reprocessed from "young" and 
"old" TRU storage areas are mixed and used to fabricate "old" FFF pins for CONFU or ABR 
batches, as these TRUs have been at least once in a CONFU or ABR batch. 
 
2.5.3 Separation and reprocessing plants construction 
 
The TRU recycled into fresh CONFU or ABR batches can come from FFF temporary 
storages after reprocessing or from UO2 temporary storage after separation. The power growth 
model determines the maximum amount of TRU that can be loaded into the reactors at each time 
step. It is desired to maximize this quantity but two factors limit it: (1) the mass of TRU ready to 
be recycled in the temporary storage and (2) the separation and reprocessing industry capacity 
limits. The code thus addresses these two issues. First it deals with the issue of when should a 
separation or a reprocessing plant be built if required by the available mass to process? Second, it 
addresses from where should the TRU be taken if there is a choice among different storage areas? 
The code prioritizes the TRU elements coming from the spent LWR UO2 fuel temporary 
storage and limits the construction of new plants to one of each kind every three years, if they are 
necessary. 
In detail, the code begins by comparing the maximum amount (A) of TRU that could be 
loaded in the reactors given the power demand with the masses of available TRU in the 
temporary storage sites. If the amount (A) is less than the total mass of available TRU, it is 
possible to recycle the amount (A) at this time step. Otherwise, as much as possible of TRU is 
taken from the UO2 spent fuel storage (a mass mHM) and the balance, if needed, is provided by 
TRU coming from FFF pin storage beginning with the "young' TRU (mass mFFFy) and 
completing the need with the "old" TRU (mass mFFFo). This step gives the maximum TRU that 
could be recycled provided that sufficient capacity for it exists in the reactors. 
Then, the amount of TRU effectively recycled is modified due to the capacity limits of the 
reprocessing and separation plants. The code begins by examining the separation facilities. If 
mHM is less than the separation facilities capacity limit, mHM is effectively recycled. Otherwise 
a new separation plant is built only if no separation plant has been built at the previous time step.5 
                                                 
5 This is true in the CAFCA-CONFU code where the time step is 1.5 years. Thus it corresponds to one new plant 
every 3 years on average. In the CAFCA-ABR code, the time step is 1.2 years. A new plant can be built either if no 
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Then, if the new capacity limit is larger than mHM, mHM is effectively recycled. Otherwise, we 
can recycle mHM only up to the separation capacity limit.  
Let's call mHM the definitive mass of TRU coming from the heavy metal storage given all 
the previous constraints. The code then examines the reprocessing plants. 
The amount of TRU to be drawn from the FFF storage is first updated given the effective 
amount mHM. mFFF is now the minimum between the available TRU in the FFF storage and the 
remaining capacity of fertile free pins in the reactors after loading mHM.  
If the reprocessing facilities capacity limit is larger than mFFF, we reprocess mFFF. 
Otherwise, we would like to build a new reprocessing plant, which is doable only if no 
reprocessing plant has been built within the previous 3 years as for the separation plants. If mFFF 
is less than that updated reprocessing capacity limit, all mFFF can be recycled. In the last case, 
where the reprocessing capacity limit is below that of the mass mFFF we would like to load in 
the reactors, choices have to be made. 
Only the capacity limit of the reprocessing facilities is recycled in this later case. Moreover, 
the FFF pins from the "young" storage (the shorter one) have priority over the FFF pins from the 
"old" storage (the longer one). The mass of TRU loaded in the reactors coming from the "old" 
storage and the "young" storage are designated mFFFo and mFFFy. 
The priority to use TRU from spent fuel can be understood as the desire to recycle the large 
amount of spent fuel already existing today. Moreover the spent fuel is less radioactive and is 
therefore easier to handle. 
The neutronic implications of the differences in TRU "young" and "old" compositions are 
ignored in this model. 
 
 
2.6 Storage areas 
 
The temporary storage areas receive the spent fuel where it resides for a required cooling 
period before being recycled. In the codes, those storage areas are simulated by stacks whose 
                                                                                                                                                              
plant has been built during the last two time steps or if no plant has been built during the last time step and if the last 
plant had been built after two time steps without new construction. This way, a new plant is built every 3 years on 
average at most. 
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length depends on the cooling time required. The first row receives the new spent fuel. At each 
time step, the masses are shifted one row down. The length of each stack is the cooling time 
divided by the time step in the simulation (the cycle length). Therefore, the last row of the stack 
contains the spent fuel ready for recycling. 
In the CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies, there are thus three stacks: one for the spent 
UO2 pins from traditional LWRs and CONFU batches (minimum time is 6 year long), one for the 
"old" TRU (minimum time is 18 year long in the CONFU/LWR strategy, 6 year long in the 
ABR/LWR strategy) and one for the "young" TRU (minimum time is 6 year long).  
In the ABR/LWR strategy, only one stack for spent FFF would be necessary in the present 
version of the code but as the ABR builds on the CONFU code that has two stacks for TRU, and 
we may want this option later (i.e. change this assumption of always 6 years cooling time for 
TRU), we kept the two TRU stacks in the ABR code. 
 
 
2.7 Enrichment industry 
 
The Once-Through scheme requires enriched UO2 pins to produce LWR batches with UO2 
pins enriched to 4.2% U235. We assume that the multiple conversions of the uranium are done 
without any loss in the process. The enrichment plant is fed the uranium coming from natural 
uranium ore which contains 0.711% U235.  
The ABR/LWR strategy uses the same enrichment for the traditional LWRs. The ABRs do 
not require uranium. 
 
The CONFU scheme requires UO2 pins to feed the traditional LWR batches with uranium 
enriched to 4.2% U235 and to feed the CONFU batches with UO2 pins enriched to 5% U235. We 
assume that the multiple conversions of the uranium are done without loss in the process. Two 
different streams are identified because of the difference of enrichment between them: one for 
traditional LWR and one for CONFU batches. Those two streams come out of the enrichment 
plants. Two streams go into the enrichment plants: first, recycled uranium which is preferably 
reused if available. It contains 0.83% U235. Then, if needed, additional uranium comes from 
natural uranium ore which contains 0.711% U235. This scheme is summarized in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Enrichment scheme in the CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
The enrichment work is calculated in Separation Work Units (SWU). The SWUs are not used 
for mass balances where we track the element U in various streams, so the different oxides under 
which the uranium is present do not matter. But for economic calculation, the cost of enrichment 
is given per kg SWU required to reach the desired enrichment level. 
The mass of enrichment uranium em  is given by the following formula, where dm is the mass 
of depleted uranium:  
 
f w
e d
p w
X X
m m
X X
−= −  
 
With: 
235
w
235
p
235
f
 : % of U  in the tails stream (depleted Uranium)
 : % of U  in the enriched Uranium stream
 : % of U  in fresh Uranium ore stream or feed Uranium from separation plant
X
X
X
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With the values: 
 
w
p
p
f
f
0.2%
5% for CONFU
4.2% for LWR
=0.711% for natural ore
=0.83% for recycled Uranium
X
X
X
X
X
=
=
=  
 
We find the values summarized in Table 4: 
 
Table 4: Uranium enrichment in CONFU scheme 
Low enriched uranium required for 1 kg 
of enriched uranium 
For LWR batches 
At 4.2% U235 
For CONFU batches 
at 5.0% U235 
From uranium ore at 0.711% U235 7.83 kg 9.39 kg 
From recycled uranium at 0.83% U235 6.35 kg 7.62 kg 
 
Then, the SWU is calculated by the following formula: 
 
(2 1) ln( ) (2 1) ln( ) (2 1) ln( )
1 1 1
p p f p w fw
p w f
p f w w f w f
X X X X X XXkgSWU X X X kgHM
X X X X X X X
− −= − + − − −− − − − −  
 
With the same values, we find: 
 
Table 5: Separation Work Unit for enrichment in CONFU scheme 
SWU required for 1 kg of enriched 
uranium 
For LWR batches For CONFU 
batches 
From uranium ore at 0.711% U235 7.00 kgSWU 8.85 kgSWU 
From recycled uranium at 0.83% U235 6.10 kgSWU 7.76 kgSWU 
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Note that typical tails enrichments in practice have varied between 0.2% and 0.3%. We again 
note that the tails are taken at 0.2% enrichment which maximizes the SWU used but minimizes 
the amount of feed needed from either the recycled or ore uranium. Furthermore, the uranium 
U236 present in the recycled stream would in principle require a higher U235 enrichment in the 
product to give the neutronic reactivity needed.  
 
2.8 Losses 
 
Losses occur at several steps in the scheme. A constant loss factor has been chosen for all 
steps. Thus, 0.1%w of the in-coming stream is lost at UO2 pins and Fertile-Free pins fabrication as 
well as at reprocessing and separation plants. We assume no losses at enrichment and conversion 
steps.  
The "lost" masses are assumed to be collected in waste products to be sent to the repository. 
In reality, it is likely that those losses would be integrated with the in-coming stream of each step 
at the following time step. To collect the "losses" and purify them to the degree required for 
effective fuel use may be more costly than simply integrating the "losses" into the waste stream. 
Given the small amounts considered, this simplification has no impact on results. 
 
 
2.9 Model implementation 
 
After this presentation of the mechanism of each scheme, we will focus in the next two 
chapters on the implementation of these schemes into a Matlab® code. Matlab® 6.0.0.88 release 
12 was used to compile the code, which is called Code for Advanced Fuel Cycle Assessment 
(CAFCA). The code implementing the CONFU/LWR strategy is called CAFCA-CONFU and the 
code implementing the ABR/LWR strategy is called CAFCA-ABR. Details are available in 
reference [4]. 
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3 Mass Balance Model 
 
 
The computational methodology adopted in this work represents the fuel cycle as a network 
of nodes along which the heavy metal mass flow is tracked from a source to a sink. This fuel 
cycle schematization is similar to that adopted in reference [16]. In this approach the network 
contains several types of nodes: 
 
• Processes: these are nodes that process the nuclide mass. In our model they can be 
fuel fabrication plants, fuel separation plants, reprocessing plants and burner reactors, 
• Storages: these nodes act as mass buffers. They can retain nuclide mass for a specific 
time and act as feeding elements for the processes, 
• Sources: these are the nodes that produce the heavy metal and that feed the fuel cycle. 
Sources have only output feeding streams, e.g. uranium mines, 
• Sinks: these nodes are the final storage sites for the nuclide mass. Sinks have only 
input feeding streams (in our investigation the final TRU repository is the only sink 
considered) 
 
Mass balances are computed along network branches involving one of each of the node types 
above. Moreover each mass conservation equation includes time derivatives to account for the 
dynamic evolution of capacities (the mass accumulated in storage facilities can vary due to the 
constraint on the spent fuel cooling time requirements and imbalance between input and output 
feeds), fuel treatment plants whose number changes in time based on the mass throughput that is 
reprocessed at each time step, and number of reactors deployed which is driven by the power 
demand growth scenario. 
Note that the codes track the masses of two types of heavy metals: uranium and TRU. The 
masses do not reflect the real masses existing in the industry due to the fact that the uranium 
exists in different molecular forms with different molecular weights (yellow cake, hexafluoride 
uranium, etc…). The codes also do not track the fission products in the spent fuel. Those 
elements are not transuranic elements. Due to their short half-life, they do not present a long term 
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issue for long-term waste management. This ignores the Tc99 and I129 which have very long half-
lives, but make up minute quantities compared to TRUs.  
 
 
3.1 Reactor representation 
3.1.1 Once-Through strategy 
 
In the Once-Through strategy, the reactors are all the same. They are loaded with the same 
kind of batch. Thus a continuous model using only the number of reactors is used to represent the 
fleet of reactors.  
 
3.1.2 CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
In the CONFU/LWR strategy a given reactor can be loaded with different types of batches 
(traditional LWR or CONFU). A dynamic model of the batches is required to be able to track 
individually each batch. 
For the CONFU code, we chose to describe all the reactors by a matrix, one column 
representing one reactor and each row in the column representing one batch in the reactor. The 
activated size of the matrix called R is then at each time step the total number of reactor columns 
by 3 rows, the number of batches in one reactor. The top row of the matrix is the newest batch in 
the reactor and the bottom row corresponds to the oldest batch going out of the reactor at the end 
of the cycle.  
The elements of the matrix are integers from 0 to 3 indicating the type of fuel contained in the 
batch, as given in Table 6. 
 
Table 6: Values in the matrix representing the fleet of reactors 
Value in the matrix Fuel 
0 Empty 
1 Traditional UO2 batch 
2 "young" CONFU batch 
3 "old" CONFU batch 
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At each time step, the matrix for a LWR loaded with traditional UO2 batch and CONFU 
batches looks as shown in Figure 7: 
 
 
Figure 7: Matrix representing the fleet of reactors 
 
3.1.2.1 Reactor charge/discharge dynamics 
 
At each time step, the oldest batches in the reactors are removed (line n, n being the number 
of batches in a reactor) and fresh batches have to be loaded. The assumptions for this mechanism 
depend on whether the total number of reactors decreases or increases. The code also makes a 
distinction between the time where there are only traditional UO2 batches and the time where 
some CONFU batches are available. We will describe here the general case with CONFU 
batches, the case with only traditional UO2 batches being a sub-set of it (with the mass available 
for CONFU equal to zero). 
 
Let's assume for this demonstration that there are 12 reactors at time i and that the matrix R is 
as represented in Figure 8: 
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Figure 8: Example of a matrix R at time i 
 
The CAFCA-CONFU code is implemented to handle both the cases where the number of 
reactors decreases (discharge of whole cores of spent fuel) and the cases where it increases 
(loading of fresh core). As our power demand scenarios are only growing, we only present here 
the case where the number of reactors increases. The other case is described in the MIT report [4] 
focusing on the code itself.  
 
Let's assume for instance that the number of reactors goes from 12 at time i to 15 at time i+1. 
 
• Discharge of the last batches and of decommissioned reactors: The last batch 
(the oldest one) of each reactor is first discharged into the appropriate temporary storage, as 
shown in Figure 9. If some reactors have to be decommissioned, they are removed on the left 
hand side of the matrix and the remaining reactors are shifted to the left. (situation not shown 
in Figure 9) 
 
 
Figure 9: Discharge of the spent batches 
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• Batch reshuffling: The last row is filled with 0's as it becomes empty. The batches in the 
matrix are shifted one row down. Then the first row is filled with "0" as shown in Figure 10 
and Figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 10: Shifting down of the batches 
 
• Extension of the matrix: At the right of the matrix, new columns are created 
corresponding to the number of new reactors to be commissioned at this time (in fact in the 
code, the matrix R has already those columns created and filled with "0", those columns are 
just "activated"). (See Figure 11) 
 
 
Figure 11: Add new reactors in matrix R 
 
• Loading fresh batches: The last step consists of loading fresh batches into the reactors. It 
is simulated by allocating a value in the first row of the matrix R and in the last empty 
columns of the matrix R. The rules for this loading are: 
 
 Loading the first batch of the existing reactors by: 
o Loading as many "old" CONFU batches as possible, beginning at the left 
of the matrix 
o Loading as many "young" CONFU batches as possible, continuing at the 
left of the matrix 
o Completing by traditional UO2 batches if needed 
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 Loading the batches of the new reactors, from left to right and from top to 
bottom, by: 
o Loading as many "old" CONFU batches as possible, beginning at the left 
of the matrix, if remaining "old" TRU 
o Loading as many "young" CONFU batches as possible, continuing at the 
left of the matrix, if remaining "young" TRU 
o Completing by traditional UO2 batches if needed 
 
Figure 12 shows an example of loading in the case with 5 "old" and 8 "young" TRU batches 
available: 
 
 
Figure 12: Loading of the matrix with fresh batches 
 
 
This dynamics will be applied to update the matrix representing the reactors at each time step, 
in the time steps' loop for mass balances described below. 
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3.1.3 ABR/LWR strategy 
 
The ABR code has a mixed mode representation: a continuous mode for the LWRs as in the 
Once-Through scheme and a discrete representation by matrix for the ABRs as in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy. 
 
The present version of the ABR code distinguishes between two kinds of FFF batches 
("young" and "old") but their cooling time is the same (6 years) because we assume that the spent 
FFF discharged from ABR only requires 6 years cooling time whatever the number of recycles 
the TRU previously experienced. With this structure, we will be able to change that assumption 
in the future if needed. 
With two kinds of FFF batches, the ABRs have to be described by a matrix as in the CONFU 
scheme, one column representing one reactor and each row in a column representing one batch in 
a reactor. The size of the matrix called R is then at each time step the number of ABRs by 2, the 
number of batches in one ABR. The top row of the matrix is the newest batch in the reactor and 
the bottom row corresponds to the next batch going out of the reactor.  
The elements of the matrix are integers indicating the type of fuel contained in the batch, as 
given in Table 7. 
 
Table 7: Values in the matrix R representing the fleet of reactors in the ABR scheme 
Value in the matrix Fuel 
0 Empty 
2 "young" ABR batch 
3 "old" ABR batch 
 
The dynamics of charge and discharge of the ABRs is exactly the same as the dynamics for 
the LWRs in the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
 
The LWRs are represented by a continuous model. The total nuclear power demand and the 
number of ABRs set the remaining power to be produced by LWRs. The required number of 
LWRs determines the mass flows going in an out of the LWRs as all the batches are traditional 
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UO2 batches and identical in all LWRs. The matrix representation to track the different kinds of 
batches discharged at each time step is not required.  
 
 
3.2 Time step 
 
The model is a discontinuous model. The time step is chosen to be equal to the cycle length of 
one of the types of reactors in the strategy. In the Once-Through and the CONFU/LWR strategy, 
the time step of the model is the cycle length of the LWR or 1.5 year. 
The ABR/LWR strategy has two different types of reactors with different cycle lengths. Thus, 
the shortest cycle length is the time step in the ABR code, that is to say 1.2 years. For the mass 
variables related to the LWRs that have a 1.5 year cycle length, we introduced a proportionality 
factor γ, defined as the ratio of the two cycle lengths. As our model of reactor is continuous and 
based on reactor units and not batch units for the LWRs, this proportionality correction is valid. 
 
 
3.3 Before deployment of the processing technology 
 
The deployment of the processing technology occurs in 2015 in the CONFU/LWR strategy 
and in 2028 in ABR/LWR strategy. Before this deployment, the number of reprocessing or 
separation plants is zero. All reactors are LWRs with traditional batches. The two strategies are 
exactly similar to the Once-Through strategy. 
The first task of the code is to remove and replace batches in the existing reactors and adjust 
the total number of reactors by commissioning new reactors or decommissioning old ones.  
The dynamics described previously for the matrix R is used with a loading of LWR batches 
only. The matrix is thus only filled with fuel type "1". 
At each time step, the mass in the spent fuel storage area is increased by the number of 
reactors times the mass of heavy metal in a traditional spent fuel batch. 
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The number of reactor determines the mass of enriched uranium required to load fresh 
batches. The model makes the distinction between the new reactors that need a fresh core and the 
existing reactors that need only a fresh batch. 
 
When the charge/discharge of the reactors is done, we know the mass flowing in and out of 
the reactors. The other mass flows are calculated from those two. 
 
In the spent fuel storage area, the masses are shifted one row down and the spent fuel 
discharged from the reactors goes into the first row. The total amount of TRU in the unseparated 
storage is calculated by adding the mass of HM in each slot multiplied by the fraction of TRU in 
the spent fuel. We neglect here the decay of the actinides in spent fuel which slightly changes its 
composition. We assumed a constant fraction of TRU in the whole storage area equal to the 
fraction of TRU in spent fuel at discharge from the reactor. 
 
 
3.4 After deployment of the processing technology 
3.4.1 Once-Through strategy 
 
There is no deployment of separation or reprocessing technology (generally called processing 
technology in this work) in the Once-Through strategy. The mass balance calculations are exactly 
the same as before.  
 
3.4.2 CAFCA-CONFU 
 
CAFCA-CONFU applies to the CONFU/LWR strategy. After the deployment of the 
separation and reprocessing technologies that allow production of CONFU batches in 2015, the 
model aims to burn a maximum amount of TRU available in the temporary storage areas. The 
first step is to determine the exact amount of "old" and "young" TRU that can be loaded in the 
reactors at a time step. Then CAFCA-CONFU effectively moves the CONFU batches into the 
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reactors, and completes the reactors' loading with traditional batches. Finally, once the mass flow 
variables in and out of the reactors are known, the other mass variables are calculated. 
The power demand model gives the total number of reactors at a time step t, thus the number 
of new batches (traditional LWR or CONFU) to be loaded into reactors. 
The steps are then the following: 
 
• Determination of the amount of TRU going into the reactors: the model calculates 
first the maximum mass of TRU that can be loaded into the reactors, according to both 
the available TRU in temporary storages and the capacity of the separation and 
recycling industries.  
 
• Discharge and Charge of the reactors: The reactors are charged and discharged by 
the method presented previously in the reactors' matrix dynamics section. It provides 
the in-going and out-coming streams to the reactor for traditional LWR batches, as 
well as the "young" and "old" CONFU batches. The model then screens the matrix to 
count the number of each kind of batches. A reactor is called "LWR" when all its 
batches are traditional and is designated "CONFU" if at least one batch is CONFU. 
 
• Enrichment: The required enriched uranium is known based upon the reactors' type. 
Two sources of uranium are available: the recycled uranium containing 0.83% U235 
and the fresh uranium ore which contains 0.711% U235. The two outflows are the 
enriched uranium for traditional LWR batches (4.2% U235) and for CONFU batches 
(5% U235). The recycled uranium is given priority for enrichment of the uranium used 
for fabrication of pins of the CONFU batches. Then, if there is still recycled uranium 
available, it is used for the traditional LWR pins. Once all the recycled uranium is 
used, natural uranium ore is used to fulfill the uranium pins' fabrication objectives. As 
mentioned before, no distinction is made between U235 effectiveness in the reactor due 
to its origin, although the recycled U235 is in reality somewhat less effective due to the 
presence of U236. 
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• Storage variables update: The processed spent fuel masses are removed from the last 
row of the three stacks representing the storage areas. The masses in each row are then 
shifted one row down in the stacks. The reactor outgoing mass flows are sent in the 
first rows of the stacks. All the UO2 pins go into the heavy metal spent fuel storage. 
The "young" and "old" FFF pins go into the "young" and "old" FFF storage areas.  
 
3.4.3 CAFCA-ABR 
 
CAFCA-ABR applies to the ABR/LWR strategy. After the deployment of ABRs in 2028, we 
use the maximum of TRU available in the temporary storage areas to make FFF batches for the 
ABRs. The successive steps in the code are the following: 
 
• Determination of the amount of TRU going into the ABRs: The rational is the 
same as in the CONFU scheme. The amount of TRU loading into the reactor is 
maximized given the available TRU in temporary storage and the capacity of 
separation and reprocessing facilities. This determines the number of new ABRs that 
need to be built and the total number of ABRs. The power demand is fulfilled by 
building, if necessary, new LWRs.  
 
• Discharge and Charge of the reactors: For the ABRs, the charge and discharge 
follow the same dynamics as that for the LWRs in the CONFU scheme. The charge 
and discharge of the LWRs is done as those in the Once-Through strategy by a 
continuous model based on the total number of reactors. Note that a proportionality 
coefficient, gamma, equal to the ratio of the two cycle lengths of the ABRs and 
LWRs, is used to correct the mass of the spent and the fresh batches. It corrects for the 
fact that the time step used by the code is shorter than the cycle length of the 
traditional LWR. At each time step, the mass flows are thus lower than the real masses 
charged and discharged at the end of an LWR cycle length. The coefficient gamma is 
smaller than one.  
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• Enrichment: The required enriched uranium for LWRs is known with the number of 
batches to be loaded into LWRs. This enriched uranium is produced from low 
enriched uranium coming from two sources: the recycled uranium containing 0.83% 
U235 and fresh uranium ore containing 0.711% U235. The recycled uranium has priority 
for use. Once all the recycled uranium is used, natural uranium ore can be used to 
fulfill the uranium pins' fabrication requirements.  
 
• Storage variables update: The processed spent fuel masses (sent to separation and 
reprocessing plants) are removed from the last row of the three stacks representing the 
storage areas. The masses in each row are then shifted one row down in the stacks. 
The reactor outgoing mass flows are sent to the top rows of the stacks.  
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4 Economic Analysis Model 
 
 
4.1 Scope 
 
The economic analysis is based on the results obtained in the mass balance calculations. This 
study provides the cost of electricity defined by the total expenses occurring at one time step 
divided by the total electricity production during that time step. It is given in mills/kWhe, which 
is the same as $/MWhe.  
 
The following assumptions have been made in the economic analysis. 
• The result used for interpretation is the present direct cost of electricity per kWhe. It is 
not a levelized cost of electricity as could be found in some studies. A levelized cost 
of electricity is a constant cost the operators have to charge for electricity during the 
lifetime of production of a fleet of reactor so that all the costs (debt and equity) are 
paid off at the end of operations. Our results are not constant as the costs are 
determined at each time step. They are the total expenses during a given time step 
divided by the total electrical energy produced by the fleet of reactors at this time step. 
The expenses include three main factors: the capital cost of the reactors (CC), the 
Operations and maintenance (O&M cost or OMC) cost and the fuel cycle costs (FCC). 
To these three main cost centers other expenses as taxes or interest payments are 
added. The capital cost of the reactors is recovered in a period of 20 years, while the 
life of the reactors is assumed to be 60 years. 
 
• The proper treatment of taxes is complex. We assumed a tax rate of 38% [1]. Taxes 
are paid on revenues. Direct costs and interest paid on the debt are deductible to 
calculate the taxable income. Thus, taxes are accounted for in the fuel cycle cost as 
applied to income derived from the investment if the investment is not done by debt. 
The taxes are also included in the capital costs of the reactors which are paid off over 
20 years with 50% of the financing done by debt. For the operation and maintenance 
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costs, taxes do not matter because these costs are directly expensed (paid at the same 
time they occur). The methodology used and the assumptions made come from 
reference [17]. The derivation of the formula is reported in this chapter. More details 
about the derivation of the formula and the treatment of the taxes can be found in 
reference [18]. 
 
• The financing of capital costs of the reactors is assumed to be partly done with debt 
and partly by equity. We assumed the financing is made as 50% by debt yielding 5% 
and 50% by equity yielding 12% which corresponds to an apparent interest rate of 
8.5%. 
 
• No inflation is included. Thus the costs are given in 2003 dollars.  
 
• As the evolution of the unit costs for the different cost centers is very uncertain (trade 
off between technology improvement and regulation reinforcement for instance), no 
value for an escalation rate could have been rationally chosen and thus we assumed no 
escalation rate. 
 
These assumptions are important and can only lead to an approximate value for the cost of the 
electricity produced by the three options. Nevertheless, because identical assumptions are used 
for all three strategies, they facilitate a useful tool to compare the three scenarios and identify the 
potential for future improvements.  
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4.2 Reactors unit costs 
 
The numerical values for the reactors unit cost are summarized in Table 8.  
 
Table 8: Reactor unit cost and sensitivity analysis values 
Variables Lower Nominal value Higher 
LWR cost of capital 
$/kWe 
1400 1700 [7] 2100 
ABR cost of capital 
$/kWe 
2100 [14] 2500 2900 
Reactor O&M 
$/kWe 
50 70 [1] 90 
Decommissioning cost 
$/kWe 
200 350 [1], [19] 500 
 
A sensitivity analysis has been undertaken to evaluate the impact of variation of some cost 
elements on the total cost of electricity. Sensitivity analysis is a very useful tool for two main 
reasons. First, many variables are uncertain, for example the cost of the final repository, and a 
range of values is a more realistic way to capture their cost. Second, the values for the cost 
variables can differ from one country to another. As our model deals with the worldwide fleet of 
reactors, it is important to run the model with different values which would correspond to 
different countries. 
 
 
4.3 Fuel cycle unit costs 
 
The values taken for the unit costs of the different processes of the fuel cycle cost are 
summarized in Table 9. In cases where we did some sensitivity analysis, the nominal values are 
given in bold font.  
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Table 9: Fuel cycle unit cost sensitivity analysis values and the values reported in previous studies 
The unit costs are in [$ / kgHM] 
Process This 
Work 
Reference 
[7] 
Reference 
[1] 
Reference 
[20] 
Reference 
[21] 
Ore purchase 30 – 45 - 80 30 30 50 40 – 90 
Conversion 8 5 8 4 – 6 - 8 6 – 11 
Enrichment 
70 – 100 – 130 
$/kgSWU 
80 $/kg HM 100 $/kg SWU 
50 – 100 – 150 
$/kg SWU 
80 – 130 
$/kg SWU 
UO2 
Fabrication 
275 250 275 
150 – 250 - 
350 
200 - 350 
Spent UO2 storage 
200 
 
  
100 – 200 - 
300 
 
Spent unseparated 
FF Fuel storage 
200 
 
    
UO2 
Separation 
1000 800 1000 
500 – 1000 - 
2000 
560 - 660 
FF Fuel 
Reprocessing 
7000 7000    
FF Fuel 
Fabrication 
11000 11000    
Repository 
400 – 550 – 
700 - 1000 
 400 
100, 200, 300 
more than 
temporary 
storage 
200 - 860 
 
 
4.4 Time treatment 
 
No inflation is taken into account: all costs are expressed in 2003 dollars. Moreover, as 
previously noted, no escalation rate is included. Thus, the different unit costs remain the same 
over the 50 years of the time frame of our study. 
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The time value of money also has an importance for the payment of the capital costs and 
decommissioning costs of the reactors. The capital costs of the reactors are supposed to be paid 
off over a period shorter than the plant life time, usually twenty years, by debt and equity at a 
constant interest rate. The real capital cost that has to be paid off over 20 years is higher than the 
overnight cost value given in Table 8 due to the interest paid during the construction time. The 
annuities are assumed equal over the payment period.  
In the fuel cycle, the interest rate associated with cost centers where the money is collected 
before real expenditure is a low risk rate of return of 2% debt only. For instance, for the cost of 
repository or the cost of temporary storage, the money is collected at the midpoint of irradiation 
while the cost occurs only at the end of irradiation. The money collected is thus invested at a safe 
rate of return to insure its availability by the time of expenditure. 
Table 10 summarizes the different parameters and their notation for the following sections 
related to the time value of money. 
 
Table 10: Financing parameters 
Description Notation Value 
Rate of return on debt rb 5% 
Fraction of debt fb 0.5 
Rate of return on equity rs 12% 
Fraction of equity fs 0.5 
Apparent interest rate r= rb fb  + rs fs 8.5% 
Tax rate τtax 38% 
Tax equivalent interest rate x= rs fs  +(1- τtax) rb fb 7.55% 
Carrying charge factor x/(1- τtax) 12.2% 
Low risk interest rate rblow 2% debt only 
Construction time Tcons 4 years 
Economic lifetime N 20 years 
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4.5 Reactor capital costs 
4.5.1 Construction time 
 
The new reactors are assumed to be built in 4 years with constant expenditure of the 
overnight capital cost. At the beginning of reactor operation, the real costs are higher because of 
the interest that has to be paid on the money used to build the reactor during the preceding 4 
years. More precisely, with a continuous compounding using the mixed interest rate: 
 
[ ] [ ]4
0
$ /
$ /
4
overnight rt
real
C kWe
C kWe e dt= ∫  
 
Then, the real capital costs at the beginning of operation are higher, as given in Table 11: 
 
Table 11: Overnight and real reactor capital costs 
Reactor Overnight Cost 
[ ]$ / kWe  
 
 
Real cost at beginning 
of operation 
[ ]$ / kWe  
 
1400 1667 
1700 2025 
C
O
N
FU
 
2000 2382 
2100 2501 
2500 2978 
A
B
R
 
2900 3454 
 
4.5.2 Yearly expense for a new reactor 
 
The reactors are assumed to be paid off over N=20 years by debt and equity at a given interest 
rate (8.5% for the apparent rate of return). The annuities are constant over the payment period. If 
CreacCap is the apparent cost of capital of one reactor and YCreacCap the value of the annuity 
paid each year, we have the following formula for the case without tax and with continuous 
compounding: 
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( 1)
1
rN r
rN
e eYCreacCap CreacCap
e
−= −  
 
However, the introduction of tax payments modifies this formula because taxation is not the 
same for equity and for debt. The cash flow for the reactor capital cost with an economic life of N 
years is as shown in Figure 13. 
In Figure 13, where Ri is the yearly payment, Creal the apparent capital cost of the reactor 
and Ti is the payment of taxes. Assume Vi being the principal (the debt part in the financing) 
remaining to be paid at the end of year i, which keeps the same ratio debt/equity in its financing. 
 
 
Figure 13: Capital cost cash flow diagram 
 
For tax calculations, the revenues are taxable while the interest paid on debt is deductible. 
Moreover, the cost of capital is tax deductible by depreciation allowances. With a straight line 
depreciation model, the deduction allowance for capital each year is (notations reported in Table 
10): 
 
real
i
CD
N
=  
So the tax payment each year is: 
 
1( )i tax i i b b iT R D r f Vτ −= − −  
 
Creal 
Ri 
0 
Ti 
N
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where Ri is the revenue in year I and Vi-1 is the depreciated value of plant cost at step i-1. 
 
Then, the free cash flow to pay the principal at time i is: 
 
1 1i i i b b i s s iR T r f V r f Vγ − −= − − −  
 
And so: 
 
1
1 1 1
1
( )
(1 ) (1 )
i i i
i i i b b i s s i
real
i tax b b tax i tax
V V
V R T r f V r f V
CV r r f R
N
γ
τ τ τ
−
− − −
−
= −
= − − − −
⎡ ⎤= + − − − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 
 
We have defined here x, the tax equivalent interest rate by: 
 
(1 )
b b
s s b b
x r r f
r f r f
τ
τ
= −
= + −  
 
We can then write: 
 
1(1 ) (1 ) reali i tax i tax
CV V x R
N
τ τ− ⎡ ⎤= + − − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  
 
And by induction, 
 
( )0
1
(1 ) (1 ) 1
N
N iN real
N tax i tax
i
CV V x R x
N
τ τ −
=
⎡ ⎤= + − − + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑  
 
And we know that after N years, the reactor is completely paid off ( 0NV = ) and 0 realV C= . 
Thus: 
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( )
1
(1 ) 1
N
ireal
real tax i tax
i
CC R x
N
τ τ −
=
⎡ ⎤= − + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑  
 
We want the payments to be constant: iR YCreacCap=  and realC CreacCap= , so: 
 
(1 )
1 (1 ) 1
N
tax
N
tax
CreacCap x xYCreacCap
x N
τ
τ
⎡ ⎤+= −⎢ ⎥− + −⎣ ⎦
 
 
With a continuous time model, we obtain: 
 
( 1)
1 1
xN x
tax
xN
tax
CreacCap e eYCreacCap
e N
τ
τ
⎡ ⎤−= −⎢ ⎥− −⎣ ⎦  
 
If we neglect taxes, the previous formula for N yearly payments of an investment in the future 
is obtained. 
 
Table 12 gives the values of the yearly payments for the three different costs of capital chosen 
for sensitivity analysis for LWR and ABR in the code. It compares the case with taxes and the 
case without tax. An economic lifetime of 20 years has been chosen. 
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Table 12: Reactor annuities 
Reactor 
type 
Overnight Cost 
[ ]$ / kWe  
 
 
 
 
CreacCap0 
Real cost at 
beginning of 
operation 
[ ]$ / kWe  
 
 
CreacCap 
Yearly 
payment over 
20 years with 
taxes 
[ ]$ / kWe  
 
YCreacCap 
Yearly 
payment over 
20 years 
without tax 
[ ]$ / kWe  
1400 1667 220 201 
1700 2025 267 245 
L 
W 
R 2000 2382 314 288 
2100 2501 329 302 
2500 2978 392 360 
A 
B 
R 2900 3454 455 417 
 
The taxes increase the yearly payments by about 10% compared to the case without tax.  
 
4.5.3 Capital cost of existing reactors 
 
In the worldwide fleet of nuclear reactors, many have not been yet totally paid off. As a 
reactor is supposed to be paid off over 20 years, all the reactors commissioned between 1983 and 
2003 are not fully paid off and some annuities have to be included in our cash flow calculations. 
We thus need to know the age of the worldwide fleet of LWR. The 2002 ELECNUC "Nuclear 
Power Plants in the World" [22] gives data summarized in Table 13: 
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Table 13: Years of construction of LWRs in the world 
TOTAL USA World except USA Commercial operation 
date 
# LWR 
Power 
(MWe) # LWR 
Power 
(MWe) # LWR 
Power 
(MWe) 
1969-1973 64 26210 21 14100 43 12110 
1974 - 1978 75 54065 31 26240 44 27825 
1979 - 1983 85 69260 13 10990 72 58270 
1984 - 1988 130 127425 32 33900 98 93525 
1989 - 1993 47 42970 6 6990 41 35980 
1994 - 1998 21 17640 1 1120 20 16520 
1999 - 2003 18 15072 0 0 18 15072 
Total 397 340532 104 93340 293 247192 
 
For the world except USA, the details are summarized in Table 14. [22] 
 
The code converts the total power per time frame given in the tables into a number of 
equivalent 1GWe LWR. The "equivalent" number K of LWRs built between 1989 and 1993 need 
to be paid, on average, during 5 years. A yearly payment for each reactor is added to the cash 
flow of the expenses between 2004 and 2008. The reactors built between 1994 and 1998 have 
still to be paid off with yearly payments over ten years between 2004 and 2013. And the reactors 
built between 1999 and 2003 have to be paid off with yearly payments over fifteen years between 
2004 and 2018. 
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Table 14: Years of construction of LWRs outside the USA 
1969-1973 1974 - 1978 1979 - 1983 1984 - 1988 1989 - 1993 1994 - 1998 1999 - 2003 Total 
Commercial 
operation 
# 
LWR 
Power 
(MWe) 
# 
LWR 
Power 
(MWe) 
# 
LWR
Power 
(MWe)
# 
LWR
Power 
(MWe)
# 
LWR
Power 
(MWe)
# 
LWR
Power 
(MWe) 
# 
LWR 
Power 
(MWe) 
# 
LWR
Power 
(MWe)
South Africa 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1800 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1800 
Germany 2 980 4 3960 4 4390 8 9400 1 1270 0 0 0 0 19 20000 
Argentina 0 0 1 335 0 0 1 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 935 
Armenia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 380 1 380 
Belgium 0 0 3 1750 2 1970 2 2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5720 
Brazil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 630 0 0 0 0 0 1230 0 1860 
Bulgaria 0 0 2 820 2 820 1 950 1 950 0 0 0 0 6 3540 
Canada 4 2060 1 850 4 2640 7 5000 4 3520 0 0 0 0 20 14070 
China 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2170 1 610 4 2780 
Czech 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1640 0 0 0 0 1 912 5 2552 
South Korea 0 0 1 560 2 1240 5 4200 1 900 5 4150 2 1600 16 12650 
Spain 2 600 0 0 1 950 6 5990 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 7540 
Finland 0 0 0 0 4 2660 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2660 
France 0 0 2 1760 22 19900 22 24970 7 9190 1 1310 4 5800 58 62930 
Hungary 0 0 0 0 1 440 3 1320 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1760 
India 3 490 0 0 1 200 2 400 2 400 2 400 4 800 14 2690 
Japan 5 1770 14 9250 7 5590 11 13010 10 8940 4 4630 2 2100 53 45290 
Lithuania 0 0 0 0 1 1380 1 1380 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2760 
Mexico 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 670 1 670 0 0 2 1340 
Pakistan 1 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 300 2 430 
Netherlands 1 460 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 460 
Romania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 660 0 0 1 660 
UK 18 2940 3 1800 1 600 1 550 9 5415 1 1190 0 0 33 12495 
Russia 3 1200 8 3230 6 5060 8 6975 3 2825 0 0 1 950 29 20240 
Slovakia 0 0 0 0 2 820 2 820 0 0 1 390 1 390 6 2420 
Slovenia/Croatia 0 0 0 0 1 680 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 680 
Sweden 1 440 4 2910 4 3760 2 2315 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 9425 
Switzerland 3 1040 0 0 1 970 1 1145 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3155 
Taiwan 0 0 1 600 3 2500 2 1780 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4880 
Ukraine 0 0 0 0 3 1700 7 6650 2 1900 1 950 0 0 13 11200 
Total 43 12110 44 27825 72 58270 98 93525 41 35980 20 16520 18 15072 336 259302
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4.5.4 Capital cost of new reactors fulfilling power growth 
 
Each year, new reactors have to be built to satisfy the power demand. These new reactors are 
also paid off over 20 years by annuities YCreacCap. At a given time step we can assume than NR 
new reactors have to be built. Then the cash flows of expenses will be incremented by NR times 
YCreacCap during the 20 following years.  
 
4.5.5 Capital cost of new reactors replacing decommissioned ones 
 
The capital cost of new reactors replacing old decommissioned ones after a life time of 60 
years has two components: the cost of replacing reactors built before 2003 and the cost of 
replacing the reactors built after 2003. 
 
The first LWRs have been commissioned in the early 70's all over the world. Assuming a 
lifetime of 60 years for those reactors6, some of them will need to be decommissioned and new 
reactors will have to be built to replace them, in order to replace the power they were producing. 
Using the tables given previously, the power to be replaced is calculated by periods of five 
years. The number of reactors to be replaced is then distributed uniformly over the 5 year periods. 
The cost of these new reactors is calculated by the same method as that used for the cost of new 
reactors built to satisfy the power demand. 
 
After 60 years the reactors built from 2003 have to be replaced. During 20 years after T+60, 
the number of annuities, corresponding to the number of reactors built at time T, is added to the 
cash flow of expenses.  
 
                                                 
6 This assumes life extension of all existing LWRs will be possible. 
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4.5.6 Cost of decommissioning 
 
The previous part describes the cost of replacing reactors that have to be decommissioned by 
new ones. In our study, decommissioning costs have been added although they represent only a 
very small additional cost as this section aims to demonstrate. 
 
The OECD/NEA Study "Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants: Policies, Strategies and 
Costs" [19] surveyed 28 countries about their regulatory policies, industrial strategies and the cost 
estimates for decommissioning nuclear power plants. 
 
For PWR, the reported average cost of decommissioning is $320/kWe with a standard 
deviation of $195/kWe. 
 
With a nominal value of $350/kWe, the yearly payment which has to be made during 60 years 
of operation, so that the fund is sufficient after this time to pay the decommissioning is given by 
the formula (continuous compounding): 
 
[ ] [ ] 1$ / / $ /
1
r
rN
eYP kWe yr P kWe
e
⎛ ⎞−= ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
 
 
With r= 2% and N=60 years, this yearly payment is $3.04/kWe/yr.  
 
The increase in the cost of electricity needed to pay off this YP amount is thus: 
 
[ ] [ ]/ // 0.39
365*24*0.9
YP mills kWe yr
C mills kWhe = =  
 
This is small compared to the 40 or 45 mills/kWhe cost of electricity that will be calculated 
later, on the order of 1%.  
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Finally, the total cash flow at each time step for the cost of capital is the sum of all previous 
cost centers: 
• cost of existing reactors 
• cost of new reactors built to fulfill the power growth 
• cost of replacement of decommissioned reactors 
• cost of decommissioning 
 
 
4.6 Reactor O&M costs 
 
The O&M costs in the literature are given in dollars per kilowatt. The variable OMC gives the 
costs due to O&M at each time step. It is the product of the unit cost and the total power of the 
fleet during one cycle length. 
Taxes have no impact on the O&M cost as they are immediately expensed and deducted from 
the revenues to calculate the taxes on the net income. For the cash flows related to the O&M 
costs: 
If Ri is the revenue, OMCi the O&M costs and Ti the taxes paid at time i, we have: 
 
i i iR OMC T= +  
 
Where the taxes paid are: 
 
( ) ( )i i i iT R OMC Tτ τ= − =  
 
which is only valid if Ti=0. 
 
Thus: 
 
i iR OMC=  
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The revenue required to cover the O&M costs is exactly the cost of O&M.  
 
 
4.7 Fuel cycle costs 
4.7.1 Methodology 
 
The fuel cycle costs are calculated from the recycled masses. Unlike the cost of reactors 
where the capital costs (i.e. the construction of reactors) and O&M costs (i.e. the use of the 
reactors) are two separate cost centers related to the plant capacity (size), the fuel cycle costs in 
our model are given in dollars per kg of fuel mass, which makes the fuel cycle costs independent 
of the number of reactors or of overcapacity of plants.  
To calculate the fuel cycle cost, we used the same method as in the MIT report "The Future of 
Nuclear Power" [1] and which is derived in reference [17]. The fuel cycle cost is divided in two 
parts. The first part is the direct cost of each step (i.e. cost times the treated mass). The second 
part takes into account that all the time steps in the fuel cycle do not occur at the same time and 
adjusts the previous cost with the carrying charges and the time between the expenditure and the 
midpoint of irradiation where the money is supposed to be collected. It thus accounts for the time 
value of money. The formula is: 
 
( )∑ Φ∆+=
i
iii TCMFCC 1  
Where  
Mi = mass processed at stage i [kg]; 
Ci = unit cost for stage i [$ / kg]; 
Φ = carrying charge factor [yr-1]; 
∆Ti = time span between the stage i investment and the fuel irradiation midpoint [yr]. 
 
The carrying charge factor is characteristic of the time value of money (i.e. related to the 
discount rate). The iT∆  is the delay between the real investment and the midpoint of irradiation 
of the fuel in the reactors. At a step i, we assume in our code that the enrichment, conversion and 
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fabrication occur at step i, so that the demand for the reactors is satisfied. But in fact, those costs 
should have occurred a few years before. Money must be "borrowed" to make the investment 
which costs interest. The carrying charge factor mitigates that delay. 
 
To demonstrate this formula, we can draft a cash flow diagram for the stage i (fabrication for 
instance). We assume that the expense for the mass Mi going through the stage i occurs iT∆  
before the fresh fuel given by those treated Mi is at the midpoint of the irradiation in a reactor. 
The revenues are assumed to be collected at the midpoint of the irradiation. 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Fuel cycle cost cash flow 
 
Let's call taxτ  the tax rate and assume that the expense is depreciated in one time at the 
midpoint of the irradiation and is tax deductible. The interest paid on debt is tax deductible. Thus, 
the taxes paid are ( ( 1))b ir Ti tax i i i b i iT R M C f M C eτ ∆= − − − , where rb is the interest rate for the debt 
with a continuous compounding. Thus, we must have: 
 
Mi * Ci 
Ri 
Ti 
irradiation
∆Ti 
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Thus, if we add all the cost centers, we obtain to the first order of approximation: 
 
(1 )i i i i
i i
R M C T≈ +Φ∆∑ ∑  
 
Where (1 )
1
s s tax b b
tax
f r f rτ
τ
+ −Φ = −  is the carrying charge factor in the approximation where T∆ is 
not too large. The exact formula is: 
 
(1 ) ( )
(1 )
b i s ir T r T
tax b s tax
i i i
i i tax
f e f e
R M C
τ τ
τ
∆ ∆⎡ ⎤− + −⎣ ⎦= −∑ ∑  
 
In our calculations, we always use the exact formula above, contrary to what was done in 
reference [1]. Figure 15 shows the variance between the accurate and the approximate formulae 
for different values of the time between investment and midpoint of irradiation.  
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Figure 15: Sensitivity analysis for the FCC formula approximation 
 
When the values for iT∆  are around or less than 4.5 years, like most studies, the 
approximation would be acceptable. The maximum error would be about 10% in the worst case. 
However, we did a sensitivity analysis with much larger lead times to irradiation (8 to 20 years). 
In these cases the first order approximation is not valid anymore. For consistency the exact 
formula has always been used.  
 
4.7.2 Variables and values 
 
Appendix I gives the variables iT∆  for the lead times in the three strategies which differ 
between the ABR/LWR strategy and the CONFU/LWR strategy because the irradiation times are 
not the same in both types of reactor. 
 
Figure 16 summarizes the different lead times of the processes. The numerical values are 
reported in Appendix I. 
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Figure 16: Lead times for fuel cycle cost calculations 
 
Note that the reprocessing and separation operations are assumed to occur before the 
introduction of the materials in the reactor. This way, the cost of reprocessing is allocated to the 
electricity produced in the future with the recycled materials. This approach considers recycling 
as a way to provide raw material to make fresh fuel. 
Another approach would be to consider recycling of spent fuel as a waste management policy 
and thus, its cost should be allocated to the electricity that has produced the spent fuel in the past. 
The lead times, with the important cooling time in temporary storages (6 or 18 years), are very 
different and the difference in the costs are important, as will be illustrated in the sensitivity 
analysis. The time value of money can in this case yield interest to pay a part of the recycling 
costs. 
 
The composite rate of return (8.5%, 50% debt, 50% equity) has been used for all cost centers 
in the fuel cycle cost except those where collection of money occurs before expenditure ( iT∆ <0). 
In this case, the low risk rate of return (2%, 100% debt) is used. In the nominal accounting 
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scheme (lead times presented on Figure 16). Only the costs for repository and temporary storage 
fall in this category. 
 
In order to obtain the cost of electricity, the cash flows of the three cost centers (capital costs, 
operation & maintenance costs and fuel cycle costs) are added at each time step. Then, this total 
expense is divided by the total electricity produced during this time step. It corresponds to the 
installed power capacity times the capacity factor times the length of the time step. The unit of 
the results is mills/kWhe (thousandth of dollars per kilowatt-hour electric). This unit is equal to 
$/MWhe, which often appears in literature. 
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5 Implications of the Alternative Strategies 
 
 
This chapter shows results obtained by the simulation models. The figures relating to the 
CONFU/LWR strategy are displayed at the top of the page (figure 'a') while the figures relating to 
the ABR/LWR strategy are shown below, at the bottom of the page (figure 'b'). 
 
5.1 Infrastructure implications 
 
This section describes the population of new reactors and the distribution between traditional 
LWRs and advanced reactors (CONFU LWRs or ABRs). It also shows the evolution in the 
number of separation and reprocessing plants given the constraints presented previously. 
The construction of the fuel fabrication plants for UO2 pins and FFF pins is not tracked here. 
The enrichment and conversion plants are not described either. We indeed suppose that there are 
no constraints on their construction and that their capacity can be made to quickly fit the demand. 
 
5.1.1 Reactors 
 
Figure 17 shows the evolution of the worldwide fleet of reactors consisting of traditional 
LWRs, CONFU LWRs or ABRs. As said previously, a reactor is called CONFU if it has at least 
one batch with Fertile-Free fuel among the three contained in the core.  
Figure 18 shows the distribution of the power produced between traditional LWRs and 
CONFU reactors or ABRs. For the CONFU/LWR strategy, the traditional reactors and the 
CONFU reactors are both 1 GWe LWR. Thus, there is no difference between the figures showing 
the reactors distribution and the power distribution. On the other hand, the power produced by an 
ABR is much lower than the power produced by a LWR (0.315 GWe compared to 1 GWe).  
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Figure 17: Number of reactors in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes 
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Figure 18: Power generation per types of reactors in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes 
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In the CONFU/LWR strategy, the CONFU reactors are deployed from 2015 to 2050 quite 
linearly. In that period, there is plenty of TRU available in the spent fuel storage and the 
constraint on the number of CONFU batches is imposed by the separation industry capacity limit. 
Because our model assumes a linear growth of that capacity (one plant every 3 years), the growth 
of CONFU reactors should be linear. The curve shown in Figure 17 is nevertheless not perfectly 
linear. This is explained by the fact that we call a CONFU reactor a LWR with one, two or three 
FFF batches. However, the number of CONFU batches made with "young" TRU (that comes 
from spent fuel) in the reactors should be linear as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Distribution of types of batches in CONFU scheme until 2050 
 
 
The "young" CONFU batches are deployed from 2015 linearly following the constraint on 
separation capacity. The "old" CONFU batches are deployed 7 time steps after the first "young" 
CONFU batch (3 in the reactor and 4 in the storage for cooling) in 2025. The number of "old" 
CONFU batches is constrained by the reprocessing capacity and thus increases also linearly. 
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The number of CONFU reactors equals the number of traditional LWRs in 2038 with about 
400 units of each type. By 2050, there are about 650 CONFU reactors and 350 traditional LWRs. 
Note that if the batches were managed so that a reactor could accept only traditional or CONFU 
batches, we would have about 400 traditional LWRs and only 600 CONFU reactors given the 
distribution of batches above. 
Just after 2050 the initial amount of spent fuel inventory would have been separated which 
limits the availability of "young" TRU. The number of "young" CONFU batches decreases 
drastically afterwards as the CONFU batches are replaced by traditional LWR batches. 
 
In the ABR/LWR strategy, the ABRs are deployed from 2028. Their number grows linearly 
until 2050 as the number of separation plants grows linearly. The system tries to consume the 
maximum TRU in the spent fuel storage and satisfy the constraint on separation plants 
construction. By 2050, there are about 170 ABRs and 860 LWRs. 
However, in terms of power produced, the portion from ABRs generation is much smaller. By 
2050, only 55 GWe are produced by ABRs and about 860 GWe are produced by LWRs. This 
corresponds to only 6.0% power being produced by ABRs. 
The ABR has the advantage of having better TRU management performance over the long 
run. It also does not spread TRU in different locations compared to the CONFU/LWR strategy 
because the number of reactors with TRU is smaller in the ABR/LWR strategy than in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy.  
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5.1.2 Reprocessing and separation plants 
 
Figure 20 shows the number of separation and reprocessing plants in the CONFU/LWR and 
ABR/LWR strategy until 2050. Figure 21 extends the timeframe of the simulation to 2100 using 
the scenario C (same growth rate after and before 2053). Recall that the separation plants recycle 
the heavy metal of spent fuel, separating the uranium (sent to enrichment facilities) from TRU 
which is used to make FFF pins. The reprocessing plants recycle the spent FFF pins to make 
fresh FFF pins, which mixes the TRU from spent LWR fuel and the recycled FFF. 
 
As long as the initial amount of spent fuel has not been completely recycled (approximately 
2050 for CONFU and 2090 for ABR in scenario C for power growth as will be shown on heavy 
metal balance figures), the number of separation plants is fixed by the constraint we imposed on 
their construction, that is to say one every two time steps or 3 years for CONFU/LWR strategy 
and one every two and three time steps alternatively or also 3 years on average for ABR/LWR 
strategy.  
After the time of initial inventory exhaustion, the separation industry would have an 
overcapacity. The separation plants built to reduce the existing stock of spent fuel would not be 
fully used as the discharged spent fuel mass from reactors is smaller than the separation capacity. 
So, the number of separation plants remains constant until the power growth makes the masses of 
discharged spent fuel sufficiently large so that we need to build supplementary separation plants. 
That phenomenon occurs in 2080 for CONFU and later for ABR (it is not shown on Figure 21 b 
because it happens after 2100).  
This delay for ABR is explained by the fact that the recycling industry is deployed later for 
ABR (2028). Between 2015, year of deployment of the reprocessing industry in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy and 2028, the ABR/LWR strategy is penalized at the same time by two 
factors. First the CONFU/LWR strategy starts burning TRU in CONFU reactors reducing the 
growth rate of the spent fuel mass. Second the spent fuel mass increases quicky in the ABR/LWR 
strategy due to the fast exponential power growth. By 2028 the spent fuel mass is larger in the 
ABR/LWR strategy than that in 2015 (at the beginning of the recycling) in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy. In the CONFU/LWR strategy, there are 200,000 MT of spent fuel in 2015 versus 
320,000 MT of spent fuel in the ABR/LWR strategy by 2028. With higher spent fuel mass at the 
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early and later stages of deployment, the ABR scheme requires much longer time to reach 
equilibrium and the overcapacity is larger in its separation industry.  
The period of overcapacity is unlikely to be accepted in reality as the capital costs and O&M 
costs are high for recycling plants. A more sophisticated model should anticipate this and 
maximize the load factor of the plant. The main difficulty is having an accurate forecast of the 
nuclear power growth. This overcapacity is illustrated in Figure 22 showing the load factor of the 
separation and reprocessing industry. Some other schemes for processing plants are studied in the 
sensitivity analysis section later.  
 
The number of reprocessing plants is much smaller than the number of separation plants. 
Only 1% of the spent fuel is TRU. Even if the separation capacity (2,000 MT/ plant) is large, the 
TRU extracted per plant is small. On the other hand, it is clear that we need only one or two 
reprocessing plants over the first century: their capacity is low (250 MT) but this is 250 MT of 
TRU. At each time step, only few hundred metric tons of TRU are discharged from the CONFU 
batches (about 1 MT per discharged batch). 
The construction of the first reprocessing plant happens when the first amount of spent FFF 
pins arrives into the last slot of the "young" FFF temporary storage. For example, in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy, three time steps are necessary before the first CONFU batch is 
discharged into the storage area (because each reactor has three batches). Then, the FF pins are 
shifted during 4 time steps (length of the "young" storage area) before they arrive in the last slot 
and the FF pins are reprocessed at the following time step. So at 2012 + (3 + 4 +1 time steps), the 
first reprocessing plant is built for the CONFU/LWR strategy.  
Until 2050, only one reprocessing plant is required. The second one is built in 2052 in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy and 2063 in the ABR/LWR strategy. By 2100, there are 3 reprocessing 
plants for both strategies. It is interesting to note that the third reprocessing plant is deployed 
slightly sooner in the ABR/LWR strategy than in the CONFU/LWR strategy. This is mainly due 
to the shorter cooling time (always 6 years) in the ABR/LWR strategy compared to the 
CONFU/LWR strategy (6 or 18 years) which increases the availability of TRU in the ABR/LWR 
strategy. 
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Figure 20: Separation and reprocessing plants in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes until 2050 
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Figure 21: Separation and reprocessing plants in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes until 2100 
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Figure 22: Load factor of separation and reprocessing plants in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes 
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5.2 Mass flows and stocks 
5.2.1 Heavy Metal balance until 2050 
 
The total heavy metal in the nuclear energy system is given in Figure 23. The results of 
figures a and b show important similarities between the CONFU/LWR and the ABR/LWR 
strategies. Compared to the Once-Through strategies, both would reduce significantly the amount 
of heavy metal in storage, both in temporary and final. There is a dramatic decrease of the 
amount of heavy metal that would end up in the repository. 
 
For the Once-Through strategy, the mass of heavy metal in the repository increases 
geometrically, following the power growth, from about 120,000 MT in 2003 to 630,000 MT in 
2050.  
For the CONFU/LWR and the ABR/LWR strategies, the heavy metal mass coincides with 
that for Once-Through until the deployment of the TRU burner reactors, respectively in 2015 and 
in 2028. There would be 200,000 MT of spent fuel in the CONFU/LWR strategy by 2015 when 
the separation begins while there would be 320,000 MT spent fuel in the ABR/LWR strategy by 
2028. Without recycling industry, the rather high power growth increases rapidly the mass in 
spent fuel temporary storage. 
With recycling, the heavy metal in temporary storage reaches a maximum in about 2025 for 
the CONFU/LWR strategy at 220,000 MT and in about 2048 for the ABR at about 420,000 MT. 
The heavy metal masses in spent fuel temporary storage areas then decrease until 120,000 MT in 
2050 for the CONFU/LWR strategy and is approximately the same in 2050 as in 2048 for the 
ABR/LWR strategy. 
The reduction of heavy metal in storage is smaller in the ABR case due to the assumed late 
deployment of the ABRs compared to the deployment of the CONFU batches. Between 2015 and 
2028, the CONFU/LWR strategy reduces the HM in storage while the ABR/LWR strategy 
continues to accumulate it. 
 
In the CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies, the amounts of heavy metal in the spent 
fertile free fuel (only TRU) are very small compared to the masses of heavy metal in spent fuel. It 
is more relevant to compare this mass in a TRU balance as done in Figure 24. 
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The masses to be sent to the repository are almost three orders of magnitude lower in the 
CONFU and ABR strategies compared to the huge quantities in the Once-Through strategy. The 
CONFU and ABR scenarios are closed cycles where only the losses (i.e. heavy metal that cannot 
be captured for recycling) in the system are sent to the repository, which are 0.1% the throughput 
at main transformation centers. While the amount sent to the repository in the Once-Through 
cycle is about 640,000 MT by 2050, it is only about 1,000 MT by 2050 in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy and the ABR/LWR strategy. 
Thus, recycling reduces considerably the need for space in a repository but requires a whole 
industry of separation plants, separated fuel manufacturing, and various storage facilities. That is 
why the Once-Through scheme is less expensive than the closed cycle schemes, as will be shown 
later.  
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Figure 23: Heavy metal balance until 2050 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes 
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5.2.2 Transuranic elements balance until 2050 
 
As shown in Figure 24, the amount of TRU in storage areas is considerably reduced in both 
the CONFU/LWR and the ABR/LWR strategies compared to Once-Through strategy. For Once-
Through, the repository will have about 8,000 MT of TRU by 2050.  
In the CONFU/LWR strategy, the TRU in the temporary storage area for spent fuel is about 
1,500 MT and about 2,400 MT is in the spent FFF storage. Thus, the TRU in storage areas is 
reduced by about 4,100 MT. Of those 4,100 MT, about 2,300 MT are spread in the CONFU 
batches of the LWRs and 1,800 MT have been incinerated. Only about 20 MT are in the 
repository.  
Due to the later deployment of the ABRs, the reduction by 2050 of TRU in the storage areas 
is smaller. The TRU in the temporary storage area for spent fuel is about 5,400 MT and about 
800 MT is in the spent FFF storage. Thus, the TRU in storage areas is reduced by about 1,800 
MT. Of those 1,800 MT, about 600 MT are spread in the ABRs and 1,350 MT have been 
incinerated. Only about 10 MT are sent to the repository.  
 
The maximum amount of TRU in the spent fuel storage is reached by 2025 with about 3,000 
MT in the CONFU/LWR strategy and by 2048 with about 5400 MT in the ABR/LWR strategy. 
The mass in the spent FFF storage area in the CONFU/LWR strategy equals the mass of TRU in 
the spent fuel storage by 2045 with 2,000 MT TRU.  
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Figure 24: TRU balance until 2050 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes 
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5.3 Uranium ore needs 
 
Compared to the Once-Through strategy, the CONFU/LWR strategy and the ABR/LWR 
strategy enable some savings in natural uranium ore purchase as shown in Figure 25. The 
separation of spent fuel provides uranium enriched to 0.83% U235 that is used to make fresh UO2 
pins for traditional LWR batches or CONFU batches.  
The Once-Through fuel cycle is the strategy that needs the largest amount of uranium ore 
with about 5 million MT of ore purchased by 2050. Advanced cycles allow reductions in the ore 
consumption by about 500,000 MT for the CONFU and 360,000 MT for the ABR fuel cycles by 
the year 2050. These savings are, however, a small fraction of the total amount. They account for 
only about 13% and 7.6% of the total uranium ore consumed in the Once-Through fuel cycle by 
that time, respectively. 
Those savings correspond approximately to the savings of heavy metal compared to the 
Once-Through strategy and heavy metal in spent fuel storage reported on the heavy metal balance 
figures. They are slightly higher due to the higher enrichment of the uranium coming from spent 
fuel separation than the one from natural ore. 
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Figure 25: uranium ore consumption in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes 
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5.4  Extended analysis until 2100 
 
Due to the late deployment of ABRs, it is incomplete to compare the CONFU/LWR and the 
ABR/LWR strategies only until 2050. The analysis has been extended to 2100. Given the 
uncertainty in nuclear power growth after 2050, analysis has been performed with the 4 power 
demand scenarios presented in section  2.1. Results are given for different power demand 
scenarios. In order, scenario A (power remains constant at 1000 GWe after 2053), B, C and 
scenario D with gradually larger power increases faster after 2053 to reach 3500 GWe in 2100 in 
scenario D are shown. 
 
5.4.1 Infrastructures population 
 
The nuclear power demand after 2053 has a strong impact on the total number of reactors, but 
also on the distribution between traditional LWRs and advanced reactors, CONFU LWRs or 
ABRs. 
 
In the CONFU/LWR strategy, the distribution between traditional LWRs and CONFU LWRs 
does not really change after 2053 in scenario A, as seen in Figure 26. Despite some oscillations, 
the number of CONFU reactors remains between 600 and 800 after 2053 while the number of 
LWRs oscillates between 200 and 400. In scenarios B, C and D, the numbers of CONFU LWRs 
and traditional LWRs increase with approximately the same slope (see Figure 27, Figure 28 and 
Figure 29). The number of CONFU LWRs is always higher in scenario B while a significant 
power demand in scenario C and D makes the number of traditional LWRs higher. There is not 
enough TRU to feed all new reactors and thus most of them are loaded with traditional fuel. In 
the nominal case (scenario C), the number of LWRs is approximately 1,250 (52%) while the 
number of CONFU LWRs is about 1,200 (48%). Note that the high number of CONFU reactors 
is mainly due to the fact that a reactor with only one CONFU batch is called CONFU.  
 
In the ABR/LWR strategy, the behavior of the number of reactors is consistent after 2053 
with that before 2053 whatever the power growth scenario is. In scenario A, the numbers of ABR 
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and LWR stay constant after 2053. In scenario B, C and D, the number of ABR continues to 
increase linearly until 2090 with the same slope as before 2053. The number of ABRs is driven 
by the constraints on the separation plants construction which is linear (one every 3 years if TRU 
is available). The addition of new reprocessing plants is not clearly visible. The number of LWRs 
follows the power demand and thus increases exponentially. In the base case (scenario C), the 
proportion of ABRs is about 17% by 2050 with 170 units and 20% by 2100 with 600 units. 
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Figure 26: Number of reactors in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes until 2100 in power demand scenario A 
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Figure 27: Number of reactors in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes until 2100 in power demand scenario B 
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Figure 28: Number of reactors in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes until 2100 in power demand scenario C 
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Figure 29: Number of reactors in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) schemes until 2100 in power demand scenario D 
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5.4.2 Transuranic elements balance 
 
Transuranic elements balances are given in Figure 30 through Figure 33. 
In the nominal case (scenario C) for the CONFU/LWR strategy equilibrium in the spent fuel 
storage is reached in 2051 with about 1,400 MT TRU. After 2051, the total TRU mass still 
increases slowly in the spent fuel storage due to the power demand increase: the "current" 
discharged TRU in spent fuel is higher than the discharged TRU 6 years earlier (which are taken 
out of storage for separation today). By 2100 the mass in the spent fuel storage is 3,600 MT, the 
mass in FFF storage is 7,800 MT and has not reached an equilibrium. The incinerated TRU is 
about 10,700 MT and 4,700 MT are loaded in the reactors. 
For the ABR/LWR strategy, equilibrium in the spent fuel storage is reached later in 2088 at 
2,700 MT and increases to 3,300 MT by 2100. By 2100, the mass in the FFF storage is about 
3,300 MT, the mass in the reactors is about 2,000 MT, much smaller than in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy due to the smaller size of the ABRs. The total incinerated TRU is 16,800 MT by 2100. It 
is 68% higher than the mass incinerated in the CONFU/LWR strategy: even if less TRU is 
present in the reactors, the ABR performs net consumption of TRU while the CONFU design has 
a zero net consumption of TRU. The performance of ABR/LWR strategy is thus better for the 
long run than the performance of the CONFU/LWR strategy. The ABR/LWR strategy has also 
the advantage of spreading less TRU among different locations. The amount of TRU in the 
reactors is smaller than for the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
To compare, the mass of TRU in the repository in the Once-Through strategy is about 28,000 
MT. On the other hand, there is only about 100 MT in the repository in both the CONFU/LWR 
and ABR/LWR strategies. 
 
In the other power demand scenarios, equilibriums occur at the same time as in the nominal 
case described above. The values by 2100 are summarized in Table 15: 
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Table 15: TRU masses by2100 in the CONFU and ABR schemes for 4 power demand scenarios 
TRU mass 
[MT] 
 
Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C 
(nominal) 
Scenario D
O
 T
 
Repository 20,000 22,200 26,800 28,800 
Incinerated  9,300 9,700 10,700 11,000 
Spent fuel storage 1,400 2,200 3,600 4,400 
FFF storage 6,000 6,600 7,800 8,200 
In reactors 2,900 3,500 4,700 5,000 C
O
N
FU
 
Repository 70 80 90 90 
Incinerated  9,000 15,200 16,800 17,000 
Spent fuel storage 1,400 1,850 3,200 4,100 
FFF storage 8,150 2,350 3,400 3,800 
In reactors 600 1,250 2,000 2,250 
A
B
R
 
Repository 40 70 80 80 
 
In terms of incinerated TRU the performance of the ABR/LWR strategy is better than the 
performance of the CONFU/LWR strategy in all scenarios. Nevertheless both strategies offer an 
important improvement compared to the Once-Through strategy. 
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Figure 30: TRU balance until 2100 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) scheme in power demand scenario A 
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Figure 31: TRU balance until 2100 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) scheme in power demand scenario B 
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Figure 32: TRU balance until 2100 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) scheme in power demand scenario C (Nominal 
case) 
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Figure 33: TRU balance until 2100 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) scheme in power demand scenario D 
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5.4.3 Curium-free CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
A separate subroutine from the CAFCA-CONFU code describes the specific case where 
curium is removed at the reprocessing of FFF and sent to a dedicated storage area. The spent FFF 
pins have only to wait 6 years to cool down before reprocessing. 
The figures shown below compare the TRU balance in the traditional CONFU scenario 
(Figure 34) with short and long cooling time storage areas for FFF and the curium-free scenario 
(Figure 35). 
The shorter cooling time in the curium-free CONFU code allows incineration of more TRU 
by 2100 with 12,000 MT compared to 10,000 MT (+ 20%). The higher availability of TRU 
makes the mass of TRU in the reactors a little bigger by about 10%. The amount of TRU in the 
spent fuel does not change because the TRU in spent fuel storage has priority over TRU in the 
FFF storage. The cooling time change does not affect the separated spent fuel. However it 
reduces by 30% the TRU mass in FFF storage by 2100.  
The curium is sent to a dedicated storage area. The TRU mass in that area is small. About 310 
MT of curium would be in storage by 2100. That curium remains in storage for ever. In reality, it 
is likely that it will be used as TRU fuel after its decay, mostly into plutonium. 
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Figure 34: TRU balance until 2100 in CONFU with curium scheme for power demand scenario C (Nominal case) 
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Figure 35: TRU balance until 2100 in curium free CONFU scheme for power demand scenario C (Nominal case) 
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5.5 Repository need 
 
There is a high asymmetry in repository need between the Once-Through strategy and the 
advanced fuel cycle strategies. The CONFU/LWR or ABR/LWR strategies only produce TRU 
wastes going to repository with the small (0.1%) losses occurring at separation, reprocessing and 
fuel fabrication. By 2100 this represents only 3947 MTHM in the CONFU/LWR strategy and 
3957 MTHM in the ABR/LWR strategy in the annual power demand scenario C. We should not 
that the fission products are not included in our study while they would go into a repository.  
The US repository in Yucca Mountain is designed to accept 70,000 MT of heavy metal 
among which only 63,000 MT will be civil spent fuel (the remaining being military material). In 
an advanced fuel cycle strategy only one repository would be sufficient to store the long-lived 
nuclear waste. It does not take into account however the other long-lived waste like those coming 
from decommissioned reactors or nuclear facilities. A unique worldwide repository also sets the 
issue of waste transportation from the country producing the waste to the country with the 
repository. Another issue of the unique repository is the choice of its location. Relying on only 
one country to accept their final waste is likely to be not acceptable for many countries.  
In the hypothesis of a commitment by the worldwide nuclear electricity producer countries to 
an advanced closed cycle strategy, the solution of one large repository like Yucca Mountain for 
final waste may not be optimum. More flexible and smaller solutions like boreholes were 
considered for instance in Appendix 7.D of reference [1]. 
 
In the Once-Through strategy the spent fuel from LWRs goes into repository after a time in a 
temporary storage for cooling. The amount of spent fuel worldwide represents about 0.6 million 
MT by 2050 and 2 million MT by 2100 in power growth scenario C. The nominal capacity of 
Yucca Mountain is 63 000 MTHM for civil waste. As noted in reference [23], this capacity can 
be technically increased by the footprint of the site by a factor of 2 and by an effective decay heat 
management by a factor of 3.5.  
Figure 36 (respectively Figure 37) displays the total mass of spent fuel in the Once-Through 
strategy, this mass shifted 20 years later (these 20 years correspond to a 20 years period during 
which the spent fuel get cooler in a temporary storage) and the total capacity of several 
repositories of a capacity 4 (respectively 7) times as much as the nominal capacity of Yucca 
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Mountain repository. The multiplication factors 4 and 7 correspond to the doable extension of the 
capacity of Yucca Mountain repository as noted in reference [23]. 
To estimate the need in repositories we look at the dash curve which is the total amount of 
spent fuel in the system shifted by 20 years. The distance between parallel red lines is equal to a 
capacity of repository. 
By 2100 5 repositories would be needed worldwide to meet the demand and assuming an 
individual capacity of 4 * 63,000 or 252,000 MT. If we can extend the individual capacity to 7 
times as much as the nominal value of Yucca Mountain or 441,000 MT, only 3 repositories are 
required by 2100 in power growth scenario C. 
The above discussion assumes that the discharged fuel from the LWR would continue to be 
about 50 MWd/kg. It is likely however that the burnup of LWR fuel be increased in the future to 
75 MWd/kg [24]. This will reduce the number of required repositories. 
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Figure 36: Repository need in Once-Through for a unit capacity of 4 Yucca Mountain nominal capacities and a 
cooling time for spent fuel of 20 years in scenario C 
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Figure 37: Repository need in Once-Through for a unit capacity of 7 Yucca Mountain nominal capacities and a 
cooling time for spent fuel of 20 years in scenario C 
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6 Economic Impacts of Alternatives Strategies 
 
 
This section describes the economic features obtained by the CAFCA code for the 
CONFU/LWR and the ABR/LWR strategies presented in previous chapters. The results are in the 
form of costs in mills per kWhe, a more convenient and pragmatic unit than the total cost in 
dollars per time step. First, we discuss the electricity costs then the details of each cost element 
for the three strategies: the Once-Through, CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR. 
 
The timeframe of the economic study is till 2100. The assumption for power demand in the 
economic study is restricted to scenario C. Scenario C assumes the same rate of demand growth 
before and after 2053. 
 
 
6.1 Cost of electricity 
6.1.1 Once-Through strategy 
 
Figure 38 shows the detailed costs of the Once-Through cycle, indicating the cost distribution 
among O&M costs, reactor capital costs and fuel cycle costs. 
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Figure 38: Detailed costs in Once-Through scheme (reversed legend) 
 
In the Once-Through strategy, the total cost starts at about 24 mills/kWhe in 2003, increasing 
till 2045 to reach 38 mills/kWhe then decreasing till 2068 to 30 mills/kWhe. Then the cost slowly 
increases to reach 32 mills/kWhe by 2100. 
The fuel cycle accounts for about 6.7 mills/kWhe, which is to say between 18% and 29% of 
the total cost. The O&M costs are constant at about 8.8 mills/kWhe which corresponds to 23% to 
38% of the total cost.  
The cost numbers start quite low compared to other studies in the literature. This can be in 
part explained by the fact that a large fraction of the reactors have already been paid for today 
and thus are considered as sunk costs but still provide a large fraction of the power.7 The lifetime 
of the reactors considered (60 years) is also quite long compared to other studies where it is often 
taken between 25 and 40 years [1]. 
 
                                                 
7 We assumed here that the LWRs built before 2003 were built with the same capital cost as our nominal case. It is 
an approximation since in the US and Japan at least, the costs were higher. In the US, these higher costs can be 
explained by two reasons: one is the long time to build the plants, longer than the four years value adopted in this 
work and the second is the changes  in safety equipment needed after 1975 (loss of coolant was adopted as a design 
basis in early 1970s). 
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The fuel cycle costs are almost constant over the time period. In this scheme, all reactors have 
the same fuel cycle. As the costs of the fuel cycle are expressed in dollars per kilogram of heavy 
metal treated, and that the treated mass is proportional to the produced power, it is expected that 
the cost of the fuel cycle is directly proportional to the produced power under the assumption of 
no inflation and constant unit costs. The small variations come from the difference of mass 
between a fresh core and a fresh batch. New reactors require loading with a whole fresh core 
which costs more than the replacement of only one batch. Thus the fuel cycle cost is somewhat 
higher around 2045 where the capital cost expenditures (and the construction of new reactors) are 
larger. 
 
The O&M costs are defined in dollars per kWe. As all reactors have the same capacity factor, 
the O&M costs expressed in mills/kWhe have to be constant over the timeframe of the 
simulation. 
 
The variation in total costs in the Once-Through strategy is mostly due to the variations over 
time in the costs of capital, and shows the impact of needing a large number of reactors when a 
large number of existing reactors retired within a short period of time. 
 
6.1.2 CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
Figure 39 shows the detailed costs in the CONFU/LWR strategy, indicating the cost 
distribution among O&M costs, reactor capital costs and fuel cycle costs. 
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Figure 39: Detailed cost distribution in the CONFU scheme (reversed legend) 
 
The total cost starts at 23 mills/kWhe, then increases till 2045 where it is up to 44 
mills/kWhe. Then the total cost decreases till 2065 and gradually increase to reach 35 mills/kWhe 
in 2100. That equilibrium value is 10% higher than the Once-Through strategy, primarily due 
higher fuel cycle costs in the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
 
The O&M costs and the costs of capital are exactly the same as in the Once-Through case 
because the power produced and the type of reactors are the same in these two scenarios.  
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6.1.3 ABR/LWR strategy 
 
Figure 40 shows the total cost of electricity in the ABR/LWR strategy and the participation of 
the three main components: the capital costs, the O&M costs and the fuel cycle costs. 
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Figure 40: Detailed costs in the ABR scheme (reversed legend) 
 
The total cost starts at 23 mills/kWhe and increases till 2045 reaching 42 mills/kWhe. Then 
the total cost decreases till 2070 and stabilizes at about 35 mills/kWhe. That equilibrium value is 
10% higher than that in the Once-Through strategy and is the same as in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy. The maximum cost is smaller than in the CONFU/LWR strategy but the cost in the 
ABR/LWR strategy does not experience the same decrease afterwards. This difference comes 
from the different distribution of the fuel cycle costs over time. 
 
The O&M costs are exactly the same as in the Once-Through or CONFU case because the 
total power produced is the same in all strategies and the O&M unit costs do not depend on the 
type of reactor in our assumption. 
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6.2 Capital cost 
6.2.1 Once-Through strategy 
 
The variation in the capital costs is due to many components of the capital costs: the cost of 
existing reactors not totally depreciated, the cost of new reactors built to fulfill the power 
demand, the cost of reactors replacing reactors decommissioned after 60 years of operation and 
finally the decommissioning costs. Figure 41 illustrates those components. 
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Figure 41: Detailed capital costs in Once-Through scheme in mills/kWhe 
 
The depreciation of existing reactors adds costs in stages because we divided today's existing 
reactors in 5 years groups. After 2018, those costs are equal to zero.  
The replacement cost of the decommissioned reactors has two components: the cost of today's 
existing decommissioned reactors to be replaced (corresponding to the peak around 2045 of the 
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"circle" curve) and the same costs for the reactors built after 2003 (corresponding to the increase 
of the same curve after 2063).  
The costs associated with replacement of the reactors existing before 2003 peak in 2045. 
Figure 42 shows how many reactors of the present worldwide LWR fleet were deployed every 5 
years, starting in 1969: 
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Figure 42: 1GWe equivalent reactors built before 2003 in the world 
 
Those reactors have to be replaced after 60 years of operation. Because the replacement 
reactors are depreciated over a 20 year long period, the number of yearly payments in a given 
year t is the number of reactors built between (t-80) and (t-60). Thus, by 2040, 2045, 2050 and 
2055, the number of yearly payments is 149, 277, 294, and 258, respectively. Therefore, the 
direct capital cost associated with this replacement peaks around 2050 for each of the three 
strategies considered. This effect is illustrated in Figure 43 showing the different components of 
the capital cost for the Once-Through or CONFU case (same capital costs) displaying the direct 
costs in dollars per time step: 
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Figure 43: Detailed capital costs in the Once-Through scheme in dollars 
 
One can observe on Figure 43 that the cost of capital effectively decreases around 2050. 
Normalizing the cost by the total power produced shifts this drop earlier by 5 years. This is the 
result seen in Figure 41 showing the components of the capital cost in mill/kWhe.  
In 2050, even though the total expenditure for reactor replacement is higher than in 2045, the 
difference does not balance the increase in energy produced between 2045 and 2050. Expressed 
in mills per kWhe, the drop occurs in 2045. After 2045, the cost for the replacement of 
decommissioned reactors decreases. The load of the reactors existing before 2003 decreases and 
is over by 2077.  
 
The last component of the capital costs is the cost of the construction of new reactors to fulfill 
the worldwide power demand. Those costs increase rapidly till 2023 where the number of yearly 
payments is maximum (at least one payment of all the reactors built between 2003 and 2023 as 
the reactors are paid over 20 years).  
The cost in mills/kWhe is then constant because the rate of exponential growth of the power 
is constant over the simulation. The number of reactors each year is equal to:  
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Thus, the cost of those reactors in mills/kWhe is proportional to the number of built reactors 
divided by the total power, which is a constant depending only on the rate of growth and on the 
power capacity q of one reactor: 
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6.2.2 CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
The capital costs in the CONFU/LWR strategy are exactly the same as in the Once-Through 
strategy. Indeed the reactors are all LWRs and the type of batch that is loaded into the reactors 
does not influence the capital cost. Thus the previous section applies for the CONFU/LWR 
strategy as well. 
 
6.2.3 ABR/LWR strategy 
 
The capital cost in the ABR scenario differs from that in the CONFU scenario because two 
different types of reactors are now being built to fulfill the power demand: traditional LWRs and 
ABRs. Figure 44 shows the different components contributing to the capital cost. As some 
decommissioned LWRs can be replaced by ABRs the capital cost for ABR/LWR strategy can not 
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be represented with the same components as done on Figure 39 for the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
The component representing the new reactors here includes all types of reactors (ABRs or 
LWRs) built either to satisfy the power demand growth, or to replace decommissioned reactors.  
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Figure 44: Detailed capital costs in ABR scheme 
 
The cost of existing reactors in 2003 is exactly the same, except for some small artificial 
differences due to the different time steps between the two codes. The cost of the new reactors is 
slightly higher in the ABR scenario than in the CONFU scenario because some fraction of the 
reactors are ABRs which are more expensive than a traditional LWRs. However, as the fraction 
of power produced by ABR is small (about 10% after full deployment), the increase in the cost of 
electricity is relatively small (between 0.5 and 1 mill/kWhe in 2050 compared to CONFU).  
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6.3 Fuel cycle cost 
6.3.1 Once-Through strategy 
 
Figure 45 details the different components of the fuel cycle cost. 
 
 
 
Figure 45: Fuel cycle cost components in Once-Through scheme (legend reversed) 
 
The total fuel cycle cost with the nominal values is about 6.7 mills/kWhe. On the chart, from 
bottom to top, we see the uranium ore purchase, the uranium conversion, the uranium 
enrichment, the UO2 fuel fabrication and finally the cost of repository. The costs are summarized 
in Table 16: 
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Table 16: Fuel cycle cost components in Once-Through scheme 
 Cost 
Mills/kWhe
Percentage of the  
fuel cycle cost 
U ore purchase 1 15% 
U conversion 0.3 4% 
U enrichment 3 45% 
UO2 fuel fabrication 1.1 16% 
Repository 1.3 20% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
6.7 100% 
 
6.3.2 CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
The difference in the total costs between the Once-Through and the CONFU/LWR strategies 
comes from the fuel cycle costs. Several cost centers are added in the CONFU/LWR strategy: 
temporary storage areas, reprocessing and separation plants, fabrication of the fertile free pins. 
Figure 46 shows the fuel cycle costs for both the CONFU and the Once-Through schemes. 
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Figure 46: Fuel cycle cost in the Once-Through and CONFU scheme 
 
Until 2015, the fuel cycle cost is a bit higher in the Once-Through than in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy at 6.7 versus 5.8 mills/kWhe. This difference is explained by the higher cost of the final 
repository for the spent fuel in the Once-Through case than in the CONFU case where the spent 
fuel goes to a cheaper open-air temporary storage area waiting for reprocessing. 
After 2015, the fuel cycle costs in the CONFU case increase rapidly from 5.8 to 13 
mills/kWhe in 2048. At this point, the fuel cycle cost for the CONFU case is the highest within 
the timeframe of the study and is approximately twice as high as in the Once-Through case. That 
maximum is explained by the fact that new separation plants are built as fast as allowable given 
the constraints imposed on their construction (one every 3 years in the base case) to separate the 
large amount of spent fuel accumulated up to 2003. Thus in 2048, the separation capacity is high 
and the mass flows of recycled spent fuel are important. Therefore, as the separation and 
reprocessing facilities and the fertile-free pins fabrication are very costly, the fuel cycle costs 
increase significantly.  
By 2048, the stockpile of spent fuel coming from LWR operations before 2003 (initially in 
temporary storage) has been almost totally separated. The mass flows can go toward their 
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equilibrium values. In 2050 the spent fuel produced at each time by the LWR fleet is lower than 
the separation capacity, so the mass flow exiting the spent fuel temporary storage and being 
separated suddenly decreases and the fuel cycle cost decreases as well. However separation 
plants had been built and have employees. So they will consume money even if there is no flow. 
This cost center has not been considered in this study. Future versions of the code should either 
include the cost of this non-activity or limit the overcapacity of the separation plants.  
The fuel cycle cost for the CONFU/LWR strategy reaches equilibrium after 2050 at 10 
mills/kWhe. This is 49% higher than in the Once-Through case. 
 
The details of the fuel cycle costs are given in Figure 47 showing from bottom to top the 
uranium ore purchase, the uranium conversion, the uranium enrichment, the UO2 fabrication , the 
cost of a repository for materials coming from separation, then from fabrication, the HM 
temporary storage, the separation, the FFF temporary storage, the reprocessing and the FFF 
fabrication.  
Note that on the figure, we cannot see the cost of repository for losses occurring at fabrication 
or separation because they are very small. Fission products go to the repository also but have 
been neglected. The FFF temporary storage cost is also negligible. The quantities of spent fertile 
free fuel are indeed very small (about 1 MT per batch at discharge or 30 times less than HM in 
one traditional batch) and thus the costs associated with their temporary storage are very small. 
We assume the same cost for temporary storage of spent fuel and FFF but spent FFF is hotter and 
its storage could be more expensive.Therefore, it would be more significant than assumed here.  
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Figure 47: Fuel cycle cost components in CONFU scheme (legend reversed) 
 
At equilibrium (after 2055), the proportions of the different cost components are given 
approximately in Table 17. The small variations come, as in the Once-Through case, from the 
loading of new reactors with whole fresh core. 
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Table 17: Fuel cycle cost components in CONFU scheme 
 Cost 
Mills/kWhe
Percentage of the  
fuel cycle cost 
U ore purchase 0.9 9% 
U conversion 0.2 2% 
U enrichment 2.9 29% 
UO2 fabrication 1.0 10% 
Repository from 
Separation/reprocessing
0 0% 
Repository from  
Fabrication 
0 0% 
Spent fuel  
Temporary storage 
0.5 5% 
Separation 3.5 35% 
FFF  
Temporary storage 
0 0% 
Reprocessing 0.3 3% 
FFF fabrication 0.7 7% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
10 100% 
 
The two most important cost elements are the enrichment and the separation processes. The 
high cost of separation comes from the need to separate a large volume of spent fuel to yield a 
small amount of TRU for fertile free fuel fabrication (about 1% of the spent fuel separated). The 
amounts separated are large. The reprocessing has a higher unit cost than the separation but much 
less total mass is involved since one kilogram of reprocessed FFF yields almost one kilogram of 
fresh TRU. This explains the smaller cost component for reprocessing compared to separation. 
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6.3.3 ABR/LWR strategy 
 
The fuel cycle cost has a similar behavior as in the CONFU/LWR strategy. Figure 48 shows 
the fuel cycle costs for both the ABR and the Once-Through scheme: 
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Figure 48: Fuel cycle cost in the Once-Through and ABR scheme 
 
After 2028, the fuel cycle costs in the ABR/LWR strategy increase rapidly from 5.8 to about 
11 mills/kWhe between 2060 and 2090. At its peak value, the fuel cycle cost for the ABR case is 
approximately 64% larger than that in the Once-Through case and is 15% smaller than the 
maximum fuel cycle cost in the CONFU/LWR strategy. The maximum value for the fuel cycle 
cost in the ABR/LWR strategy is smaller than that in the CONFU/LWR strategy because less fuel 
is separated at this time due to smaller separation industry capacity (later deployment). But this 
does not necessarily mean that the ABR/LWR strategy is cheaper than the CONFU/LWR one. 
Although the peak value is smaller, it lasts longer. The fuel cycle cost remains at about 11 
mills/kWhe for almost 30 years between 2060 and 2090 while the fuel cycle cost drops 
drastically after peaking in the CONFU case. 
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The maximum fuel cycle cost occurs later in the ABR case than in the CONFU case because 
the ABRs are deployed 13 years later than the CONFU reactors. During the first few years of 
deployment of advanced reactors, the maximum number of separation plants allowable by the 
constraints is built because the initial amount of spent fuel is large. The drop in the fuel cycle cost 
corresponds to the exhaustion of the initial amount of spent fuel. Since the ABRs are deployed 13 
years later than the CONFU reactors, the peak in the fuel cycle cost occurs approximately 13 
years later in the ABR scenario than in the CONFU scenario. 
After 2090, the fuel cycle cost for the ABR case reaches equilibrium at 9.7 mills/kWhe. This 
is 45% higher than in the Once-Through case but 3% smaller than the fuel cycle cost in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy at equilibrium. That difference in cost between the ABR and the CONFU 
cases is mostly explained by cost centers linked to the uranium industry that are smaller. 
 
The details of the fuel cycle costs are given by Figure 49 showing from bottom to top the 
uranium ore purchase, the uranium conversion, the uranium enrichment, the UO2 fabrication , the 
cost of repository for materials coming from separation, then from fabrication, the HM temporary 
storage, the separation, the FFF temporary storage, the reprocessing and the FFF fabrication.  
As in the CONFU/LWR strategy, the costs of repository for losses coming from fabrication or 
separation do not appear because they are very small. The FFF temporary storage cost is also still 
very small.  
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Figure 49: Fuel cycle cost components in ABR scheme (legend reversed) 
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At equilibrium (after 2090), the proportions of the different components are reported in Table 
18: 
 
Table 18: Fuel cycle cost components in the ABR/LWR strategy 
 Cost 
Mills/kWhe
Percentage of the  
fuel cycle cost 
U ore purchase 0.9 9% 
U conversion 0.3 3% 
U enrichment 2.6 27% 
UO2 fabrication 1.0 10% 
Repository from 
Separation/reprocessing
0 0% 
Repository from  
Fabrication 
0 0% 
Spent fuel  
Temporary storage 
0.4 4% 
Separation 3.4 36% 
FFF  
Temporary storage 
0 0% 
Reprocessing 0.3 3% 
FFF fabrication 0.8 8% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
9.7 100% 
 
As in the CONFU/LWR strategy and for the same reasons, the two most important cost 
centers are the enrichment and the separation. 
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6.4 Change of cost allocation in the fuel cycle costs 
 
We said previously that the separation and the reprocessing of spent fuel were considered as a 
way to provide raw material to make fresh fuel. This approach is adopted in the MIT report [1]. 
As a consequence, the costs of reprocessing and separation operations are assumed to be paid 
with the revenues generated by the electricity produced from the recycled materials and sold in 
the future. Money needs to be borrowed ahead of generating the revenue and so the time value of 
money increases the cost of the recycle operations. In the fuel cycle cost approximate formula 
( )∑ Φ∆+=
i
iii TCMFCC 1  the Ts∆  linked to the reprocessing and separation operation are 
positive, which leads to an increase in the costs.  
 
Another approach would be to consider fuel reprocessing and constituant separation as a 
waste management policy. In that case, their costs are to be paid by the electricity that produced 
the wastes. The money is thus collected before the conduct of operations and has time to build 
interest. The cost of reprocessing and separation appears to be a much smaller component in the 
fuel cycle cost, especially because the time between money collecting and recycling is quite long 
(6 or 18 years depending on the cooling time). The Ts∆  linked to the reprocessing and separation 
operation are negative in that case. They are equal to the length of the storage plus half of the 
time spent in the reactor. In the CONFU/LWR strategy this is 8.25 and 20.25 years depending on 
the storage length. In the ABR/LWR strategy it is 7.2 years. 
Given the long lead time between collection of the funds (and their investments) and 
expenditure for the operations, the exact formula has to be used: 
 
(1 ) ( )
(1 )
b i s ir T r T
tax b s tax
i i
i tax
f e f e
FCC M C
τ τ
τ
∆ ∆⎡ ⎤− + −⎣ ⎦= −∑  
 
The low risk interest rate (2%, debt only) can be used in this "waste-based" accounting 
scheme for the reprocessing and separation processes. The money is indeed collected before the 
realization of the process. One can argue that the fund should be invested safely to be sure that 
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the money is available for spent fuel processing. This security in investment implies a smaller 
rate of return. 
The following figures show for the three strategies the fuel cycle cost given by the nominal 
accounting scheme, by the new accounting scheme using the low risk rate of return for separation 
and reprocessing and by the "waste-based" accounting using the nominal rate of return for 
separation and reprocessing. 
 
6.4.1 "Energy-based" accounting scheme 
 
Figure 50 shows the fuel cycle costs in the Once-Through, CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR 
strategies in the nominal or "energy-based" accounting scheme. At equilibrium for the three 
strategies (after 2090) the fuel cycle cost is approximately 6.8 mills/kWhe in the Once-Through 
strategy, 10 mills/kWhe in the CONFU/LWR strategy and 9.8 mills/kWhe in the ABR/LWR 
strategy.  
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Figure 50: FCC in the three strategies in the nominal accounting scheme 
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6.4.2 "Waste-based" accounting scheme and low risk rate of return 
 
Figure 51 displays the same curves as those on Figure 50 but the fuel cycle costs are 
calculated using the "waste-based" accounting scheme: the cost of separation and reprocessing 
are allocated to the cost of the electricity producing the spent fuel. The low risk rate of return has 
been used to build the separation and reprocessing fund. 
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Figure 51: FCC in the three strategies in the "waste-based" accounting scheme with low risk rate of return 
 
The change of the accounting scheme does not change the time when equilibrium is reached. 
At equilibrium for the three strategies (after 2090) the fuel cycle cost remains at approximately 
6.8 mills/kWhe in the Once-Through strategy  while it decreases to 8.1 mills/kWhe in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy and 7.9 mills/kWhe in the ABR/LWR strategy. This corresponds to a 
reduction by 2 mills/kWhe, about 20% of the fuel cycle cost. 
 
In the CONFU/LWR strategy the detailed fuel cycle costs are presented by Figure 52 and 
Table 19.  
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Figure 52: FCC components in the CONFU/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting and 2% rate of 
return 
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Table 19: FCC components in CONFU/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting scheme and 2% rate of 
return 
"Waste-based"  accounting 
2% debt only for storages, repository and 
processing fund 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) others 
"Energy-based" accounting 
2% debt only for storages and 
repository 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) 
others 
 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of the  
fuel cycle cost 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of 
the  
fuel cycle 
cost 
U ore purchase 0.9 11% 0.9 9% 
U conversion 0.2 2.5% 0.2 2% 
U enrichment 2.9 36% 2.9 29% 
UO2 fabrication 1.0 12% 1.0 10% 
Repository from 
Separation/reprocessing 
0 0% 0 0% 
Repository from  
Fabrication 
0 0% 0 0% 
Spent fuel  
Temporary storage 
0.5 6% 0.5 5% 
Separation 1.75 21.5% 3.5 35% 
FFF  
Temporary storage 
0 0% 0 0% 
Reprocessing 0.15 2% 0.3 3% 
FFF fabrication 0.7 9% 0.7 7% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
8.1 100% 10 100% 
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In the ABR/LWR strategy the detailed fuel cycle costs are presented by Figure 53 and Table 
20.  
 
 
Figure 53: FCC components in the ABR/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting  and 2% rate of return 
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Table 20: FCC components in ABR/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting scheme and 2% rate of return 
"Waste-based"  accounting 
2% debt only for storages, repository and 
processing fund 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) others 
"Energy-based"  accounting 
2% debt only for storages and 
repository 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) others
 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of the  
fuel cycle cost 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of 
the  
fuel cycle cost 
U ore purchase 0.9 11% 0.9 9% 
U conversion 0.3 4% 0.3 3% 
U enrichment 2.6 33% 2.6 27% 
UO2 fabrication 1.0 13% 1.0 10% 
Repository from 
Separation/reprocessing 
0 0% 0 0% 
Repository from  
Fabrication 
0 0% 0 0% 
Spent fuel  
Temporary storage 
0.4 5% 0.4 4% 
Separation 1.8 23% 3.4 36% 
FFF  
Temporary storage 
0 0% 0 0% 
Reprocessing 0.1 1% 0.3 3% 
FFF fabrication 0.8 10% 0.8 8% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
7.9 100% 9.7 100% 
 
With the "waste-based" accounting scheme and the low risk rate of return, the separation and 
reprocessing processes are much smaller cost centers in the fuel cycle costs. In the CONFU/LWR 
strategy the separation process accounts only for 21% of the fuel cycle costs while it represents 
35% in the nominal accounting scheme. In the ABR/LWR strategy the share of the costs of 
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separation is reduced from 36% to 23% of the fuel cycle costs. As the separation costs are 
reduced, the share of the reprocessing costs does not change as much. 
 
6.4.3 "Waste-based" accounting scheme and nominal rate of return 
 
Figure 51 displays the same curves as those on Figure 50 but the fuel cycle costs are 
calculated using the "waste-based" accounting scheme with nominal rate of return (8.5%) to build 
the separation and reprocessing fund. To be consistent, the nominal rate of return is also used for 
the cost centers that used previously the low risk rate of return in the three strategies (events 
occurring in the future of the midpoint of irradiation). 
Compared to the previous section, this approach is more market oriented while the previous 
one was more regulation oriented. Here, we suppose that the utilities will invest the money 
collected to yield profit, assuming the risk of not having the money available when needed. 
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Figure 54: FCC in the three strategies in the "waste-based" accounting scheme with nominal rate of return 
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At equilibrium for the three strategies (after 2090) the fuel cycle cost decreases to 6.5 
mills/kWhe in the Once-Through strategy due to the use of the nominal rate of return for the 
repository cost. The fuel cycle cost decreases to 6.9 mills/kWhe in the CONFU/LWR strategy 
and 6.7 mills/kWhe in the ABR/LWR strategy.  
 
In the CONFU/LWR strategy the detailed fuel cycle costs are presented by Figure 55 and 
Table 21.  
 
 
Figure 55: FCC components in the CONFU/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting and 2% rate of 
return 
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Table 21: FCC components in CONFU/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting scheme and 2% rate of 
return 
"Waste-based" accounting 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) for all cost 
centers 
"Energy-based" accounting 
2% debt only for storages and repository 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) others 
 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of 
the  
fuel cycle cost 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of 
the  
fuel cycle cost 
U ore purchase 0.9 13% 0.9 9% 
U conversion 0.2 2.5% 0.2 2% 
U enrichment 2.9 42.5% 2.9 29% 
UO2 fabrication 1.0 14.5% 1.0 10% 
Repository from 
Separation/reprocessing 
0 0% 0 0% 
Repository from  
Fabrication 
0 0% 0 0% 
Spent fuel  
Temporary storage 
0.4 6% 0.5 5% 
Separation 0.65 9.5% 3.5 35% 
FFF  
Temporary storage 
0 0% 0 0% 
Reprocessing 0.15 2% 0.3 3% 
FFF fabrication 0.7 10% 0.7 7% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
6.9 100% 10 100% 
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In the ABR/LWR strategy the detailed fuel cycle costs are presented by Figure 56 and Table 
22. 
 
 
Figure 56: FCC components in the ABR/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting and 2% rate of return 
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Table 22: FCC components in ABR/LWR strategy using "waste-based" accounting scheme and 2% rate of return 
"Waste-based" accounting 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) for all cost 
centers 
"Energy-based" accounting 
2% debt only for storages and repository 
8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) others 
 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of 
the  
fuel cycle cost 
Cost 
Mills/kWhe 
Percentage of 
the  
fuel cycle cost 
U ore purchase 0.9 13% 0.9 9% 
U conversion 0.3 4.5% 0.3 3% 
U enrichment 2.6 39% 2.6 27% 
UO2 fabrication 1.0 15% 1.0 10% 
Repository from 
Separation/reprocessing 
0 0% 0 0% 
Repository from  
Fabrication 
0 0% 0 0% 
Spent fuel  
Temporary storage 
0.3 4.5% 0.4 4% 
Separation 0.7 10.5% 3.4 36% 
FFF  
Temporary storage 
0 0% 0 0% 
Reprocessing 0.1 1.5% 0.3 3% 
FFF fabrication 0.8 12% 0.8 8% 
Total Fuel Cycle 
Cost 
6.7 100% 9.7 100% 
 
With the "waste-based" accounting scheme and 8.5% (50% debt, 50% equity) rate of return, 
the separation and reprocessing processes are even much smaller cost centers in the fuel cycle 
costs than those obtained with the low risk rate of return. In the CONFU/LWR strategy the 
separation process accounts only for 9.5% of the fuel cycle costs while it represents 35% in the 
nominal accounting scheme. In the ABR/LWR strategy the share of the costs of separation goes 
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down from 36% to 10.5% of the fuel cycle costs. The share of the reprocessing costs is 
approximately divided by two going from 3% in the nominal accounting scheme for both 
strategies to 2% in CONFU/LWR strategy and 0.15% in ABR/LWR strategy. 
 
6.4.4 Conclusions on the new accounting scheme 
 
Changing the cost allocation of the reprocessing and separation from the electricity produced 
in the future to the one that produced the waste considerably reduces the contribution of the 
recycling to the fuel cycle cost. In the CONFU/LWR strategy, separation represents only 21.5% 
or 9.5% depending on the rate of return (previously 35%) and reprocessing 2% (previously 3%). 
In the ABR/LWR strategy, separation represents 23% or 10.5% depending on the rate of return 
(previously 36%) and reprocessing 1% or 1.5% (previously 3%). 
With the new scheme, the fuel cycles costs are about 1 mills/kWhe (respectively 0.5 
mills/kWhe) more expensive in the CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies than in the Once-
Through strategy using the low risk (respectively nominal) rate of return for the processing fund. 
The results for the fuel cycle cost are highly sensitive to the methodology. The choices of 
both the lead times and the rate of return have large impact on the results. There is no simple 
answer to the choice of the lead time. The nominal accounting scheme allocates the cost of 
processing to the electricity that is produced with the reprocessed fuel. This rationale rather 
applies to a country without processing industry today and that will move toward processing for a 
better use of the resources. The spent fuel is seen as fuel resource. The new accounting scheme 
allocates the cost of processing to the electricity that produced the spent fuel. This rationale 
applies to countries that see processing as a waste management policy: the cost of nuclear 
electricity should account for the waste treatment that it produces. This vision is quite similar to 
the 1 mill/kWhe fee applied to the Once-Through electricity production in the US today. 
The results are also sensitive to the rate of return. In the nominal case we use two time values 
of money. One at 8.5%, half debt and half equity, for the positive lead times corresponding to the 
cases where the utilities have to borrow money to pay off for pre-production activities. A second 
at 2%, debt only, for the negative lead times corresponding to the cases where a fund has to be 
built with money collected by the sale of electricity for future processes. The base case in the new 
accounting scheme uses the same rationale and the low risk interest rate for the future separation 
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and reprocessing activities. The second case in the new accounting scheme uses the 8.5% rate of 
return for all cost centers in the fuel cycle cost. It would correspond to a much more market 
oriented industry where the governments have a low regulation power to insure the availability of 
money in the different funds for futures processes.  
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7 Impact of Advanced Technology Deployment Constraints 
 
 
7.1 Fuel processing plant construction rate 
7.1.1 Nominal constraint: one plant every 3 years 
 
Up to this point, our analysis had the goal to burn as much TRU as possible, as quickly as 
possible. Consumption of the TRU mass from the spent fuel storage is limited by the discharge 
rate of spent fuel from the LWR fleet, i.e. the electric power demand, and the separation and 
reprocessing industry capacity limits. In fact, the nominal power demand assumed (scenario C) is 
large and does not constitute the limiting factor. 
TRU burning is thus limited by the capacity of the fuel processing industry (separation and 
reprocessing). The previous analysis limited the construction of new plants of each kind to one 
every 3 years in both strategies: every 2 time steps in CONFU and every 2 and 3 time steps 
alternately in ABR. With that constraint, the initial TRU mass in the spent fuel storage reaches 
equilibrium by 2051 in the CONFU/LWR strategy and by 2088 in the ABR/LWR strategy as 
shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57: TRU balance until 2100 in CONFU (a) and ABR (b) scheme in power demand scenario C  
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This constraint on construction of separation and reprocessing plants is designed to facilitate 
TRU management as it quickly reduces the existing amount of TRU in spent fuel. However, it 
performs poorly economically, as will be discussed here.  
In 2003, there are 120,000 MT of spent fuel in temporary storage. Given that large mass, the 
CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies build as many separations plants as possible to allow 
depletion of that initial amount (See Figure 58 and Figure 59 for the number of plants built). 
After equilibrium, the ready-for-separation spent fuel in storage comes only from LWR fuel 
discharged 6 years earlier. This mass flow is much smaller than the separation capacity in 2051 or 
2088. This means that the separation industry will have an overcapacity for several years, waiting 
until the mass flow of spent fuel from the reactor to increase due to the power demand growth 
and finally matches the separation capacity. 
The economic analysis accounts for the costs of separation with unit costs in dollars per 
kilogram of separated heavy metal. The distinction between cost of capital and O&M costs is not 
done for the fuel processing industry. Thus the cost reported assumes that we have exactly the 
number of plants we need, with a capacity factor of 1. This important approximation has been 
applied mostly because reliable data about plant and O&M costs for separation and reprocessing 
plants are not available.  
In reality, even if we temporally shut down the plants we do not need for several years, there 
will be a cost for guarding and re-opening them. It is thus unlikely that commercial industry will 
accept building new plants knowing they won't be used for a certain time period later. 
 
This section performs an analysis of the impact of rate of processing plants construction not 
only with a TRU management goal but also with an economic goal. A new constraint on fuel 
processing capacity (especially the separation one which represent the main issue because of the 
large initial amount of spent fuel to separate) can address the issue by aiming to maximize the 
load factor of the existing plants. Such a constraint would slow down the construction of new 
plants to eliminate or reduce the period of overcapacity. However the time to achieve equilibrium 
would be delayed. 
One plant every 3 years was a technical constraint on construction of new plants. We 
assumed that we cannot build new plants faster.  
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With the goal of maximizing load factors of the plants, the rate of construction of new plants 
will be lower than previously applied and, as long as the rate is below one plant every two time 
steps, it can be different in the CONFU and ABR strategies. These strategies will be studied 
separately. 
The new constraint on plant construction has to achieve two goals. First it has to minimize 
the overcapacity of the processing plants. Second it has to allow equilibrium to be reached before 
2100. 
 
Many different construction schemes have been tried for each strategy in each power 
demand scenario. This work is fully described in the CANES report about this work [4]. In this 
work, only the optimum construction scheme for each strategy and growth scenario will be 
presented. 
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Figure 58: CONFU/LWR strategy with nominal constraints in power demand scenario C  
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Figure 59: ABR/LWR strategy with nominal constraints in power demand scenario C  
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7.1.2 CONFU/LWR strategy 
7.1.2.1 Nominal power demand: scenario C 
 
After having tried several constraints, it appears that the optimum constraint for scenario C is 
a construction scheme where a new plant can be built every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years alternatively 
(or every 4.5 years except once every 13.5 years in which case a new plant can be built only after 
3 years). As illustrated in Figure 60, there will be overcapacity from 2072 to 2085 approximately 
but the amplitude of this overcapacity is much smaller than that in the nominal constraint. During 
that period the number of separation plants is stable at 15 plants and reaches 18 by 2100. 
Reprocessing load factor is still bad but no better construction scheme can be found because there 
is only one reprocessing plant.  
The TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium by approximately 2070 with 1900 MT and 
then increases slowly with the power demand and is about 2500 MT by 2100. The other TRU 
masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 23: 
 
Table 23: CONFU TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years, in power demand scenario C 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 28,730 
Incinerated 10,000 
FFF storage 7,900 
Reactors 4,700 
Spent fuel storage 3,500 C
O
N
FU
 
Repository 80 
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Figure 60: CONFU strategy, one plant every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years alternately, in power demand scenario C 
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7.1.2.2 Power demand: scenario D 
 
The same constraint as in scenario C is optimum in scenario D. A new plant can be built 
every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years alternatively (or every 4.5 years except once every 13.5 years in 
which case a new plant can be built only after 3 years). As illustrated in Figure 61, the separation 
industry would have an overcapacity during about 8 years from 2072 to 2080. The worst load 
factor is 0.85 which is quite acceptable.  
By 2100 there are 19 separation plants and 3 reprocessing plants. The number of separation 
plants is constant during the overcapacity period with 15 units. 
The TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium by approximately 2072 with 2,100 MT and 
then increases slowly with the power demand and is about 4,500 MT by 2100. The other TRU 
masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 24: 
 
Table 24: CONFU TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years, in power demand scenario D 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 31,100 
Incinerated 10,300 
FFF storage 8,200 
Reactors 5,000 
Spent fuel storage 4,500 C
O
N
FU
 
Repository 90 
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Figure 61: CONFU strategy, one plant every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years alternately, in power demand scenario D 
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7.1.2.3 Power demand: scenario A and B 
 
For the slow demand growth scenarios A and B there are no schemes that simultaneously 
avoid significant overcapacity and manage the TRU spent fuel storage by reaching equilibrium 
within the time frame of the study. Building only one new separation plant every 4.5 and 6 years 
would have equilibrium reached by 2090 or 2095 and minimize overcapacity as shown in Figure 
62. However this overcapacity is still large: the load factor minimum is only 0.55 in scenario A 
and 0.7 (but increasing due to power increase) in scenario B. Smaller capacities (like 1000 MT 
per year) would certainly have been considered in these scenarios.  
 
In scenario A, with this constraint, the separation industry has a load factor 1 until 2090 
when the TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium. The initial amount of spent fuel would be 
fully separated by 2090. After 2090 the load factor drops to 0.55. Since the power remains 
constant, that load factor will be constant at 0.55. 
The TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium by approximately 2090 and is stable at 
1,400 MT. The other TRU masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 25: 
 
Table 25: CONFU TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 4.5 and 6 years, in power demand scenario A 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 20,740 
Incinerated 8,300 
FFF storage 6,400 
Reactors 3,300 
Spent fuel storage 1,400 C
O
N
FU
 
Repository 70 
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Figure 62: CONFU/LWR strategy, one plant every 4.5 and 6 years alternately, in power demand scenario A 
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In scenario B (Figure 63), the separation industry has a load factor of 1 until 2095 when the 
TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium. After 2095 the load factor drops to 0.7. As our 
timeframe ends in 2100 we do not know the behavior of the load factor after 2100 but we can 
guess that it will increase slowly with the power demand. 
The TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium by approximately 2095 with 1,900 MT and 
is at 2,000 MT by 2100. The other TRU masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 26: 
 
Table 26: CONFU TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 4.5 and 6 years, in power demand scenario B 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 23,220 
Incinerated 8,600 
FFF storage 7,000 
Reactors 4,000 
Spent fuel storage 2,000 C
O
N
FU
 
Repository 70 
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Figure 63: CONFU/LWR strategy, one plant every 4.5 and 6 years alternately, in power demand scenario B 
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7.1.2.4 Conclusion for CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
In the study of the nominal CONFU/LWR strategy, the goal in previous chapters was to burn 
as much TRU as possible. Therefore the only constraint on the construction of new separation 
and reprocessing plants was arbitrary. The construction of new plants was limited to one of each 
type every 3 years. 
In this chapter, an economic factor is introduced. It is unlikely that commercial industries 
will invest in building new separation plants to burn the TRU contained in the spent fuel storage 
as fast as possible knowing that those plants will not be used with high capacity for several years 
once the initial amount of spent fuel has been separated. They will want to maximize the load 
factor of their separation plants, to have better economic performance and also reach equilibrium 
around 2100. 
We studied different schemes for new processing plant construction until 2100 and compared 
the load factor of the plants and also the TRU balance.  
The first observation is that the conclusion about the optimum rate of construction is 
extremely sensitive to the power demand scenario. For the slow power growth scenarios A and B 
there are no schemes that simultaneously avoid significant overcapacity and manage the TRU 
spent fuel storage by reaching equilibrium within the time frame of the study unless plants with 
smaller capacity are built. Building only one new separation plant every 4.5 and 6 years 
alternatively would have equilibrium reached by 2090 or 2095 and minimize overcapacity. 
However this overcapacity is still large: the load factor is only 0.55 in scenario A and 0.7 (but 
increasing due to power increase) in scenario B.  
For the nominal scenario C and the fast demand scenario D the best scheme is the one where 
a new separation plant is built every 3/4.5/4.5/4.5 years alternately. The overcapacity is 
minimized to a short period (approximately 10 years) where the load factor is still quite large 
(0.8). The small overcapacity shows a good compromise between speed of spent fuel separation 
and use of the separation plants.  
In all cases, the reprocessing plants have overcapacity. Most of the time, there is only one 
plant which is built at the beginning of the reprocessing strategy but the spent FFF pins mass 
flows are too small to avoid overcapacity. 
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7.1.3 ABR/LWR strategy 
7.1.3.1 Nominal power demand: scenario C 
 
In the power demand scenario C, the nominal constraint of one plant every 3 years on 
average is the optimum if we want equilibrium occurring strictly before 2100. As seen in Figure 
64, quilibrium is reached by 2088 and the load factor is 0.8 in the worst year. Note that the 
constraint at one plant every 2.4/3.6/3.6 years has a better load factor performance but the 
equilibrium occurs just after 2100 in 2105. 
 
The nominal constraint is the technical constraint: one plant every 3 years on average. As the 
time step in the ABR is 1.2 years, it is equivalent to a new plant every 2 and 3 time steps 
alternately. The load factor of the separation plant is 1 from their deployment (2028) until 2088 
where it drops to 0.8. It then increases linearly until 2105 by extrapolation. From 2088 to 2100 
there are 22 separation plants and 3 reprocessing plants.  
The TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium by 2088 at approximately with 2,700 MT 
and is 3,200 MT by 2100. The other TRU masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 27: 
 
Table 27: ABR TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years, in power demand scenario C 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 28,620 
Incinerated 16,800 
FFF storage 3,400 
Reactors 2,000 
Spent fuel storage 3,200 
A
B
R
 
Repository 80 
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The small difference in the values reported for the Once-Through between the CONFU and 
ABR analysis comes from the discontinuous model: the values are indeed taken in year 2100.5 in 
the CONFU case and 2100.3 in the ABR case. 
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Figure 64: ABR/LWR strategy, one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years alternately, in power demand scenario C 
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The constraint of one new plant every 2.4, 3.6 and 3.6 years (Figure 65 and Figure 66) is 
interesting because it reduces overcapacity of the separation plant and allows reaching 
equilibrium by 2105, just after the time frame of the simulation. The period of overcapacity that 
would be present with the previous constraint is not present anymore. As shown in Figure 66, the 
load factor of the separation industry is now 1 building one new plant every 3.2 years on average.  
By 2100 there are 23 separation plants and 3 reprocessing plants. This is only one 
supplementary plant compared to the previous constraint. In fact the period of overcapacity 
occurs by 2105 approximately as shown above on Figure 65. It is much smaller than in the 
previous constraint but the equilibrium is reached after 2100 so that constraint even if it performs 
better cannot be chosen if our rationale is strictly enforced. 
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Figure 65: ABR/LWR strategy until 2110, one plant every 2.4, 3.6 and 3.6 years alternately, in scenario C 
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The TRU masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 28: 
 
Table 28: ABR TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 2.4, 3.6 and 3.6 years, in power demand scenario C 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 28,620 
Incinerated 15,900 
FFF storage 3,600 
Reactors 2,100 
Spent fuel storage 3,800 
A
B
R
 
Repository 70 
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Figure 66: ABR/LWR strategy, one plant every 2.4, 3.6 and 3.6 years alternately, in power demand scenario C 
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7.1.3.2 Power demand: scenario D 
 
That nominal constraint is too strong in the power demand scenario D (see Figure 67). There 
is no period of overcapacity within the time frame of the simulation which means that we could 
build more separation plants. But the nominal constraint is an arbitrary constraint chosen in this 
work and we can't allow faster construction. The load factor of the separation plant is 1 from their 
deployment (2028) until 2100.  
From 2088 to 2100 there are 25 separation plants and 3 reprocessing plants.  
The TRU mass in spent fuel reaches equilibrium by 2090 approximately with 3,900 MT and 
is 4,200 MT by 2100. The other TRU masses by 2100 are summarized in Table 29. 
 
Table 29: ABR TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years, in power demand scenario D 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 30,970 
Incinerated 17,100 
FFF storage 3,800 
Reactors 2,300 
Spent fuel storage 4,200 
A
B
R
 
Repository 80 
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Figure 67: ABR/LWR strategy, one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years alternately, in power demand scenario D 
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7.1.3.3 Power demand: scenario A 
 
The scenarios A and B have slower power growths than the one in scenario C. Thus the 
performance of the nominal constraint is worse than in scenario C and a stronger constraint 
should be applied in scenarios A and B. 
 
In scenario A no construction scheme performs well. One plant every 3.6 years (Figure 68) 
allows a good use of the separation industry but in that case the equilibrium is reached only by 
2140. The nominal constraint allows reaching equilibrium by 2090 but leaves the separation and 
reprocessing industry in overcapacity.  
The nominal constraint (one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years alternatively) should thus be 
chosen. Note that in scenario A the need of TRU is so small that the TRU in FFF pins is not used 
and the TRU in spent fuel is sufficient to produce FFF for the ABRs. 
Table 30 summarizes the TRU mass in scenario A by 2100: 
 
Table 30: ABR TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years, in power demand scenario A 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 20,690 
Incinerated 9,000 
FFF storage 600 
Reactors 8,100 
Spent fuel storage 1,400 
A
B
R
 
Repository 40 
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Figure 68: ABR/LWR strategy, one plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years alternately, in power demand scenario A 
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7.1.3.4 Power demand: scenario B 
 
In scenario B the constraint of one plant every 3.6 years is the best as equilibrium is reached 
as late as possible in 2095 which avoids large overcapacity as illustrated in Figure 69.  
With that constraint the equilibrium for the TRU mass in spent fuel is reached just before 
2100: by 2095 the load factor in the separation industry drops from 1 to 0.6. As in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy, we cannot find a constraint that avoids significant overcapacity after 
having separated the initial amount of spent fuel and still allows equilibrium occurring before 
2100. 
One plant every 3.6 years is the best constraint possible. There are 20 separation plants and 3 
(the third being built in 2100) reprocessing plants by 2100. The TRU masses by 2100 are 
summarized in Table 31: 
 
Table 31: ABR TRU inventory by 2100, one plant every 3.6 years, in power demand scenario B 
By 2100 TRU (MT) 
O
T Repository 23,160 
Incinerated 14,300 
FFF storage 3,300 
Reactors 1,400 
Spent fuel storage 1,800 
A
B
R
 
Repository 70 
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Figure 69: ABR/LWR strategy, one plant every 3.6 years, in power demand scenario B 
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7.1.3.5  Conclusion for ABR/LWR strategy 
 
The late deployment of the separation and reprocessing industry makes it even more difficult 
in the ABR case to simultaneously have equilibrium in spent fuel storage before 2100 and to 
avoid overcapacity of the separation industry. 
In the nominal power demand scenario C, the nominal constraint of one plant every 3 years 
on average is the optimum if we want equilibrium occurring strictly before 2100. Equilibrium is 
reached by 2088 and the load factor is 0.8 in the worst year. Note that the constraint at one plant 
every 2.4/3.6/3.6 years has a better load factor performance but the equilibrium occurs just after 
2100 in 2105. 
In the fast power growth scenario D the nominal constraint does not lead to overcapacity 
within the time frame of the study. It means that faster building of new plants could have better 
performance. However the nominal constraint has been chosen so that new plants cannot be built 
faster. The nominal constraint should also be chosen for scenario D.  
In scenarios B and A the two main goals, limited overcapacity and equilibrium before 2100, 
cannot be achieved for the same constraint. In scenario B the constraint of one plant every 3.6 
years is the best as equilibrium is reached as late as possible in 2095 which avoids even larger 
overcapacity. Overcapacity is however significant with a load factor of 0.6 in 2095 for the 
separation industry. 
In scenario A no construction scheme performs well. One plant every 3.6 allows good use of 
the separation industry but in that case the equilibrium is reached only by 2140. The nominal 
constraint allows reaching equilibrium by 2090 but the separation and reprocessing industry 
would end up in overcapacity.  
For the same reason as in the CONFU/LWR strategy (not enough spent FFF pins), the 
reprocessing industry is always in overcapacity. Smaller units for reprocessing plants could be 
considered. 
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7.1.4 Optimum constraints on plant construction 
 
The optimum constraints in the schemes for the construction of separation and reprocessing 
plants are summarized in the Table 32. 
 
Table 32: Optimum construction schemes given different power demand scenarios 
Power 
demand 
scenario 
CONFU/LWR strategy ABR/LWR strategy 
A 
One plant every 4.5 and 6 years 
(high overcapacity after 2090 but required to 
reach equilibrium before 2100) 
Nominal scheme 
One plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years 
(otherwise equilibrium not reached) 
B 
One plant every 4.5 and 6 years 
(high overcapacity after 2095 but required to 
reach equilibrium before 2100) 
One plant every 3.6 years 
C 
(nominal) 
One plant every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years 
(performed well) 
Nominal scheme 
One plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years 
(performed well) 
D 
One plant every 3, 4.5, 4.5 and 4.5 years 
(performed well) 
Nominal scheme 
One plant every 2.4 and 3.6 years 
(can't build faster due to technical limit) 
 
This study of the constraints on the construction of the separation and reprocessing plants is 
done under the fundamental assumption that the construction constraint remains the same during 
the time frame of the simulation. In reality we can expect that the constraint will change with 
time when more accurate information on the future power demand scenario becomes available. 
However this kind of dynamic programming has not been implemented in the code. Similarly, all 
plants are assumed to have the same capacity. In reality larger or smaller plant could be built 
depending on a more detailed analysis of the market conditions by the investors. This kind of 
plant size variation to fit the demand conditions was not attempted in this study.  
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7.2 Advanced technology initial deployment 
 
So far, the analysis assumed that advanced reactor technologies can be deployed at a given 
date: 2015 for the CONFU/LWR strategy and 2028 for the ABR/LWR strategy. The uncertainties 
concerning these deployment dates are high. In both strategies, the separation and reprocessing 
plants have to be operational. This implies that in the countries building processing plants, 
specific separation techniques have been chosen after testing at small scale, optimized the design 
and resolved all issues of industrial deployment.  
For the CONFU/LWR strategy, the CONFU fuel will have to be licensed by 2015. 12 years 
to license a new kind of fuel may be optimistic. Licensing could take more time. 
For the ABR/LWR strategy, fast reactors have to be deployed by 2028. Here again this may 
be an optimistic assumption, in light of the time it took to develop a licensing framework even for 
the Clinch River plant in the US in the 1960's and 1970's.  
This section explores the consequences of delaying the deployment of advanced reactors in 
both strategies. The nominal power demand scenario C has been chosen for this analysis. 
 
7.2.1 CONFU/LWR strategy: deployment from 2020 
 
Deploying the fuel processing industry 5 years beyond the nominal case delays the 
equilibrium in the spent fuel storage by 15 years, from 2052 to 2077, as shown on Figure 70. 
However, there is almost no difference in the spent fuel storage by 2100. The time to achieve 
equilibrium is independent of the initial amount of spent fuel at the beginning of separation. It 
only depends on the power demand scenario and on the mass flows coming out of the reactors. 
The other mass variables, the HM balance and TRU balance figures, are almost identical for 
the two cases (deployment in 2015 or 2020). 
 
A small delay (5 years) in the deployment date of the fuel processing industry, particularly 
separation plants, does not have a large impact on TRU management by 2100. However, by 2050 
earlier separation plant deployment at 2010 reduces the mass in the spent fuel storage area, by a 
factor of 0.5 approximately. The other mass variables are otherwise very similar. 
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Figure 70: CONFU/LWR strategy, deployment from 2020 and 2015 in scenario C  
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7.2.2 ABR/LWR strategy: deployment from 2036 
 
A later deployment of the fuel processing industry, in 2036 instead of 2028 significantly 
delays the equilibrium in spent fuel storage as shown on Figure 73. In the nominal case this 
equilibrium occurs around 2088. With deployment in 2036 the mass of spent fuel increases till 
2055 and then remains constant till 2100: the separation industry capacity balances the 
discharged spent fuel from traditional LWRs. It will eventually drop and reach equilibrium after 
2100. By 2100 the amount of spent fuel has increased by 100% compared to the nominal case. 
The difference in the incinerated TRU mass is larger in the late deployment case than in the 
early deployment case. Deploying the separation and fuel processing plants 8 years later than in 
the nominal case reduces by 25% the incinerated TRU by 2100. 
 
 
In conclusion we can say that the deployment date of the fuel processing industry, 
particularly the separation one, has an important impact on TRU management by 2050 and even 
more by 2100. It affects the mass in the spent fuel storage as well as the mass of incinerated 
TRU. The results are much more sensitive in the ABR/LWR strategy than in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy. 
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Figure 71: ABR/LWR strategy, deployment from 2036 and 2028 in scenario C  
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7.3 Impact of power demand 
7.3.1 New power demand scenario from 2003 to 2053 
 
The worldwide nuclear power capacity was 352 GWe in 2003. The power demand scenarios 
A, B, C and D assume that the worldwide nuclear power will be increasing to eventually reach 
1000 GWe in 2053. This corresponds to an increase by 184% in 50 years or +2.1% growth per 
year during the next 50 years. This growth scenario till 2053 is based on reference [1]. In this 
scenario the nuclear power reaches 545 GWe by 2025. 
Different studies suggest much more pessimistic scenarios. The EIA [6] for instance gives in 
its "International Energy Outlook 2004" forecasts up to 2025 as shown on Figure 72. According 
to that study worldwide nuclear energy production will increase until 2015 to reach 407 GWe and 
then decrease to end at 385 by 2025. While the EIA forecasts for nuclear power had been revised 
upwards annually for the last 10 years, their forecast could be taken to represent the "pessimistic" 
vision for nuclear power. 
 
 
Figure 72: World installed nuclear capacity, EIA forecast (2004) [6] 
 
This section examines a pessimistic power demand scenario. It corresponds to only a 5% 
growth by 2050 so that the total power is 370 GWe by 2050.This is equivalent to +0.1% growth 
per year. Given the future growth of total electricity production the market share of nuclear 
power will decrease. Nevertheless this scenario maintains a quite important nuclear power 
program as most of the existing reactors will have to be replaced by 2050. 
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As the power demand after 2050 is uncertain we restricted our sensitivity analysis for the 
power demand scenario to the timeframe from 2003 to 2053. 
 
7.3.2 Results for CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies 
 
In the following sets of figures (Figure 73 to Figure 79), the top figure corresponds to the 
CONFU/LWR strategy while the bottom figure corresponds to the ABR/LWR strategy. 
A slower power growth scenario has a large impact on the results of both closed cycle cases 
in comparison with the Once-Through cycle. With a fast power growth scenario the available 
TRU mass was too small to fulfill the power demand and most of the power was produced by 
traditional LWRs. The effects, positive or negative, of the advanced fuel cycles were diluted.  
With a slower growth, the advanced fuel cycle has a larger proportional impact in each 
scheme, even with the same limitations on the availability of TRU.  
 
7.3.2.1 CONFU/LWR strategy 
 
By 2053 the uranium ore consumption (Figure 73) will be about 2.5 million MT in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy while it will be 3 million MT in the Once Through scheme. This 
represents 17% smaller demand for uranium Ore. In the nominal power growth scenario the 
savings were only 13%. 
With a slow power growth there is proportionally more TRU available per reactor than in the 
nominal power growth. Therefore, the number of CONFU reactors increases linearly from 2015 
to 2038 where all reactors are CONFU (i.e. with at least one CONFU batch). A moderate lack of 
TRU appears around 2050. By 2053 there are 350 CONFU LWRs and 20 traditional LWRs 
(Figure 74). 
The number of separation plants (Figure 76) increases from 0 in 2015 to 10 by 2040. As the 
initial amount of spent fuel is large, the separation plants are built as fast as possible given the 
technical constraint (one plant every 3 years). After 2040 the number of separation plants is 
constant and their load factor drops to 0.3 (Figure 77). The initial amount of spent fuel has been 
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separated and the separation industry develops overcapacity: the TRU produced per year by the 
existing reactors becomes far smaller than the available separation capacity. 
There are 2 reprocessing plants by 2053. The second plant is built just before the TRU 
throughput decreases as the load factor decreases and stabilizes at about 0.4 after its construction. 
On the heavy metal balance figure (Figure 78) we can see that equilibrium in spent fuel 
storage is reached by 2045, about 8 years sooner than in the nominal power demand growth 
scenario. By 2053 there are 40,000 MT heavy metal in the reactors and 25,000 MT have been 
incinerated. The mass of spent fuel is 40,000 MT in 2053 after having reached a maximum in 
2020 with 200,000 MT. Compared to the Once-Through strategy where 480,000 MT of spent fuel 
is present in storage by 2053, the mass of spent fuel in storage in the CONFU/LWR strategy is 
reduced by 92%. 
Linked to the spent fuel equilibrium, the TRU mass in spent fuel storage (Figure 79) reaches 
equilibrium by 2045 with about 500 MT TRU. Its maximum occurs in 2020 with 2,800 MT. By 
2053 the TRU mass in FFF storage and the mass of incinerated TRU are comparable at 2,000 MT 
each. The TRU mass in reactors is 1,200 MT. In the Once-Through case there are approximately 
6,000 MT TRU in spent fuel storage. In the CONFU/LWR strategy this is reduced by 92%. 
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7.3.2.2 ABR/LWR strategy 
 
In this particularly slow new power growth scenario ABRs can be built almost only when a 
traditional LWR is decommissioned.  
 
By 2053 the uranium ore consumption (Figure 73) is about 2.5 million MT in the ABR/LWR 
strategy while it is 3 million MT in the Once Through scheme. This represents 17% smaller need 
in uranium ore. In the nominal power growth scenario the savings were only 8%. In the nominal 
scenario the savings in uranium ore were more significant in the CONFU/LWR strategy than in 
the ABR/LWR strategy. With the slow growth scenario both strategies have similar results by 
2053 in terms of uranium ore consumption. 
From 2003 to 2025 the number of reactors (Figure 74) increases following the power growth 
and all reactors are LWRs. There are about 350 reactors during that period. After 2025 the total 
number of reactors increases rapidly from about 350 by 2025 to 520 by 2053. The new reactors 
are exclusively new ABRs. The number of LWRs decreases during that period: the 
decommissioned LWRs are replaced by ABRs. By 2053 there are around 200 ABRs as in the 
nominal power growth scenario. That number comes from the constraints on the separation 
industry, the power growth and the replacement of reactors allowing the building of enough 
ABRs to accept the maximum production of TRU coming from separation plants. 
An ABR produces only 0.315 GWe while a traditional LWR produces 1 GWe. Thus Figure 
75 shows the power generation has the same trend as Figure 74 with the number of reactors but 
with smaller amplitude. The power generated by LWRs decreases from 2025 to end at about 300 
GWe by 2053. The power produced by ABRs is 75 GWe by 2053. This represents 20% of the 
total power produced. 
The separation plants in Figure 76 are deployed till 2053 as fast as possible given the 
technical constraint. By 2053 there are 10 separation plants. The load factor of the separation 
industry is always 1. The initial amount of spent fuel and the equilibrium has not been reached by 
2053 in the ABR/LWR strategy. Due to its later deployment the reprocessing industry has only 1 
plant in 2053. Its load factor increases linearly with the number of ABRs because the amount of 
TRU to reprocess is proportional to the number of ABRs 6 years earlier. By 2053 the load factor 
of the reprocessing plant is only 0.6. 
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The heavy metal balance Figure 78 shows that the equilibrium in the spent fuel storage is not 
reached by 2053. The mass of spent fuel is maximum in 2035 with 300 000 MT spent fuel. That 
maximum occurs 15 years later than in the CONFU/LWR strategy and is almost 100,000 MT 
bigger. By 2053 there are 150,000 MT of spent fuel in storage.  
The mass of heavy metal in the reactors decreases slightly from 2025 as some 
decommissioned LWRs are replaced by ABRs that accept less heavy metal than LWRs (no 
uranium dioxide pins). By 2053 there are approximately 25,000 MT of heavy metal in reactors. 
The amount of incinerated uranium is about the same by 2053; 25,000 MT have been incinerated 
between 2003 and 2053. 
The TRU in spent fuel storage also reaches a maximum by 2035 with 3,800 MT and ends at 
2,000 MT by 2053.This is 4 times as much as in the CONFU/LWR strategy. On the other hand, 
the amounts of TRU incinerated are similar in both strategies with about 2,000 MT by 2053. In 
the ABR case the fuel processing industry has less time for deployment which limits the TRU 
separated and reprocessed and ultimately incinerated. Thus the ABR/LWR strategy performs 
similarly in the nominal and slow power growth scenarios in terms of incinerated TRU. In the 
CONFU/LWR strategy the fuel processing industry has more time to grow and the TRU 
production here is limited by the available space in reactors. Thus the CONFU/LWR strategy 
performs better in the nominal power growth scenario than it does in the slow growth case 
constructed in this section.  
The amount of TRU in the spent fuel storage is about 1,000 MT by 2053 while it was 2,000 
MT in the CONFU/LWR strategy. Two factors explain that difference: first the ABRs are 
deployed later than the CONFU batches and the TRU has less time to be accumulated in FFF 
storage. Second, the FFF storage is always 6 years in the ABR/LWR strategy while it can be 18 
years in the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
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Figure 73: U ore consumption in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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Figure 74: Number of reactors in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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Figure 75: Power generation in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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Figure 76: Fuel processing plants in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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Figure 77: Load factor in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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Figure 78: HM balance in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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Figure 79: TRU balance in CONFU (top) and ABR (down) strategy, small power growth scenario 
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8 Sensitivity Analysis of Economics 
 
 
This chapter details the results of a sensitivity analyses performed on different unit cost 
values of components of the total cost of nuclear electricity. Such a sensitivity analysis will 
attempt to cover the uncertainty about costs of new technologies as well as the variability of these 
costs around the world. The basic power demand case (scenario C) is used as a basis for analysis 
beyond 2050.  
 
8.1 Reactor capital cost 
 
The capital costs are the same in the CONFU and the Once-Through scenarios since the 
reactors are the traditional LWRs in both cases. The nominal overnight value used previously is 
$1700/kWe. In this chapter two new values are examined: the low value is $1400/kWe and the 
high value is $2000/kWe. 
Figure 80 and Figure 81 show the cost of electricity for the three different unit capital costs in 
the Once-Through and in the CONFU schemes respectively. The differences between the sets of 
curves in the two figures come only from the different fuel cycle costs which are different 
between Once-Through and CONFU/LWR strategies. 
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Figure 80: Sensitivity analysis on capital cost in the Once-Through strategy 
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Figure 81: Sensitivity analysis on capital cost in the CONFU/LWR strategy 
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The variations of the cost of capital of new LWR have important consequences for the total 
costs. The variation by plus or minus $300/kWe in the capital cost leads to an increase or 
decrease by 3 mills/kWhe, about 10% of the total cost of electricity at equilibrium. In the most 
optimistic hypothesis, the total cost by year 2100 is 29 mills/kWhe in the Once-Through strategy 
and 32.5 mills/kWhe in the CONFU/LWR strategy. In the most pessimistic hypothesis, the cost 
rises up to 34.5 mills/kWhe in the Once-Through strategy and to 38 mills/kWhe in the 
CONFU/LWR strategy. 
 
In the ABR/LWR strategy, the uncertainty in the reactor capital costs includes the capital cost 
of the traditional LWRs but also the capital cost of the ABRs. The same span of capital costs for 
the LWR is used. The nominal value for ABR capital cost is $2500/kWe. The high value is taken 
at $2900/kWe and the low value at $2100/kWe. Figure 82 shows the double sensitivity analysis 
to capital costs of both the LWR and ABR. 
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Figure 82: Sensitivity analysis on capital costs in ABR/LWR strategy 
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Most of the power is produced by traditional LWRs in the ABR/LWR strategy. Thus, even if 
the variations in the capital cost are higher for ABRs, the consequences to the total cost of 
electricity are much less important than the variations in the cost of LWR capital. For ABR 
capital cost, the variations lead only to an increase or decrease by at most 0.5 mills/kWhe while 
LWR capital cost driven variations lead to an increase or decrease by 3 mills/kWhe as in the 
CONFU or Once-Through case. The maximum cost of electricity at equilibrium is 37 mills/kWhe 
and the minimum is 32 mills/kWhe. The consequences of variation of ABR cost of capital are 
most evident between 2040 and 2065 when a larger number of ABRs are built. Afterwards, due 
to a lack of TRU, not many new ABRs are built and thus variations in their capital costs do not 
influence the total costs significantly. 
 
8.2 Operation and Maintenance cost 
 
The nominal value of the Operation and Maintenance cost is $70/kWe and was used in the 
previous chapters. Sensitivity analysis has been done using the values $50/kWe and $90/kWe (± 
30% of nominal value). Those costs are expressed in dollars per installed power. We assumed the 
same O&M costs for the traditional LWR and the ABR. Thus, the O&M costs in mills/kWhe are 
the same in the three strategies where the total power installed is the same. Results are shown on 
Figure 83.  
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Figure 83: Operation & Maintenance costs sensitivity analysis 
 
The O&M portion of the cost of electricity is constant because the unit costs are defined by 
units of power installed. Thus, variations in the O&M costs are directly reported in the O&M 
component in the cost of electricity. A variation by 30% leads to an increase or decrease by 2.6 
mills/kWhe from the nominal value of 8.9 mills/kWhe. It represents a variation of 7.6 to 8.4% of 
the total cost of electricity using nominal values, depending on the chosen strategy.  
 
8.3 Uranium ore 
8.3.1 Ore purchase cost 
 
Figure 84, Figure 85 and Figure 86 show the fuel cycle costs in the three strategies with 
variation in the unit cost of uranium ore. The nominal value is $30/kg. We used $45/kg and 
$80/kg for sensitivity analysis. While the current price is close to the high values of $45/kg, only 
two years ago it was closer to the nominal value. $80/kg is the higher cost of uranium used in 
estimation of available ore resources as will be seen later. 
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Figure 84: Sensitivity analysis on ore purchase cost in the Once-Through strategy 
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Figure 85: Sensitivity analysis on ore purchase cost in the CONFU scheme 
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Figure 86: Sensitivity analysis on ore purchase cost in ABR scheme 
 
An increase of 50% in the cost of uranium ore purchase ($45/kg) leads to an increase by 0.5 
mills/kWhe in the Once-Through case and 0.3 mills/kWhe in the CONFU and ABR cases. This 
corresponds to 1% or less of the total cost of electricity. With a uranium price at $80/kg, the fuel 
cycle cost is increased by approximately 1.7 mills/kWhe in the Once-Through strategy and 1.5 
mills/kWhe in the two advanced strategy. This corresponds to 4% or 5% of the total cost of 
electricity. Economic conclusions are robust with regards to variations in uranium cost if the 
increase in the price is about 50%. For a higher increase (+170%), it becomes significant. 
 
8.3.2 Material resources 
 
The advanced strategies allow some savings in uranium ore consumption. By 2050 the Once-
Through strategy requires in the nominal power growth scenario about 5 million metric tons of 
uranium from uranium ore while the CONFU/LWR only requires 4.4 million metric tons and the 
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ABR/LWR strategy 4.6 million metric tons. The savings due to the closed fuel cycles are only 
about 10%. 
The 2003 "Red Book" published by OECD/NEA [25] details the availability of uranium 
resources in the world. It states that the Known Conventional Resources (KCR) at a price under 
$40/kgU exceed 2.523 million metric tons. The KCR can be split into Reasonably Assured 
Resources (RAR) of 1.730 million metric tons and Estimated Additional Resources Category I of 
0.793 million metric tons. The KCR increase to 3.537 million metric tons of uranium at a price 
under $80/kgU and to 4.588 million metric tons of uranium at a price under $130/kgU. 
The Estimated Additional Resources Category II (EAR-II) are resources expected to occur in 
well-defined geological trends of known deposits or mineralized areas with known deposits. This 
represent 1.475 million metric tons of uranium at a price under $80/kgU and 2.254 million metric 
tons of uranium at a price under $130/kgU.  
Finally the Speculative Resources (SR) that are thought to exist in geologically favorable, yet 
unexplored areas represent 4.437 million metric tons of uranium at a price under $130/kgU and 
3.102 million metric tons at an unassigned cost range.  
In 2003, worldwide uranium resources can be summarized by Table 33: 
 
Table 33: Worldwide uranium resources [25] 
(1000 MT U) < $40/kgU < $80/kgU < $130/kgU + Unassigned cost range
RAR > 1730 2458 3169  
EAR-I > 793 1079 1419  KCR 
Total > 2523 3523 4588  
EAR-II  1475 2254  
SR   4437 + 7439 
Total > 2523 4998 12679 + 7439 
 
Figure 87 displays the uranium ore consumption in the three strategies considered in the study 
as well as the estimated uranium ore resources at different costs. For all three strategies, the 
Known Conventional Resources under $40/kgU (the medium value cost of uranium ore taken in 
this study is $30/kg) should be used up by around 2030. If we add the EAR-II and increase the 
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cost to $80/kgU, the lack of necessary ore should occur around 2050. With the speculative 
resources and by increasing the cost up to $130/kgU, this shortage occurs only by 2080. 
None of the three strategies has a significant advantage toward uranium ore consumption 
compared to the resources. However, recycling uranium could extend the resources by about 10-
15 % in the case of CONFU and by about 5-10 % in the case of ABR. 
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Figure 87: Uranium ore consumption and worldwide resources in power growth scenario C 
 
However, as noted in reference [23], the predictions of the "Red Book" are based on current 
mining costs, prices, processes and geological knowledge and are thus likely to be extremely 
conservative.  
First it is reasonable to believe that the cost of uranium will remain relatively low. The history 
of previous mining industry shows that the increase of the demand fosters technological 
improvement which decreases the recovering costs as illustrated in Figure 88 [source USGC] 
(cost in 1997$ of selected minerals composed of copper, gold, iron ore, lead, and zinc, cement, 
clay, crushed stone, lime, phosphate rock, salt, and sand and gravel): 
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Figure 88: Composite Mineral Price Index for 12 Selected Minerals [Source: USGS] 
 
Secondly other estimates are more optimistic than the OECD/NEA "Red Book". The 
Australian uranium Information Center noted in reference [1] expects that a doubling of the 
uranium price from its current value (about $30/kgU) could be expected to create about a ten-fold 
increase in known resources recoverable at a cost below $80/kgU. This corresponds to 30 million 
metric tons, enough to satisfy the demand of any of our three strategies until 2100. 
Finally, the sensitivity analysis demonstrated that an increase by $15/kgU in the uranium ore 
cost only increases the cost of electricity by 0.5 mills/kWhe. This increase is relatively small 
compared to the cost of electricity (about 35 mills/kWhe at equilibrium) which is thus robust 
towards increases in uranium ore cost. 
 
 
8.4 Enrichment costs 
 
Figure 89, Figure 90 and Figure 91 show the fuel cycle costs in the three strategies with 
variation in the unit cost of uranium enrichment. The nominal value is $100/kgSWU. We used 
$70/kgSWU and $130/kgSWU for sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 89: Sensitivity analysis on enrichment cost in the Once-Through scheme 
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Figure 90: Sensitivity analysis on enrichment cost in the CONFU scheme 
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Figure 91: Sensitivity analysis on enrichment cost in ABR scheme 
 
A variation of 30% in the cost of uranium enrichment leads to an increase or decrease by 0.8 
mills/kWhe in the Once-Through case and by 0.7 mills/kWhe in the CONFU and ABR cases. 
This corresponds to between 2 and 2.5% of the total cost of electricity. Hence, enrichment cost 
does not significantly influence the total cost of electricity. 
 
 
8.5 Final repository cost 
 
Final repository cost may be the most uncertain economic parameter because no real long-
term repository has ever been built so that there is no past experience to estimate this cost. 
In the United States, a fee of 1 mill/kWhe has been collected since 1988 in order to pay for 
the final disposal of spent fuel. For an LWR with a capacity factor of 0.9 and neglecting the cost 
of repository for fission products (which are included in the legal 1 mill/kWhe but not in our 
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analysis), the fee corresponds to a unit cost of $410/kgHM. That value is used in the MIT report 
[1], but other studies suggest higher values that may be appropriate [21].  
Moreover, if we consider the estimated cost of the US repository at Yucca Mountain ($50 
billion [26]) and its predicted capacity (70,000 MT), we find a cost for repository of $710/kgHM. 
As Yucca Mountain is a first-of-a-kind repository, we can expect lower costs for future ones. 
Given these values, we chose $550/kgHM as the nominal value for the repository. 
$400/kgHM is the low value and $700/kgHM is the high value. We also include an analysis with 
a very high value ($1000/kgHM). 
 
The cost of the final repository is a very small cost center in the CONFU/LWR and 
ABR/LWR strategies because the losses are assumed to be only 0.1%. Thus the mass flows to 
repository are very small. Considering this fact, we did sensitivity analysis to repository cost only 
for the Once-Through strategy where the amounts of heavy metal sent to the repository are large.  
Figure 92 shows the fuel cycle cost in the case of the Once-Through scenario for the four 
different unit costs of the repository reported above. 
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Figure 92: Sensitivity analysis on repository cost in the Once-Through scheme 
 
The variations in the fuel cycle cost are directly proportional to the variations in the 
repository cost. An increase by $150/kgHM in the unit cost of repository leads to an increase in 
the fuel cycle cost and then in the cost of electricity by 0.35 mills/kWhe.  
The variations in the cost of repository do not have a large impact on the fuel cycle cost 
because the difference between the fuel cycle costs using the lowest ($400/kgHM) and the largest 
($1000/kgHM) value is only 1.4 mills/kWhe over the about 6.5 mills/kWhe in the nominal case.  
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9 Proliferation risk assessment 
 
 
9.1 Methodology 
 
The proliferation risk of the competing strategies is influenced by several factors and is 
difficult to evaluate precisely. In the last decade, several task forces were established with the 
purpose of defining a complete and quantitative framework to characterize the proliferation 
hazard of the civilian use of nuclear power [27, 28].  
 
Presently, a DOE Gen IV sponsored international experts group is charged with developing 
methods for assessing proliferation resistance and physical protection robustness. [29] The goal is 
to define a framework of attributes that a nuclear system might have in relation to proliferation 
threats and barriers to the threats. These are linked to fuel cycle operations and nuclear system 
characteristics. The attributes should be used to define metrics for proliferation that are 
quantifiable and complete. 
 
We acknowledge that until precise recommendations from this group of experts on the 
metrics for proliferation evaluation emerge, a complete and quantitative assessment of 
proliferation risks associated with deployment of the CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies 
cannot be performed. Nevertheless, this study attempts to compare the proliferation resistance of 
the three strategies considered by defining an index of vulnerability towards proliferation. The 
Once-Through strategy is taken as the base case to which other strategies will be compared. 
 
Here we will examine the proliferation risk caused by plutonium and other transuranic 
elements as fissile material in spent fuel and also the proliferation risk due to the possible 
enrichment of uranium to make weapon usable material. The former risk assessment is based on 
the masses of TRU while the later is based on the masses of heavy metal. 
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In this work, the level of vulnerability towards proliferation has been evaluated according to 
five factors. Each factor is rated from 0.1 (good resistance against proliferation) to 1.0 
(vulnerable towards proliferation). The five factors are: 
 
• Undesirability of material due to weapon handling difficulty: the risk of pre-
detonation due to neutrons or high decay heat rate make the material less desirable. 
The bulkiness of the fuel from which fissile material can be extracted is also taken 
into account in its desirability.  
 
• Self-protection characteristics of the fissile content: the self-protection features refer 
to the presence in the fissile mass of nuclides of minor actinides or fission products 
that are strong emitters of neutrons and gamma before any separation or extraction 
process. A large amount of both would make the level of radioactivity around the 
material high and possibly lethal by exposure for a very short time without shielding. 
In addition, this makes the fuel mass thermally hot and radioactive and unattractive 
for handling.  
 
• Complexity of fissile product extraction: Two methods are considered here. The 
isotopic extraction (for enrichment of uranium for instance) and chemical extraction 
where the fissile product is separated from the spent fuel by a chemical process. This 
index evaluates the chemical barrier that protects the plutonium as weapon usable 
material. If plutonium is mixed with uranium, other minor actinides or fission 
products, it is harder to separate and use for weapons. This factor also includes the 
concentration of fissile products in the spent fuel. Higher concentrations mean smaller 
mass to be handled, which is easier. 
 
• Detectability: high emissions of spontaneous neutrons or photons enable 
measurement of masses of materials to detect a possible theft. 
 
• Accessibility: this last factor measures the physical accessibility of the material. For 
instance, transportation vehicles of spent fuel are more vulnerable in terms of 
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accessibility than reactors because of the fewer numerous physical and human barriers 
protecting the fuel. 
 
For each process involved in the fuel cycle (fabrication, transportation, storage…) a 
vulnerability factor is defined. It is the product of the five above factors estimated for each 
process. Then, the proliferation vulnerability index is calculated by summing the masses (of 
heavy metal or only of TRU) involved in the processes, each one being multiplied by its 
vulnerability factor. Then the score for each strategy is divided by the score of the Once-Through 
strategy to obtain an index where the Once-Through strategy, which has been taken as reference, 
has an index of 1.0. A high index means higher vulnerability towards proliferation. 
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where: 
.advIV  is the index of vulnerability for a given strategy 
j
iM  is the mass (of heavy metal or of TRU) involved in process i in strategy j.  
j
iF  is the vulnerability factor of process i in strategy j.. 
 
 
9.2 Estimation of the vulnerability factors 
9.2.1 Factors depending on the type of fuel only 
 
The first four factors are characteristic of the type of fuel (sometimes called "intrinsic" 
properties). We assume in this study that there are 4 types of fuel (UO2 pins and FFF pins, fresh 
or spent) and that each type has a set of values for the first four factors that remain the same 
independently of their locations. To simplify later discussion we can name the 4 types of fuel 
from 1 to 4: 
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1: fresh UO2 pins. 
2: spent UO2 pins. 
3: fresh FFF pins 
4: spent FFF pins 
 
The evaluation of these factors is based on the composition of the fuel. Three major metrics 
help the evaluation of the four factors: the emission of gamma rays, the emission of neutrons and 
the decay heat of the spent fuel. Table 34, Table 35 and Table 36 summarize the characteristics of 
the UO2 spent fuel from LWR, the FFF spent fuel from CONFU LWRs and ABRs respectively. 
The results are normalized and presented in units per metric ton of heavy metal. This 
normalization is required as the vulnerability factors are multiplied later by the masses of spent 
fuel. The masses of fission products have not been included in this study. However their presence 
in spent fuel and the radiation induced are taken into account to determine the vulnerability 
factors.  
The data for traditional LWR come from results given by the code ORIGEN2 which has been 
developed by Oak Bridge National Laboratory. All data were readily available for traditional 
LWRs. The results summarized in Table 34 are after 5 year cooling time. 
For the CONFU spent fuel, data were only available for minor actinides. The TRU 
composition for FFF pins spent fuel after the seventh recycle was known and its decay has been 
simulated by ORIGEN2 to obtain the heat decay as well as the neutrons and photons emissions. 
The results in Table 35 are taken after 6 year cooling time. The values for fission products in FFF 
pins have been induced from the values for fission products in traditional spent fuel. Since both 
UO2 pins and FFF pins generate about the same amount of energy, we assume that the mass of 
fission products produced in one UO2 pin in a traditional LWR batch is the same as the mass of 
fission products produced in one FFF pin in a CONFU batch. In CONFU, there is little mass of 
heavy metal but more of it fissions than in UO2 pins where most of it is U238, which almost does 
not fission by thermal neutrons8. This mass is then renormalized by the mass of heavy metal in 
                                                 
8 In a typical LWR, about 10% of the energy comes from the fast fissions of U238. The bulk comes from fissions of 
U235 and Pu239. 
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the FFF pins of a CONFU batch (much smaller than the mass of heavy metal in a traditional 
LWR batch).9 
For the ABR spent fuel, the TRU composition of the spent fuel after the seventh recycle was 
known from MCODE calculations. We used the fresh fuel composition for the seventh cycle, 
burned it in ORIGEN2 to obtain the composition of the discharged fuel including fission 
products. Then we let the spent fuel decay to obtain all needed data. 
 
Table 34: UO2 spent fuel characteristics for traditional LWRs 
4.2% UO2 FUEL, BURNUP OF LWR: 50,000 MWD/MT 
Spent fuel emissions after 5 year cooling Actinides 
Fission 
Products Total 
Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons / sec per MTHM) 7.29E+09 7.35E+15 7.35E+15 
Neutrons (Neutrons / sec. per MTHM) 1.03E+09  1.03E+09 
Heat (Watts per MTHM) 1.44E+05 2.54E+03 1.47E+05 
 
Table 35: FFF spent fuel characteristics for CONFU LWRs 
FFF fuel after 7 recycles 
Spent fuel emissions after 6 year cooling Actinides 
Fission 
Products10 Total 
Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons / sec per MTHM) 2.15E+12 4.76E+16 5.36E+17 
Neutrons (Neutrons / sec. per MTHM) 3.28E+11  3.28E+11 
Heat (Watts per MTHM) 1.10E+05 1.64E+04 2.95E+05 
 
Table 36: FFF spent fuel characteristics for ABRs 
FFF fuel after 7 recycles 
Spent fuel emissions after 6 year cooling Actinides 
Fission 
Products Total 
Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons / sec per MTHM) 6.38E+12 3.09E+15 3.10E+15 
Neutrons (Neutrons / sec. per MTHM) 1.62E+11  1.62E+11 
Heat (Watts per MTHM) 1.05E+05 6.61E+03 1.11E+05 
 
The details of the characteristics of the different spent fuels are presented in Appendix J, K 
and L. The values are not normalized per unit mass.  
                                                 
9 A CONFU assembly has 264 pins. Among these, 48 are FFF pins and account for about 13 kg of heavy metal. The 
remaining 216 pins are UO2 pins and account for 375 kg of uranium. 
10 Values taken from the UO2 spent fuel table, renormalizing by the factor (375 kg of Uranium PA / 214 UO2 pins 
PA) / (13 kg TRU PA / 48 FFF pins). 
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The photon emissions are three orders of magnitude higher in the CONFU and ABR cases 
than in traditional UO2 pins and the neutron emissions two orders of magnitude higher. The first 
reason is the normalization: there is much less TRU than heavy metal in a traditional LWR for 
the same power produced. Then, the presence of Np238, Np239, Pu238 and some curium isotopes 
(particularly Cm244 and Cm246 for the photon emissions) explains these higher values. The 
thermal power per unit of heavy metal mass, coming from plutonium, americium and curium, is 
comparable in the three cases. 
The values for fission products are higher for CONFU spent fuel than for ABR spent fuel. 
This is explained by the higher burnup in the CONFU case (about 300,000 MWD/MTHM for the 
FFF pins) than in the ABR case (about 200,000 MWD/MTHM). A second reason, probably more 
important, is the mass dilution in the ABR case. An ABR requires about 10 times more TRU for 
the same power produced. 
 
These characteristics of the spent fuel are taken into account to estimate the four first 
vulnerability factors which concern only the type of fuel. 
• For the undesirability of the heavy metal to be used as weapon material, the neutron 
emission rate is taken as a criterion for fissile efficiency (pre-detonation resistance) 
and the heat decay as a second criterion. Material with high neutron emissions and 
large heat decay is less attractive to make weapons. The bulkiness of the material is 
taken as a third criterion. 
• For the self-protection of the material due to the radiations, we consider both the 
neutron and photon radiations with a larger weight given to the gamma rays. 
• For the extraction of fissile material, the three characteristics (photon, neutron and 
heat) are taken into account as they complicate the extraction process (it requires 
remote handling for high values). Both the CONFU and ABR fuel cycles operate in a 
1-tier fashion without separation of plutonium. Hence they are not penalized by this 
proliferation drawback. Both the possibilities of isotopic enrichment or chemical 
extraction are considered.  
• For the detectability, the emissions of photons and neutrons are considered as they 
constitute major ways to detect and account for amounts of weapon usable material. 
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Given these considerations, the values for the factors concerning the 4 types of fuel are 
summarized in Table 37. The evaluation of the factors for the fresh fertile-free fuel is based on 
the actinide content only (there are no fission products) while that for the spent fuel considers 
both the emissions due to the minor actinides and the fission products. 
 
Table 37: Factors of vulnerability towards proliferation for each type of fuel (after 6 year cooling) 
UO2 pins FFF pins  
Once-
Through 
CONFU 
/LWR 
ABR /LWR CONFU /LWR ABR /LWR 
Undesirability fundes 0.1 0.2 0.2 
Self-protection fprot 0.8 0.3 0.3 
Extraction Pu fextr 0.1 0.3 0.3 
Detectability fdetec 0.4 0.1 0.1 Fr
es
h 
fu
el
 
Ffuel = fundes fprot fextr fdetec 0.0032 0.0018 0.0018 
Undesirability fundes 0.3 0.2 0.2 
Self-protection fprot 0.2 0.1 0.2 
Extraction Pu fextr 0.2 0.3 0.3 
Detectability fdetec 0.1 0.1 0.1 Sp
en
t f
ue
l 
Ffuel = fundes fprot fextr fdetec 0.0012 0.0006 0.0012 
 
For the fresh fuel, the fertile-free fuel has a higher undesirability index than UO2 fuel because 
TRU can be made into weapon material more easily than uranium that requires isotopic 
enrichment. The larger volumetric fraction of fissile materials in FFF pins also adds to the 
attractiveness of FFF pins. The presence of minor actinides in the fertile-free fuel makes it more 
self-protected (more radiations due to photons and neutrons). The absence of neutrons or photons 
emission in the fresh UO2 fuel is responsible its bad self-protection and detectability (0.8 and 0.4 
factors because active detectability measuring response to neutrons bombardment is still 
possible). The extraction of plutonium from spent fuel is considered easier with fertile-free pins 
than isotopic enrichment for uranium. The CONFU and ABR FFF pins have similar factors as 
their emissions of neutrons, photons and their thermal power are comparable.  
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The spent fertile-free fuel is considered less desirable and more self-protected than UO2 spent 
fuel due to the high radiations. Due to smaller volumes, the chemical extraction of plutonium is 
however seen easier than isotopic enrichment. Due to the higher emissions of photons and the 
higher decay heat from fission products in the CONFU FFF spent fuel compared to the ABR 
spent fuel, the CONFU has little higher index for undesirability and self-protection. The self-
protection is higher in spent fuel than in fresh fuel due to the presence of the fission products 
which are high emitters of gamma rays. 
 
9.2.2 Accessibility factor 
 
The fifth factor does not depend on the type of fuel but rather on its location and its ease to 
access. The accessibility factor depends on many "extrinsic" criteria and is much more subjective 
to evaluate than the first four factors. A lot of subjective assumptions are made. For instance, we 
evaluate all accessibility factors considering the next 100 years period except for the repository 
where a longer timeframe (next 1000 years) is considered. The uncontrollability of the future 
1000 years makes the factors rather high (0.3) while one can say that a sealed repository is hard 
to enter. 
The choice of accessibility factors is a hard call and one can come up with a totally different 
set of factors based on others arguments. Knowing this, the accessibility factors that we chose are 
presented in Table 38 for each process.  
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Table 38: Accessibility factors for each process 
Process Once-Through CONFU /LWR ABR /LWR 
Transportation of spent FFF pins from reactors to 
storage, reprocessing and fabrication 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.5 0.3 
Transportation of spent UO2 pins from reactors to 
storage, separation and fabrication 
Accessibility facc 
0.6 
(reac. to rep.) 
0.6 0.6 
FFF pins storage 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.3 0.3 
UO2 pins storage 
Accessibility facc 0.3 0.3 0.3 
FFF pins reprocessing and fabrication 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.3 0.3 
UO2 pins separation and fabrication 
Accessibility facc 
0.2 
(only fab.) 
0.3 0.3 
Transportation of fresh FFF pins from fabrication to 
reactors 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.5 0.3 
Transportation of fresh UO2 pins from fabrication to 
reactors 
Accessibility facc 0.6 0.6 0.6 
FFF pins in reactors 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.1 0.1 
UO2 pins in reactors 
Accessibility facc 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Heavy metal in repository 
Accessibility facc 0.3 0.3 0.3 
 
The temporary storages (all kinds) are considered somewhat vulnerable because they 
constitute known locations of spent fuel. This temporary storage can either be next the reactors or 
next to the separation and reprocessing facilities. This type of temporary storage exists today and 
no theft has been reported up to now. It explains the modest 0.3 factor. 
Material in reactors is considered as safe and has thus a small accessibility factor is assumed. 
The UO2 pins transportation has a high accessibility factor as the fuel will have to travel long 
distances between reactors, repository, storage areas or fuel fabrication plants. The factor 0.6 has 
been assumed higher than that for FFF pins transportation due to the fact that we can envision to 
have the facilities in advanced strategies (processing industry in the CONFU/LWR strategy and 
the ABRs in ABR/LWR strategy) grouped in few countries while the spent fuel could have to 
travel across frontiers over longer distances. 
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Note the higher accessibility factor associated with the CONFU fuel cycle FFF pins 
transportation from an interim storage facility to reprocessing plants than for ABR scheme and 
then from there to the reactors. This is justified by noticing that the CONFU fuel cycle spreads 
the fertile-free fuel pins throughout the LWR plants installed worldwide (on average there are 
about 400 (40) CONFU reactors per reprocessing (separation) plant). Hence the TRU fuel 
reprocessing and fabrication plants are likely to be located far from the thermal reactors which 
await CONFU bundles. This is considered a high potential risk for proliferation concerns because 
transportation operations involving CONFU bundles with fertile-free pins containing TRUs are 
likely to be harder to guard than those of stationary TRU fuel process facilities. However it is 
also noted that highly radioactive TRU particles coated by Yttrium-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) 
and dispersed in a matrix are not very attractive from the accessibility point of view. The TRU 
transportation scheme is illustrated in Figure 93. 
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Figure 93: TRU transportation in CONFU/LWR strategy 
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TRU fuel pin transportation for the ABR fuel cycle could be made less risky because the 
ABR reactors could be envisioned to be integrated with fuel reprocessing and fabrication plants 
in dedicated TRU fuel destruction parks as illustrated in Figure 94. When the TRU pin 
transportation operations occur inside these installations, they would be more secure from the 
standpoint of plutonium proliferation risk. However, the perspective of deployment of only one 
or two TRU reprocessing plant, as predicted in the scenarios of this study, would suggest that 
TRU fabrication facilities could be located nearby, independent of the selection of CONFU- or 
ABR-strategies. Moreover, the CONFU fuel assembly volume is larger than that of the ABR (per 
each kg of TRU loaded). Hence, the TRU processing from these assemblies is likely to be more 
difficult, overcoming some of the wider transportation needs.  
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Figure 94: TRU transportation in ABR/LWR strategy 
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9.2.3 Vulnerability factors 
 
Once the five sub-factors are chosen for each process, the product of them gives the 
vulnerability factor. Table 39 summarizes the vulnerability factors for each process. 
 
Table 39: Accessibility and vulnerability factors for each process 
Process Once-Through CONFU /LWR ABR /LWR 
Ffuel (4) N/A 0.0006 0.0012 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.5 0.3 
Transportation of spent FFF pins from reactors 
to storage, reprocessing and fabrication 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc N/A 0.0003 0.00036 
Ffuel (2) 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 
Accessibility facc 0.6 
(reac. to rep.) 
0.6 0.6 
Transportation of spent UO2 pins from reactors 
to storage, separation and fabrication 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc 0.00072 0.00072 0.00072 
Ffuel (4) N/A 0.0006 0.0012 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.3 0.3 
FFF pins storage 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc N/A 0.00018 0.00036 
Ffuel (2) N/A 0.0012 0.0012 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.3 0.3 
UO2 pins storage 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc N/A 0.00036 0.00036 
Ffuel (4) N/A 0.0006 0.0012 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.3 0.3 
FFF pins reprocessing and fabrication 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc N/A 0.00018 0.00036 
Ffuel (2) 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 
Accessibility facc 0.2 (only fab) 0.3 0.3 
UO2 pins separation and fabrication 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc 0.00024 0.00036 0.00036 
Ffuel (3) N/A 0.0018 0.0018 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.5 0.3 
Transportation of fresh FFF pins from 
fabrication to reactors 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc N/A 0.0008 0.00054 
Ffuel (1) 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032 
Accessibility facc 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Transportation of fresh UO2 pins from 
fabrication to reactors 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc 0.00192 0.00192 0.00192 
Ffuel (4) N/A 0.0006 0.0012 
Accessibility facc N/A 0.1 0.1 
FFF pins in reactors 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc N/A 0.00006 0.00012 
Ffuel (2) 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 
Accessibility facc 0.1 0.1 0.1 
UO2 pins in reactors 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc 0.00012 0.00012 0.00012 
Ffuel (2) 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 
Accessibility facc 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Heavy metal in repository 
Vulnerability Fvuln = Ffuel * facc 0.000036 0.00036 0.00036 
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9.3 Proliferation vulnerability index 
 
The heavy metal and TRU masses involved in the calculation of the accessibility of TRU are 
reported in Table 40 and Table 41, respectively. We chose to calculate the vulnerability index in 
2050 and 2100 in power demand scenario C. 
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Table 40: Heavy Metal masses for the three fuel cycles investigated 
Masses (1000 MT) 
2050 
2100 
 
Process / Capacity 
Once-Through CONFU/LWR ABR/LWR 
Transportation of spent FFF 
pins from reactors to storage, 
reprocessing and fabrication 
 
0.49 
1.15 
0.25 
0.9 
Transportation of spent UO2 
pins from reactors to storage, 
separation and fabrication 
26.7 
77.9 
23.5 
69.3 
25.3 
71.3 
FFF pins storage 
 
2.45 
8.2 
0.9 
3.6 
UO2 pins storage 
 
112.7 
266.5 
434.0 
271.0 
FFF pins reprocessing and 
fabrication  
0.3 
0.9 
0.2 
0.9 
UO2 pins separation and 
fabrication 
31.4 
91.2 
66.0 
140.9 
53.9 
146.7 
Transportation of fresh FFF 
pins from fabrication to 
reactors 
 
0.8 
1.7 
0.5 
1.7 
Transportation of fresh UO2 
pins from fabrication to 
reactors 
31.4 
91.2 
27.0 
80.9 
29.9 
84.3 
FFF pins in reactors 
 
2.3 
5.0 
0.6 
2.1 
UO2 pins in reactors 82.4 
238.8 
81.6 
264.1 
82.9 
233.2 
Heavy metal in repository 642.1 
2239.3 
1.1 
4.1 
0.6 
4.0 
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Table 41: TRU masses for the three fuel cycles investigated 
Masses (1000 MT) 
2050 
2100 
 
Process / Capacity 
Once-Through CONFU/LWR ABR/LWR 
Transportation of spent FFF 
pins from reactors to storage, 
reprocessing and fabrication 
 
0.49 
1.15 
0.25 
0.93 
Transportation of spent UO2 
pins from reactors to storage, 
separation and fabrication 
0.34 
1.00 
0.32 
0.94 
0.32 
0.91 
FFF pins storage 
 
2.45 
8.23 
0.84 
3.56 
UO2 pins storage 
 
1.54 
3.61 
5.57 
3.48 
FFF pins reprocessing and 
fabrication  
0.30 
0.92 
0.17 
0.94 
UO2 pins separation and 
fabrication N/A 
0.52 
0.81 
0.31 
0.80 
Transportation of fresh FFF 
pins from fabrication to 
reactors 
 
0.82 
1.73 
0.47 
1.73 
Transportation of fresh UO2 
pins from fabrication to 
reactors 
N/A N/A N/A 
FFF pins in reactors 
 
2.3 
5.0 
0.58 
2.10 
UO2 pins in reactors 1.06 
3.06 
1.13 
3.63 
1.06 
2.99 
Heavy metal in repository 8.24 
28.73 
0.02 
0.09 
0.01 
0.08 
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Table 42 reports the results of the vulnerability index for the three fuel cycles analyzed at 
selected years (2050 and 2100).  
 
Table 42: TRU Accessibility for the three fuel cycles investigated 
Vulnerability index Year 
Once-Through CONFU/LWR ABR/LWR 
2050 1.0 0.46 0.79 Based on HM 
masses 2100 1.0 0.37 0.36 
2050 1.0 0.75 0.94 Based on TRU 
masses 2100 1.0 0.55 0.47 
 
The first comment is that surprisingly the Once-Through strategy appears to be more 
vulnerable towards proliferation. If we look at the result based on TRU masses (results focusing 
on the proliferation of fissile material), the CONFU/LWR and ABR/LWR strategies perform 
quite similarly in term of proliferation vulnerability by 2100 The ABR/LWR strategy is 
comparable to the Once-Through case by 2050 due to the late deployment of the ABR strategy 
that makes the temporary storage mass increase, which penalizes this strategy significantly.  
The vulnerability index based on the heavy metal masses (proliferation including enrichment 
of uranium) show an even more significant advantage of the advanced strategies. The index is 
driven by the very large mass of heavy metal present in the repository and that have a large 
accessibility factor. If we reduce the accessibility factor for the repository from 0.3 to 0.1, the 
vulnerability index based on heavy metal balance for the CONFU case (respectively ABR case) 
is 0.87 by 2050 (respectively 1.49) and 0.72 by 2100 (respectively 0.72). If we based our 
calculation on TRU masses, the vulnerability index for the CONFU case (respectively ABR case) 
is 1.83 by 2050 (respectively 2.30) and 1.37 by 2100 (respectively 1.19). The Once-Through 
cycle becomes relatively more resistant to proliferation of fissile material but remains more 
vulnerable to proliferation if we account for uranium enrichment.  
 
The above method gives thus very subjective results. Another drawback would be the choice 
of the mass as a proportionality factor of the threat. One can argue that the mass at one location 
does not matter much but that the first infraction matters more than the amount of spent fuel 
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actually stolen. For instance, in the repository in the Once-Through strategy, there is a huge 
amount of heavy metal which penalizes the proliferation resistance of the Once-Through strategy. 
However we can imagine that the huge mass in the repository is not an appropriate metrics 
because as long as there is enough material to make few nuclear weapons, the additional material 
should not be accounted for the same way. In other terms, the first bomb is much more significant 
than the thousandth. 
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10 Real World Cooperation Issues 
 
 
The results presented in our analysis are worldwide in their coverage. It is a kind of optimum 
that would be reached if the worldwide fleet of reactors was in a single entity with perfect 
coordination. The extra costs required to launch a more sustainable industry (i.e. fuel processing 
facilities and advanced reactors) are paid by the same entity as that which takes advantage of the 
benefits. 
In reality the worldwide nuclear reactors fleet is managed by several countries, each one 
representing an entity with different nuclear history and plans concerning transition to sustainable 
fuel cycles. 
In the CONFU/LWR strategy all reactors are the same so there is no cost difference between 
countries concerning reactor capital cost. However by 2050 there is a need for 13 separation 
plants and 1 reprocessing plant. Equilibrium in spent fuel storage is reached by 2050 
approximately which means that all the spent fuel produced by LWRs in the world is candidate 
for separation. A question arises whether all countries are to be involved in separation of spent 
fuel?  
In the ABR/LWR strategy there is a need for 9 separation plants and 1 reprocessing plant by 
2050. Moreover all reactors are not the same. The ABR/LWR strategy relies on ABRs which are 
much more costly than traditional LWRs. 
Questions are thus raised. Who can or has to build the separation and reprocessing plants? 
Who should use advanced fuel batches with reprocessed fuel? These questions can be treated in 
two dimensions: an economic dimension or a legal dimension. 
 
Economically it creates a collective action dilemma as defined by Mancur Olson in reference 
[30]. Everybody will benefit from a more sustainable fuel cycle like CONFU/LWR strategy or 
ABR/LWR strategy but who is ready to pay the extra cost of advanced strategies (about + 10%) 
while he will profit only from one part of the benefits ?  
Three different nuclear entities can be defined: the first one A (similar to the "fuel cycle" 
states in reference [31]) includes countries with large nuclear programs and large R&D programs 
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about advanced fuel cycles. These countries like the US, Japan, France or Russia would support 
advanced fuel cycles by building facilities and advanced reactors.  
The second one B (similar to "user" state in reference [31]) contains countries with smaller 
nuclear programs which do not allow them to build a complete fuel cycle industry with fuel 
reprocessing. But they are inclined to pay for fuel processing as a service by the countries of 
group A. 
The third group C contains countries of which energy policy is driven by economic 
development and that are not inclined to accept extra cost for fuel processing.  
 
Our study is worldwide and thus potentially includes these three kinds of countries. The third 
group C described above should be excluded from the study as it is likely not to participate in the 
transition to sustainable fuel cycles except if strong incentives are provided by the two other 
types of states A and B. Several solutions can be proposed depending on how the countries from 
group A and B see the issue of nuclear waste. On an extreme side, an international treaty could 
bind states generating spent nuclear fuel to process their waste themselves or have it processed by 
a group A country. More likely Coasian bribery [32] could be used by countries A and B to 
encourage countries C to process spent fuel. 
 
Sustainable strategies are applicable to A and B. The CONFU/LWR strategy has here an 
advantage over ABR/LWR strategy. Both countries A and B would have in the CONFU/LWR 
strategy the same type of reactor. In an all LWR strategy there is no discrimination on reactor 
capital cost. The spent fuel processing can be done by countries A for countries B as a service. 
This strategy is beneficial for both parts. Countries A avoid overcapacity of the processing plant 
by having more ready spent fuel to process and more potential reactors to load with FFF 
batches.11 Countries B address the long term spent fuel issue by treating it. In that scheme 
optimization in transportation safety has to be performed to minimize the risk associated with 
transport. 
                                                 
11 The idea of international collaboration and better use of separation facilities was developped by M. Salvatores 
(CEA and ANL) during Workshop organized by the MIT Center for Advanced Nuclear Energy Systems on The Role 
of Simulation In the Nuclear Fuel Cycle at MIT on October 21, 2004. 
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The ABR/LWR strategy has the disadvantage of requiring ABRs which are much more costly 
than the LWRs. Even if the total cost of electricity for the worldwide fleet is approximately the 
same as that in the CONFU/LWR strategy, the cost burden for reactors is not uniform. Some 
countries, most likely from group A, will have to support the higher costs of ABRs. Countries of 
group B will have a double competitive advantage: their LWRs reactors will be cheaper and they 
will be able to get rid of their spent fuel by sending it to countries of group A that will eventually 
need TRU from other countries once they will have processed all their spent fuel. In our ABR 
model, an equilibrium in the nominal case is reached by 2090 if all countries process their spent 
fuel. If only countries with ABR process their spent fuel, their will be a lack of TRU before 2090. 
TRU from other countries will thus be required to load the ABRs and make their construction 
profitable. 
In such scheme, the deployment of processing industry introduces transaction costs which are 
not included in our estimates for the electricity cost. If separation and reprocessing plants are 
constructed in non-nuclear countries higher transaction costs will occur for safeguard for instance 
than if they are constructed in nuclear countries.  
 
Another advantage for the CONFU/LWR strategy is its reversibility. CONFU/LWR strategy 
is more reversible than ABR/LWR. If a lack of TRU occurs in countries using CONFU reactors, 
the reactors can still be used as traditional LWRs. Its reversibility makes it also more stable. It 
gives less power to countries B to reduce processing prices by countries A. In ABR/LWR 
strategy, once the ABRs built, countries A are bound to make them profitable. Countries B could 
advocate that their spent fuel is a resource for countries A and thus should not pay to give it. In 
the CONFU/LWR strategy, countries B spent fuel processing is a service provided by countries A 
that are not forced to process it. They can load their reactors with traditional LWR batches.  
 
Olson [30] proposes to create selective incentives to answer the collective action dilemma. 
Especially in markets where economic basis exists, like in the US, the utilities tend to prefer the 
less expensive strategy, the Once-Through open cycle in our analysis. The transition to more 
sustainable closed fuel cycles will require public incentives. The government could provide 
financial aid to the first movers who accept to build new kinds of reactors (like ABRs) or 
processing plants to demonstrate the feasibility of the strategies. These financial aids can be tax 
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credit for instance, as is now the case for wind power which enjoys a 1.7 cents per kWhe tax 
credit in the US. 
 
From a legal point of view, the separation and reprocessing of the spent fuel increases the risk 
of military use of the separated materials. Even if TRU in FFF pins is not a good material for 
weapon fabrication (the assemblies do not contain any separated plutonium as all transuranics are 
recycled together and the fertile-free fuel exhibits high self protection from gamma and neutron 
dose and the plutonium vector is very diluted by even nuclides since fissile isotopes are burned 
very effectively in a thermal spectrum.), the infrastructures could be misused.  
 
The Non-Proliferation Treaty rules that "each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to 
provide: (a) source or special fissionable material, or (b) equipment or material especially 
designed or prepared for the processing, use or production of special fissionable material, to any 
non-nuclear-weapon State for peaceful purposes, unless the source or special fissionable material 
shall be subject to the safeguards required by this article"12 and that "each non-nuclear-weapon 
State Party to the Treaty undertakes to accept safeguards (…) with a view to preventing diversion 
of nuclear energy from peaceful uses to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. 
Procedures for the safeguards required by this article shall be followed with respect to source or 
special fissionable material whether it is being produced, processed or used in any principal 
nuclear facility or is outside any such facility. The safeguards required by this article shall be 
applied to all source or special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities within the 
territory of such State, under its jurisdiction, or carried out under its control anywhere"13.  
Thus separation and reprocessing plants could be located either in nuclear States or in non-
nuclear States as long as States accept all safeguards imposed by IAEA. No legal restriction 
prevents countries becoming a group A country.  
 
 
                                                 
12 Non Proliferation Treaty Article III-2 
13 Non Proliferation Treaty Article III-1 
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11 Conclusion 
 
 
This work has evaluated three alternative fuel cycle strategies for nuclear power generation in 
the 21st century. The evaluation focused on the nuclear waste issue and how to manage more 
efficiently the transuranic elements (TRU) in the spent fuel. The three strategies are: 
Once-Through: A Once-Through uranium cycle for the LWRs, assuming each unit has a 
capacity of 1000MWe.  
CONFU/LWR: Recycling of TRU in fertile-free fuel pins to some of the light water reactors 
as a portion of the LWR assemblies with the other portion made of the standard fuel. These 
CONFU assemblies yield zero net production of actinides in an otherwise standard LWR. 
ABR/LWR: Recycling of TRU in dedicated lead-cooled fast burners, the 700MWth ABR, 
sized to provide adequate passive decay heat removal, and adequate neutronic control and safety 
parameters. 
 
While the evaluation was meant to cover the next 50 years, it often was extended to 100 years 
to ensure a broader view of the implications of each strategies. A nominal nuclear power demand 
growth of 2.1% per year was assumed until 2050, but considerable variations in the growth rate 
were considered after 2050.  
The CAFCA (Code for Advanced Fuel Cycle Assessment) code has been developed used to 
evaluate the performance of each strategy in terms of infrastructure need, masses sent to storage 
or repository, cost of electricity and proliferation resistance. The availability of adequate 
technology for actinide separation, reprocessing, and manufacturing of non-fertile fuel for LWRs 
was assumed to occur in 12 years, and for a fast burner ABR in 25 years. 
 
The following are the main findings: 
• By 2050, the magnitude of incinerated actinides is 35% larger in CONFU/LWR 
strategy (1800 MT) than in the ABR/LWR strategy (1350 MT) but the cost of nuclear 
electricity will be about 7% lower for the ABR/LWR (40.4 mills/kWhe) compared to 
the CONFU/LWR strategy (43.3 mills/kWhe) by the year 2050. The amount of TRU 
in spent LWR fuel storage will be about 3.5 times smaller for the CONFU/LWR 
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strategy than for the fast reactors, since the LWR strategy allows earlier separation of 
actinides to be sent to reactor cores and treatment facilities. Both approaches can 
reduce the total amount of TRU that would accumulate from Once-Through LWR fuel 
cycles by 2050 by one fifth (22%) for CONFU/LWR strategy and by one seventh 
(16%) for ABR/LWR strategy. 
 
• Extending the outlook to the year 2100, the advantage in the amount of incinerated 
transuranic elements shifts to the ABR/LWR strategy. For the nominal power growth, 
the mass of TRU incinerated is 16,800 MT in the ABR/LWR strategy compared to 
10,800 MT in the CONFU/LWR strategy. By 2100, the reduction of TRU in storage 
compared to the Once-Through reference is about 75% in the ABR/LWR strategy 
compared to 58% in the CONFU/LWR strategy. 
 
• The speed with which actinide burning can proceed in the LWR strategy is to a large 
extent a function of the availability of satisfactory fuel and reprocessing technology 
for recycling of the standard LWR fuel and also TRU from the non-fertile fuel. With 
the technical constraint of at most one new plant every three years corresponding to 
the goal of burning TRU as fast as possible, it is envisioned that about 9 to 13 large 
2000 MTHM/yr facilities would be needed for LWR fuel reprocessing, while only one 
250 MTHM/yr facility for non-fertile fuel recycling is needed by 2050 to handle a 
world inventory of nearly 1000 LWR reactors. By 2100 these numbers go up to 20 to 
22 large separation plants and 3 FFF reprocessing plants in the nominal power growth 
scenario. Additionally the goal of burning TRU as fast as technically possible results 
in a large number of separation plants built early since much TRU is available from 
existing spent fuel. However overcapacity occurs in both strategies once the initial 
amount of spent fuel has been exhausted. More economic but slower construction 
schemes have been tried. The nominal scheme (one plant every 3 years at most) 
remains the best in the ABR/LWR strategy, mostly because the processing industry is 
deployed later and thus the amount of spent fuel at the beginning of operation is 
larger. In the CONFU/LWR strategy a scheme with a new plant every 4.1 years on 
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average at most performs better to manage efficiently TRU and avoid major 
overcapacity. 
 
• Using the CONFU concept, starting with the LWR spent fuel already in storage will 
enable a quick reduction of the TRUs amount in storage, but it will disperse the TRUs 
to fuel treatment facilities and to a larger number of reactors than would the 
ABR/LWR strategy (600 CONFU LWRs versus 200 ABRs by the year 2050). On the 
other hand, the assemblies do not contain any separated plutonium as all transuranics 
are recycled together and the fertile-free fuel exhibits high self protection from 
gamma and neutron dose. In addition, the plutonium vector is very diluted by even 
nuclides since fissile isotopes are burned very effectively in a thermal spectrum. Thus 
the recycled material is not desirable for weapons production. 
 
• Compared to the Once-Through fuel cycle, there is a penalty at equilibrium (after 
2070 approximately) of about 10% additional cost of nuclear electricity in both 
advanced strategies, due to the cost of separation and recycling of TRU. However, the 
actual cost of electricity in all strategies is fundamentally dominated by the cost of 
capital for standard LWRs and future CONFU and ABR reactors. Moreover the 
distribution of the costs is not the same in both advanced strategies. The peak value in 
CONFU/LWR strategy (44 mills/kWhe in 2045) is 5% higher than in the ABR/LWR 
strategy (42 mills/kWhe in 2045), but the high values in the ABR/LWR strategy last 
longer than in the CONFU/LWR strategy because of later deployment of the 
separation industry. The peak cost of electricity in the Once-Through strategy is 38 
mills/kWhe in 2045. 
 
• A sensitivity analysis has been performed in the economic study. A variation by 18% 
in the capital cost of LWR results in an increase by 3 mills/kWhe in the cost of 
electricity (8 to 10%). This is the magnitude of difference between the Once-Through 
and advanced fuel cycles. The variation of the capital cost of ABR does not have a 
large influence on the cost of electricity as only a small fraction of electricity is 
produced by ABRs in the ABR/LWR strategy. Sensitivity analysis on the cost 
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components of the fuel cycle (uranium ore, repository, enrichment) shows that results 
are robust with regards to variation of these costs. Fuel cycle costs represent only 
about 30% of the cost of electricity. A variations by 50% in the uranium ore results in 
a variation smaller than 1% in the cost of electricity, a variation by 30% in the cost of 
enrichment results in a variation by about 2.8% in the cost of electricity and a 
variation by 30% in the final repository cost results in a variation by less than 1% in 
the cost of electricity in the Once-Through strategy. The cost of electricity is more 
sensitive to variations of the O&M costs as their increase by 30% results in an 
increase by 7.6 to 8.4% in the cost of electricity. 
 
• The economic results are however more sensitive to the accounting methodology used 
and particularly to the choice of the lead times for separation and reprocessing 
operations. Two approaches exist. The first one is to allocate the cost of processing to 
future electricity produced by the recycled fuel. This is our nominal approach. In this 
case, money has to be borrowed to build the processing facilities before the fuel they 
generate produces any revenue. The second approach is to allocate the cost of 
processing to the electricity producing the TRU. In this waste management view of 
TRU, a fund for processing can be built and yield interest during cooling time. The 
difference in electricity cost resulting from these two accounting schemes is about 2 
mills/kWhe using low risk interest rate for the processing fund. This corresponds to 
about 5 to 6 % of the cost of electricity. 
 
• We defined in this work an index of vulnerability toward proliferation both by 
enrichment of uranium and by extraction of fissile material. It appears that the 
advanced fuel cycles are more resistant toward proliferation than the Once-Through 
cycle. This is explained by the long time frame of the repository existence which is 
reflected in a large accessibility factor. As the mass of heavy metal in the repository is 
also large, the Once-Through case appears vulnerable towards proliferation. However 
the results are very sensitive to the accessibility factor assigned to the repository 
which is, as all accessibility factors, a subjective value. 
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• Our model unifies the world as a single region. This supposes perfect coordination 
between all actors. In reality there would be different types of actors among the 
nuclear states. Some would be ready to commit to an advanced cycle strategy (i.e. 
using advanced fuel and building a processing industry), others would be ready to 
have their spent fuel processed by the former countries without having their own 
processing industry and finally some countries would not want the extra cost 
associated with any advanced strategy. Incentives may have to be found to 
compensate for the extra cost of advanced fuel cycles by the nuclear industry in 
advanced countries. Subsidies for R&D programs, tax credits that foster nuclear 
energy as a carbon free source of electricity or subsidies for first movers are example 
of incentives. On the other hand, incentives may also have to be provided for the less-
advanced countries to rely on the fuel cycle facilities of the advanced countries. 
 
 
A lot of future work remains to be done in order to improve the methodology and assess 
different strategies using more sustainable fuel cycles. Among others, future work could include 
the following tasks: 
 
• It may be possible to start actinide burning in the LWRs through the CONFU concept 
and switch to the ABR concept whenever it becomes available. This synergistic 
strategy was not quantified in our analysis. A code derived from the CAFCA-CONFU 
and CAFCA-ABR codes has to be written. This strategy allows the benefit of an early 
deployment of processing industry, avoiding extra accumulation of spent fuel before 
switching to ABR/LWR strategy which performs better in the long run. 
 
• Another option of high interest to be investigated is transition from CONFU concept 
to Generation IV fast reactors with conversion ratio of 1.0, which would use TRUs 
from LWR spent fuel for their first core loading. Sufficiently large deployment of 
such Gen IV reactors would also yield substantial reduction of TRUs.  
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• Work can be done in order to define the number of cycles for TRU as "young" TRU 
as a parameter of the code. The rational is explained in this thesis but the 
implementation has not been done in the codes. 
 
• Dynamic optimization could be achieved by creating a more user friendly interface for 
the code. Linking the code to an optimization software with a direct access to inputs 
and outputs would allow one to perform goal-driven  search. Optimum deployment 
and comparison among the three strategies and others could be done with a specific 
goal such as burning as fast as possible the TRU in spent fuel, or reducing the 
overcapacity in fuel treatment facilities. 
 
• The assessment of the proliferation resistance has to be further developed and 
compared to international studies when they have defined appropriate criteria for 
proliferation assessment. Criteria concerning the safety of each strategy have also to 
be defined to compare the long-term versus the short-term risk. 
 
• Future work could also include representing different regions in the world with 
different fuel cycle technologies. 
 
• The economic analysis can be improved by considering in more detail the cost 
components of fuel treatment facilities.  
 
• This work did not address the implications of introducing high temperature gas cooled 
reactors, with an improved power conversion efficiency from 33% to 45%. 
 
• The work did not address implication of a faster growth in demand for nuclear power 
if it is to provide part of the transportation fuels (such as hydrogen for sweating oil 
derived from tar sand) in the next 50 years.  
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Appendix A: Once-through strategy scheme 
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Appendix B: CONFU/LWR strategy scheme 
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Appendix C: ABR/LWR strategy scheme 
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Appendix D: Selected LWR core parameters 
 
 
 
Parameter Standard CONFU 
Core Power [MWth] 3500 3500 
Net Electric Output [MWe] 1,000 1,000 
Fuel UO2 UO2 FF 
Enrichment [w%] 4.2 5 20 
HM Loading in Core [MT] 88.6 65 3.4 
Specific Power  [kWth/kgHM] 38 38 229 
Core Power Density [kWth / l] 104.5 104.5 104.5 
Number of Batches 3 3 3 
Refueling Interval [years] 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Annual Capacity Factor 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Coolant Water Water Water 
U235 Destruction Rate [MT / GWe / yr] 1.79 1.15 - 
TRU Production Rate [MT / GWe / yr] 0.26 0.24 -0.24 
TRU / HM Fraction in Discharged Fuel[%] 1.28 1.46 100 
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Appendix E: Selected ABR core parameters 
 
 
 
Parameter Value 
Core Power [MWth] 700 
Net Electric Output [MWe] 315 
Fuel Metallic Zr-Pu-MA (72-22-6) 
Heavy Metal Loading [MT] 3.2 
Specific Power [kWth/kgHM] 222.2 
Core Power Density [kWth/l] 76.2 
Number of Batches 2 
Refueling Interval [years] 1.3 
Annual Capacity Factor 0.9 
Coolant Lead 
TRU Destruction Rate [MT / GWe / yr] 0.76 
MA in fresh TRU fuel loaded [%] 20(*) 
MA in discharged TRU at EOL [%] 21 
 
 
 
(*) The TRU that is fed to the ABR comes from LWR spent fuel after operation up to 33 
GWd/MT and after about 50 years cooling time 
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 Appendix F: Spent CONFU FFF composition in the 10 first 
recycles 
 
 
Recycles (g/assembly) 
  Nuclide 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
U 92 234 123.28 290.17 412.53 488.64 529.72 546.40 547.74 540.50 529.20 516.44 
  92 235 4.42 43.04 94.02 139.09 170.15 188.67 197.55 199.83 198.31 194.56 
  92 236 5.47 14.78 28.75 47.38 68.41 89.52 108.90 125.48 138.92 149.13 
  92 237 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  92 238 15.41 13.82 13.54 13.51 13.50 13.48 13.46 13.44 13.43 13.41 
  92 239 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Np 93 236 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 
  93 237 630.38 596.29 534.24 496.49 477.42 468.85 465.61 464.93 465.33 465.97 
  93 238 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  93 239 0.59 0.81 0.91 0.97 1.02 1.06 1.09 1.11 1.13 1.15 
Pu 94 238 810.79 1 230.64 1 329.08 1 299.63 1 234.84 1 171.40 1 119.55 1 080.04 1 050.81 1 029.25 
  94 239 2 909.29 2 856.57 2 799.41 2 748.12 2 700.15 2 660.26 2 629.03 2 605.59 2 588.28 2 574.89 
  94 240 3 036.70 3 104.13 2 881.22 2 717.03 2 612.49 2 544.76 2 497.95 2 464.52 2 440.66 2 422.73 
  94 241 639.00 608.92 564.80 536.40 517.52 504.39 494.79 487.64 482.20 478.11 
  94 242 1 311.47 1 874.79 2 172.41 2 384.69 2 553.08 2 690.63 2 802.45 2 892.91 2 965.31 3 022.66 
  94 243 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Am 95 241 1 176.67 1 279.24 1 187.76 1 106.61 1 051.18 1 013.36 986.87 967.58 953.22 942.52 
  95 242 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  95 243 318.55 436.63 490.78 525.08 550.77 571.20 587.73 600.99 611.51 619.80 
  95 244 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  95 942 11.27 23.24 21.44 18.51 16.43 15.06 14.14 13.49 13.03 12.68 
Cm 96 242 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
  96 243 2.68 5.64 5.77 5.35 4.99 4.74 4.57 4.46 4.37 4.30 
  96 244 138.62 198.14 230.05 253.01 270.31 283.42 293.36 301.01 306.92 311.42 
  96 245 43.36 69.86 81.26 87.81 92.08 94.97 96.94 98.35 99.38 100.14 
  96 246 9.82 26.65 45.35 65.00 84.96 104.66 123.61 141.52 158.22 173.65 
  96 247 0.31 1.31 2.75 4.47 6.34 8.25 10.14 11.96 13.68 15.29 
  96 248 0.04 0.26 0.78 1.66 2.92 4.53 6.42 8.52 10.75 13.07 
  96 249 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bk 97 249 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
  97 250 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cf 98 249 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.12 0.19 0.27 0.36 0.46 0.56 
  98 250 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.07 
  98 251 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.14 
  98 252 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 
TRU 
kg/ 
assembly 11.19 12.67 12.90 12.94 12.96 12.98 13.00 13.02 13.05 13.06 
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Appendix G: Financing Parameters 
 
 
 
Description Notation Value 
Rate of return on debt rb 5% 
Fraction of debt fb 0.5 
Rate of return on equity rs 12% 
Fraction of equity fs 0.5 
Apparent interest rate r= rb fb  + rs fs 8.5% 
Tax rate τtax 38% 
Tax equivalent interest rate x= rs fs  +(1- τtax) rb fb 7.55% 
Carrying charge factor x/(1- τtax) 12.2% 
Low risk interest rate rblow 2% debt only 
Construction time Tcons 4 years 
Economic lifetime 
(duration of payment of 
one reactor) 
N 20 years 
Operation lifetime 
(duration of operation of 
one reactor) 
lf 60 years 
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Appendix H: Unit Cost Summary 
 
Cost Center Low value 
Nominal value 
(taken except if 
other value 
stated) 
High value 
Capital Costs 
LWR 
(traditional LWR or CONFU LWR)
$1400/kWe $1700/kWe $2000/kWe 
ABR $2100/kWe $2500/kWe $2900/kWe 
Decommissioning Costs $200/kWe $350/kWe $500/kWe 
Operation & Maintenance Costs 
 $50/kWe $70/kWe $90/kWe 
Fuel Cycle Costs 
Ore Purchase  $30/kgHM 
$45/kgHM 
$80/kgHM 
uranium Enrichment $70/kgSWU $100/kgSWU $130/kgSWU 
UO2 Pins Fabrication  $275/kgHM  
FFF Pins Fabrication  $11000/kgHM  
UO2 Pins Temporary Storage  $200/kgHM  
FFF Pins Temporary Storage  $200/kgHM  
Spent Fuel Separation  $1000/kgHM  
FFF Reprocessing  $7000/kgHM  
Repository $400/kgHM $550/kgHM 
$700/kgHM 
$1000/kgHM 
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 Appendix I: Fuel cycle processes lead times 
 
The lead time is the time between investment for a given process and the midpoint of 
irradiation of the fuel resulting from this process where the money from the electricity sale is 
supposedly collected.  
For the LWRs, the fuel remains in the reactor 4.5 years while in the ABRs, it remains only 
2.4 years. The lead time is thus the time required for a process plus 2.25 or 1.2 years depending 
on the type of reactor into which the fuel goes. 
 
Lead time [year] 
Description 
CONFU ABR 
Once - 
Through 
uranium ore purchase 
uranium ore conversion 
uranium ore or recycled uranium enrichment 
UO2 pins fabrication 
FFF pins fabrication  
Repository for losses from UO2 pins fabrication plants 
Repository for losses from FFF pins fabrication plant 
Repository for losses from separation plants 
Repository for losses from reprocessing plants 
Spent UO2 pins temporary storage 
Spent FFF pins temporary storage 
Spent UO2 pins separation 
Spent FFF pins reprocessing 
Spent UO2 pins sent to repository in Once-Through cycle  
4.25 
4.25 
3.25 
2.75 
3.25 
3.25 
2.75 
4.5 
4.5 
-2.25 
-2.25 
4.75 
5.25 
4.25 
4.25 
3.25 
2.75 
2.2 
3.25 
1.7 
4.5 
3.7 
-2.25 
-1.2 
4.75 
4.2 
4.25 
4.25 
3.25 
2.75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.25 
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Appendix J: Once-Through Spent Fuel 
 
Values for mass at discharge equal to 0.9585 MT of heavy metal. 
 
Thermal Power (Watt) for TRUs and daughters after their decay for 0.9585 MTHM 
4.2% UO2;BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Nuclide Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 5.0YR 10.0YR 20.0YR 30.0YR 50.0YR 
TL207 3.19E-09 5.67E-09 8.41E-09 1.57E-08 2.71E-08 4.68E-08 6.36E-08 9.13E-08 
TL208 5.41E-05 1.22E-04 1.97E-04 3.95E-04 5.67E-04 6.05E-04 5.59E-04 4.62E-04 
PB211 3.26E-09 5.80E-09 8.60E-09 1.61E-08 2.77E-08 4.79E-08 6.51E-08 9.35E-08 
PB212 1.22E-05 2.76E-05 4.44E-05 8.89E-05 1.28E-04 1.36E-04 1.26E-04 1.04E-04 
BI211 4.34E-08 7.72E-08 1.15E-07 2.14E-07 3.69E-07 6.37E-07 8.67E-07 1.24E-06 
BI212 1.09E-04 2.46E-04 3.96E-04 7.94E-04 1.14E-03 1.22E-03 1.12E-03 9.30E-04 
BI214 5.91E-10 8.35E-10 1.14E-09 2.39E-09 5.69E-09 1.73E-08 3.63E-08 9.96E-08 
PO210 1.86E-10 3.14E-10 3.82E-10 6.88E-10 2.08E-09 9.01E-09 2.44E-08 9.21E-08 
PO212 2.17E-04 4.91E-04 7.91E-04 1.59E-03 2.28E-03 2.43E-03 2.24E-03 1.86E-03 
PO213 7.25E-08 2.49E-08 2.50E-08 2.54E-08 2.64E-08 2.93E-08 3.36E-08 4.64E-08 
PO214 1.36E-08 3.02E-09 4.11E-09 8.64E-09 2.06E-08 6.27E-08 1.32E-07 3.61E-07 
PO215 4.86E-08 8.64E-08 1.28E-07 2.40E-07 4.12E-07 7.13E-07 9.70E-07 1.39E-06 
PO216 2.62E-04 5.92E-04 9.54E-04 1.91E-03 2.74E-03 2.93E-03 2.71E-03 2.24E-03 
PO218 1.67E-09 2.36E-09 3.21E-09 6.75E-09 1.61E-08 4.89E-08 1.03E-07 2.82E-07 
RN219 4.52E-08 8.03E-08 1.19E-07 2.23E-07 3.83E-07 6.63E-07 9.01E-07 1.29E-06 
RN220 2.43E-04 5.49E-04 8.85E-04 1.77E-03 2.54E-03 2.72E-03 2.51E-03 2.08E-03 
RN222 1.53E-09 2.16E-09 2.94E-09 6.17E-09 1.47E-08 4.47E-08 9.39E-08 2.58E-07 
RA223 3.87E-08 6.89E-08 1.02E-07 1.91E-07 3.29E-07 5.69E-07 7.74E-07 1.11E-06 
RA224 2.20E-04 4.97E-04 8.00E-04 1.60E-03 2.30E-03 2.46E-03 2.27E-03 1.88E-03 
RA226 1.33E-09 1.88E-09 2.56E-09 5.38E-09 1.28E-08 3.90E-08 8.18E-08 2.25E-07 
TH227 3.86E-08 6.95E-08 1.03E-07 1.94E-07 3.33E-07 5.75E-07 7.82E-07 1.12E-06 
TH228 2.08E-04 4.72E-04 7.60E-04 1.53E-03 2.19E-03 2.34E-03 2.16E-03 1.79E-03 
TH230 1.10E-06 1.39E-06 1.68E-06 2.59E-06 4.19E-06 7.77E-06 1.18E-05 2.10E-05 
TH231 7.96E-04 8.10E-06 8.10E-06 8.10E-06 8.11E-06 8.11E-06 8.11E-06 8.11E-06 
TH233 9.70E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TH234 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 1.26E-04 
PA231 8.78E-07 8.91E-07 9.01E-07 9.28E-07 9.74E-07 1.07E-06 1.16E-06 1.34E-06 
PA232 7.78E-03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PA233 1.47E-03 1.50E-03 1.50E-03 1.50E-03 1.51E-03 1.53E-03 1.56E-03 1.63E-03 
PA234M 1.59E-03 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 
PA234 1.72E-04 5.79E-06 5.79E-06 5.79E-06 5.79E-06 5.79E-06 5.79E-06 5.79E-06 
U232 8.41E-04 1.23E-03 1.53E-03 2.06E-03 2.34E-03 2.26E-03 2.07E-03 1.71E-03 
U233 5.43E-07 6.27E-07 7.20E-07 9.81E-07 1.40E-06 2.25E-06 3.12E-06 4.90E-06 
U234 3.21E-02 3.27E-02 3.33E-02 3.50E-02 3.78E-02 4.30E-02 4.79E-02 5.65E-02 
U235 3.78E-04 3.78E-04 3.78E-04 3.78E-04 3.78E-04 3.78E-04 3.79E-04 3.79E-04 
U236 9.65E-03 9.65E-03 9.65E-03 9.65E-03 9.66E-03 9.66E-03 9.67E-03 9.68E-03 
U237 2.93E+03 7.25E-03 6.91E-03 5.98E-03 4.70E-03 2.91E-03 1.80E-03 6.86E-04 
U238 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 7.87E-03 
 240
U239 6.56E+04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U240 2.73E-02 1.23E-09 1.23E-09 1.23E-09 1.23E-09 1.23E-09 1.23E-09 1.23E-09 
NP235 8.06E-07 4.25E-07 2.25E-07 3.30E-08 1.35E-09 2.26E-12 3.78E-15 1.06E-20 
NP236M 1.30E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NP237 1.98E-02 2.02E-02 2.02E-02 2.02E-02 2.03E-02 2.06E-02 2.10E-02 2.19E-02 
NP238 4.08E+03 6.42E-04 6.39E-04 6.30E-04 6.16E-04 5.89E-04 5.62E-04 5.13E-04 
NP239 5.88E+04 1.01E-01 1.01E-01 1.01E-01 1.01E-01 1.01E-01 1.01E-01 1.00E-01 
NP240M 3.93E+01 8.69E-09 8.69E-09 8.69E-09 8.69E-09 8.69E-09 8.69E-09 8.69E-09 
NP240 3.49E+02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PU236 5.02E-02 3.96E-02 3.10E-02 1.50E-02 4.44E-03 3.90E-04 3.43E-05 3.04E-07 
PU237 2.76E-03 1.07E-05 4.16E-08 2.43E-15 2.13E-27 0 0 0 
PU238 2.25E+02 2.35E+02 2.35E+02 2.30E+02 2.22E+02 2.05E+02 1.89E+02 1.62E+02 
PU239 1.30E+01 1.32E+01 1.32E+01 1.32E+01 1.32E+01 1.32E+01 1.32E+01 1.32E+01 
PU240 2.30E+01 2.30E+01 2.30E+01 2.31E+01 2.32E+01 2.33E+01 2.34E+01 2.34E+01 
PU241 5.08E+00 4.85E+00 4.62E+00 4.00E+00 3.14E+00 1.94E+00 1.20E+00 4.58E-01 
PU242 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 8.06E-02 
PU243 7.27E+02 1.32E-09 1.32E-09 1.32E-09 1.32E-09 1.32E-09 1.32E-09 1.32E-09 
PU244 4.35E-08 4.36E-08 4.36E-08 4.36E-08 4.36E-08 4.36E-08 4.36E-08 4.36E-08 
PU245 6.48E-03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AM240 3.83E-03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AM241 6.72E+00 1.52E+01 2.33E+01 4.53E+01 7.54E+01 1.17E+02 1.41E+02 1.63E+02 
AM242M 1.06E-02 1.06E-02 1.05E-02 1.04E-02 1.02E-02 9.71E-03 9.28E-03 8.47E-03 
AM242 1.25E+02 3.03E-02 3.01E-02 2.97E-02 2.91E-02 2.78E-02 2.65E-02 2.42E-02 
AM243 1.34E+00 1.34E+00 1.34E+00 1.34E+00 1.34E+00 1.34E+00 1.34E+00 1.33E+00 
AM244M 8.85E+02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AM244 8.04E+01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AM245 5.07E-03 2.60E-10 1.18E-10 1.10E-11 2.11E-13 7.72E-17 2.83E-20 3.80E-27 
CM241 1.39E-04 1.23E-07 1.08E-10 7.44E-20 3.98E-35 0 0 0 
CM242 2.67E+03 5.70E+02 1.22E+02 1.95E+00 7.81E-01 7.45E-01 7.12E-01 6.50E-01 
CM243 1.84E+00 1.80E+00 1.76E+00 1.63E+00 1.45E+00 1.13E+00 8.89E-01 5.46E-01 
CM244 2.93E+02 2.82E+02 2.71E+02 2.42E+02 2.00E+02 1.36E+02 9.28E+01 4.32E+01 
CM245 3.08E-02 3.08E-02 3.08E-02 3.08E-02 3.08E-02 3.07E-02 3.07E-02 3.06E-02 
CM246 8.52E-03 8.52E-03 8.52E-03 8.51E-03 8.51E-03 8.50E-03 8.48E-03 8.46E-03 
CM248 5.42E-07 5.42E-07 5.43E-07 5.43E-07 5.43E-07 5.43E-07 5.43E-07 5.43E-07 
CM249 3.20E-04 1.97E-16 1.32E-22 0 0 0 0 0 
BK249 1.58E-05 7.17E-06 3.25E-06 3.03E-07 5.80E-09 2.13E-12 7.79E-16 1.05E-22 
BK250 5.18E-04 1.46E-09 5.84E-10 3.71E-11 3.77E-13 6.91E-16 6.52E-16 6.52E-16 
CF249 3.59E-07 1.71E-06 2.31E-06 2.76E-06 2.78E-06 2.72E-06 2.67E-06 2.57E-06 
CF250 1.19E-05 1.14E-05 1.08E-05 9.20E-06 7.06E-06 4.16E-06 2.45E-06 8.48E-07 
CF251 8.19E-08 8.18E-08 8.18E-08 8.16E-08 8.13E-08 8.07E-08 8.00E-08 7.88E-08 
CF252 4.00E-05 3.08E-05 2.37E-05 1.08E-05 2.89E-06 2.09E-07 1.51E-08 7.88E-11 
TOTAL 1.37E+05 1.15E+03 6.96E+02 5.63E+02 5.40E+02 4.99E+02 4.64E+02 4.07E+02 
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Thermal Power (Watt) for Fission Products (on elements basis) for 0.9585 MTHM 
4.2% UO2;BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Nuclide Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 5.0YR 10.0YR 20.0YR 30.0YR 50.0YR 
H 2.76E-02 2.61E-02 2.47E-02 2.08E-02 1.57E-02 8.97E-03 5.12E-03 1.67E-03 
C 5.25E-08 5.25E-08 5.25E-08 5.25E-08 5.24E-08 5.24E-08 5.23E-08 5.22E-08 
CO 1.28E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NI 2.35E+00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CU 1.56E+01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ZN 8.38E+01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GA 5.06E+02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GE 1.83E+03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AS 7.57E+03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SE 1.54E+04 1.54E-04 1.54E-04 1.54E-04 1.54E-04 1.54E-04 1.54E-04 1.54E-04 
BR 4.25E+04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KR 5.79E+04 1.88E+01 1.76E+01 1.45E+01 1.05E+01 5.51E+00 2.88E+00 7.92E-01 
RB 1.19E+05 2.08E-05 2.67E-08 2.66E-08 2.66E-08 2.66E-08 2.66E-08 2.66E-08 
SR 1.11E+05 1.40E+02 1.18E+02 1.10E+02 9.75E+01 7.68E+01 6.06E+01 3.76E+01 
Y 1.81E+05 6.29E+02 5.64E+02 5.25E+02 4.66E+02 3.67E+02 2.89E+02 1.80E+02 
ZR 9.52E+04 1.59E+02 3.03E+00 3.35E-04 3.14E-04 3.14E-04 3.14E-04 3.14E-04 
NB 2.07E+05 3.26E+02 6.60E+00 1.87E-04 2.13E-04 3.11E-04 3.69E-04 4.25E-04 
MO 9.37E+04 6.61E-37 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TC 1.38E+05 9.53E-03 9.53E-03 9.53E-03 9.53E-03 9.53E-03 9.53E-03 9.53E-03 
RU 3.20E+04 3.08E+01 1.08E+01 1.36E+00 4.38E-02 4.50E-05 4.62E-08 4.92E-14 
RH 4.11E+04 3.44E+03 1.73E+03 2.20E+02 7.07E+00 7.50E-03 2.64E-05 1.59E-07 
PD 3.89E+03 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 
AG 6.03E+03 4.72E+01 1.72E+01 8.21E-01 5.18E-03 6.62E-07 4.31E-07 3.87E-07 
CD 2.21E+03 1.84E-01 1.49E-01 1.29E-01 1.02E-01 6.32E-02 3.93E-02 1.52E-02 
IN 8.91E+03 2.83E-04 1.70E-06 3.93E-13 2.25E-14 2.25E-14 2.25E-14 2.25E-14 
SN 1.92E+04 1.91E+00 2.83E-01 3.74E-03 2.07E-03 1.99E-03 1.93E-03 1.82E-03 
SB 7.49E+04 4.87E+01 3.75E+01 1.77E+01 5.08E+00 4.33E-01 5.24E-02 1.87E-02 
TE 7.68E+04 6.41E+00 2.77E+00 1.16E+00 3.32E-01 2.72E-02 2.23E-03 1.49E-05 
I 1.80E+05 2.21E-05 2.21E-05 2.21E-05 2.21E-05 2.21E-05 2.21E-05 2.21E-05 
XE 8.40E+04 2.65E-07 2.34E-10 2.04E-19 1.63E-34 0 0 0 
CS 1.56E+05 2.48E+03 1.82E+03 7.57E+02 2.50E+02 1.13E+02 8.66E+01 5.45E+01 
BA 9.05E+04 5.68E+02 5.55E+02 5.18E+02 4.61E+02 3.66E+02 2.90E+02 1.83E+02 
LA 1.58E+05 8.61E-05 1.27E-12 1.06E-12 1.06E-12 1.06E-12 1.06E-12 1.06E-12 
CE 3.80E+04 3.37E+02 1.38E+02 9.52E+00 1.11E-01 1.50E-05 2.04E-09 3.74E-17 
PR 5.75E+04 3.72E+03 1.53E+03 1.06E+02 1.23E+00 1.67E-04 2.26E-08 4.15E-16 
ND 8.23E+03 1.87E-07 2.14E-17 0 0 0 0 0 
PM 9.70E+03 3.74E+01 2.80E+01 1.27E+01 3.39E+00 2.43E-01 1.76E-02 1.25E-04 
SM 2.03E+03 6.59E-02 6.54E-02 6.39E-02 6.15E-02 5.69E-02 5.27E-02 4.52E-02 
EU 4.20E+03 1.59E+02 1.46E+02 1.14E+02 7.54E+01 3.32E+01 1.47E+01 2.92E+00 
GD 4.82E+01 9.33E-03 3.28E-03 1.42E-04 7.61E-07 2.18E-11 2.63E-14 2.63E-14 
TB 3.16E+01 4.99E-01 1.50E-02 4.12E-07 1.03E-14 6.38E-30 0 0 
DY 5.39E+00 2.05E-34 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HO 1.26E+00 7.86E-05 7.85E-05 7.84E-05 7.82E-05 7.77E-05 7.73E-05 7.64E-05 
ER 1.05E-02 1.94E-15 3.90E-27 0 0 0 0 0 
 242
TM 2.34E-04 3.25E-05 4.68E-06 7.47E-08 1.03E-08 2.78E-10 7.51E-12 5.49E-15 
TOTAL 2.12E+06 1.22E+04 6.72E+03 2.41E+03 1.38E+03 9.62E+02 7.45E+02 4.59E+02 
 
 
Neutrons (neutrons per second) for TRUs for 0.9585 MTHM 
4.2% UO2;BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
  
(Alpha, N) neutron source 
 Cooling time 
Nuclide Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 5.0YR 10.0YR 20.0YR 30.0YR 50.0YR 
PU238 6.47E+06 6.75E+06 6.76E+06 6.61E+06 6.36E+06 5.88E+06 5.43E+06 4.64E+06 
PU239 3.08E+05 3.13E+05 3.13E+05 3.13E+05 3.13E+05 3.13E+05 3.13E+05 3.13E+05 
PU240 5.58E+05 5.59E+05 5.60E+05 5.61E+05 5.63E+05 5.67E+05 5.69E+05 5.70E+05 
AM241 1.94E+05 4.40E+05 6.74E+05 1.31E+06 2.18E+06 3.37E+06 4.07E+06 4.69E+06 
AM243 3.55E+04 3.56E+04 3.56E+04 3.56E+04 3.55E+04 3.55E+04 3.55E+04 3.54E+04 
CM242 9.74E+07 2.08E+07 4.43E+06 7.10E+04 2.85E+04 2.72E+04 2.59E+04 2.37E+04 
CM243 6.69E+04 6.53E+04 6.37E+04 5.92E+04 5.25E+04 4.11E+04 3.23E+04 1.98E+04 
CM244 9.54E+06 9.19E+06 8.84E+06 7.88E+06 6.51E+06 4.44E+06 3.03E+06 1.41E+06 
         
Spontaneous fission neutrons 
 Cooling time 
 Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 5.0YR 10.0YR 20.0YR 30.0YR 50.0YR 
PU238 1.06E+06 1.10E+06 1.10E+06 1.08E+06 1.04E+06 9.58E+05 8.86E+05 7.57E+05 
PU240 2.94E+06 2.95E+06 2.95E+06 2.96E+06 2.97E+06 2.99E+06 3.00E+06 3.01E+06 
PU242 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06 
CM242 4.73E+08 1.01E+08 2.15E+07 3.45E+05 1.38E+05 1.32E+05 1.26E+05 1.15E+05 
CM244 1.15E+09 1.11E+09 1.06E+09 9.49E+08 7.84E+08 5.34E+08 3.65E+08 1.70E+08 
CM246 7.54E+06 7.54E+06 7.53E+06 7.53E+06 7.53E+06 7.52E+06 7.50E+06 7.48E+06 
CF252 2.40E+06 1.84E+06 1.42E+06 6.44E+05 1.73E+05 1.25E+04 9.04E+02 4.72E+00 
         
TOTAL 1.75E+09 1.26E+09 1.12E+09 9.80E+08 8.13E+08 5.62E+08 3.91E+08 1.94E+08 
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Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons per sec.) for TRUs for 0.9585 MTHM 
4.2% UO2;BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Emean (MeV) Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 5.0YR 10.0YR 20.0YR 30.0YR 50.0YR 
8.50E-01 1.93E+16 4.01E+09 3.76E+09 3.71E+09 3.62E+09 3.29E+09 2.98E+09 2.52E+09 
1.25E+00 6.79E+15 1.99E+09 1.89E+09 1.78E+09 1.65E+09 1.44E+09 1.27E+09 1.05E+09 
1.75E+00 2.68E+12 4.47E+08 4.15E+08 3.97E+08 3.66E+08 2.87E+08 2.23E+08 1.42E+08 
2.25E+00 3.29E+08 2.42E+08 2.17E+08 1.90E+08 1.57E+08 1.08E+08 7.45E+07 3.62E+07 
2.75E+00 2.71E+08 3.23E+08 4.20E+08 6.99E+08 9.36E+08 9.65E+08 8.77E+08 7.10E+08 
3.50E+00 1.72E+08 1.26E+08 1.13E+08 9.89E+07 8.19E+07 5.63E+07 3.89E+07 1.88E+07 
5.00E+00 7.34E+07 5.40E+07 4.84E+07 4.23E+07 3.50E+07 2.41E+07 1.66E+07 8.05E+06 
7.00E+00 8.45E+06 6.22E+06 5.58E+06 4.88E+06 4.04E+06 2.78E+06 1.92E+06 9.27E+05 
9.50E+00 9.73E+05 7.15E+05 6.41E+05 5.60E+05 4.64E+05 3.19E+05 2.20E+05 1.07E+05 
TOTAL 2.61E+16 7.20E+09 6.87E+09 6.92E+09 6.85E+09 6.17E+09 5.49E+09 4.49E+09 
 
 
Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons per sec.) for Fission Products for 0.9585 MTHM 
4.2% UO2;BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Emean (MeV) Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 5.0YR 10.0YR 20.0YR 30.0YR 50.0YR 
8.50E-01 8.85E+11 1.04E+18 1.16E+16 5.94E+15 2.19E+15 5.21E+14 8.98E+13 3.94E+13 
1.25E+00 7.20E+11 5.76E+17 1.36E+15 9.09E+14 3.99E+14 1.89E+14 7.63E+13 3.52E+13 
1.75E+00 3.79E+11 2.17E+17 1.06E+14 5.37E+13 1.24E+13 5.34E+12 2.47E+12 1.21E+12 
2.25E+00 2.41E+11 1.07E+17 1.62E+14 6.83E+13 5.29E+12 8.71E+10 8.42E+07 2.88E+07 
2.75E+00 1.26E+11 4.57E+16 2.98E+12 1.49E+12 1.86E+11 5.90E+09 6.05E+06 6.21E+03 
3.50E+00 7.84E+10 2.24E+16 3.73E+11 1.88E+11 2.38E+10 7.66E+08 7.90E+05 8.12E+02 
5.00E+00 4.71E+10 9.41E+15 8.51E-05 8.62E-05 8.82E-05 8.95E-05 8.99E-05 8.99E-05 
7.00E+00 6.02E+08 8.60E+13 5.52E-06 5.59E-06 5.73E-06 5.81E-06 5.83E-06 5.83E-06 
9.50E+00 1.76E+05 1.85E+10 3.49E-07 3.54E-07 3.62E-07 3.67E-07 3.69E-07 3.69E-07 
TOTAL 2.48E+12 2.02E+18 1.33E+16 6.97E+15 2.61E+15 7.16E+14 1.69E+14 7.58E+13 
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Appendix K: CONFU FFF Pins Spent Fuel 
 
Values for mass at discharge equal to 0.013 MT of heavy metal after 7 recycles (mass of TRU per 
CONFU assembly) 
 
Thermal Power (Watt) for TRUs and daughters after their decay for 0.013 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Nuclides CHARGE 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
TL208 0 7.32E-11 5.05E-10 7.94E-09 3.20E-08 6.14E-08 9.11E-08 2.17E-07 
BI212 0 1.47E-10 1.02E-09 1.60E-08 6.43E-08 1.24E-07 1.83E-07 4.36E-07 
BI214 0 8.60E-11 3.46E-10 3.17E-09 1.31E-08 3.02E-08 5.51E-08 2.63E-07 
PO210 0 6.98E-13 8.74E-12 4.66E-10 3.65E-09 1.21E-08 2.80E-08 2.33E-07 
PO212 0 2.94E-10 2.03E-09 3.19E-08 1.28E-07 2.47E-07 3.66E-07 8.70E-07 
PO214 0 3.12E-10 1.25E-09 1.15E-08 4.73E-08 1.09E-07 1.99E-07 9.54E-07 
PO216 0 3.54E-10 2.45E-09 3.84E-08 1.55E-07 2.97E-07 4.41E-07 1.05E-06 
PO218 0 2.43E-10 9.78E-10 8.98E-09 3.69E-08 8.54E-08 1.56E-07 7.45E-07 
RN220 0 3.29E-10 2.27E-09 3.57E-08 1.44E-07 2.76E-07 4.09E-07 9.73E-07 
RN222 0 2.22E-10 8.94E-10 8.21E-09 3.38E-08 7.81E-08 1.42E-07 6.81E-07 
RA224 0 2.97E-10 2.05E-09 3.22E-08 1.30E-07 2.49E-07 3.70E-07 8.80E-07 
RA226 0 1.94E-10 7.79E-10 7.15E-09 2.94E-08 6.80E-08 1.24E-07 5.94E-07 
TH228 0 2.83E-10 1.95E-09 3.07E-08 1.24E-07 2.38E-07 3.52E-07 8.38E-07 
TH230 0 8.79E-07 1.77E-06 5.48E-06 1.14E-05 1.78E-05 2.47E-05 5.88E-05 
TH231 0 2.40E-07 2.40E-07 2.40E-07 2.41E-07 2.41E-07 2.42E-07 2.44E-07 
PA233 0 7.47E-04 7.50E-04 7.61E-04 7.78E-04 7.97E-04 8.16E-04 9.03E-04 
U232 0 2.46E-09 9.09E-09 6.12E-08 1.70E-07 2.86E-07 3.97E-07 8.15E-07 
U233 0 3.74E-08 8.38E-08 2.53E-07 5.12E-07 7.76E-07 1.05E-06 2.30E-06 
U234 9.86E-02 1.00E-01 1.02E-01 1.08E-01 1.17E-01 1.25E-01 1.33E-01 1.63E-01 
U235 1.12E-05 1.12E-05 1.12E-05 1.12E-05 1.12E-05 1.13E-05 1.13E-05 1.14E-05 
U236 1.91E-04 1.91E-04 1.92E-04 1.94E-04 1.97E-04 1.99E-04 2.02E-04 2.15E-04 
U237 0 2.26E-03 2.15E-03 1.77E-03 1.33E-03 9.96E-04 7.46E-04 2.14E-04 
U238 1.15E-07 1.15E-07 1.15E-07 1.15E-07 1.15E-07 1.16E-07 1.16E-07 1.17E-07 
NP236 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 1.60E-06 
NP237 1.00E-02 1.01E-02 1.01E-02 1.03E-02 1.05E-02 1.07E-02 1.10E-02 1.22E-02 
NP238 0 3.28E-03 3.26E-03 3.20E-03 3.12E-03 3.03E-03 2.95E-03 2.62E-03 
NP239 6.11E+02 2.83E-01 2.83E-01 2.83E-01 2.83E-01 2.83E-01 2.83E-01 2.82E-01 
PU236 0 5.35E-07 9.54E-07 1.90E-06 2.34E-06 2.45E-06 2.47E-06 2.48E-06 
PU238 6.35E+02 6.31E+02 6.26E+02 6.06E+02 5.78E+02 5.52E+02 5.26E+02 4.29E+02 
PU239 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 5.04E+00 
PU240 1.77E+01 1.78E+01 1.79E+01 1.81E+01 1.85E+01 1.87E+01 1.89E+01 1.94E+01 
PU241 1.58E+00 1.51E+00 1.44E+00 1.18E+00 8.88E-01 6.65E-01 4.98E-01 1.43E-01 
PU242 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 3.16E-01 
PU243 0 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 
AM241 1.13E+02 1.15E+02 1.17E+02 1.26E+02 1.35E+02 1.42E+02 1.46E+02 1.53E+02 
AM242M 5.43E-02 5.41E-02 5.38E-02 5.28E-02 5.14E-02 5.00E-02 4.87E-02 4.32E-02 
AM242 0 1.55E-01 1.54E-01 1.51E-01 1.47E-01 1.43E-01 1.39E-01 1.24E-01 
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AM243 3.77E+00 3.77E+00 3.77E+00 3.77E+00 3.76E+00 3.76E+00 3.76E+00 3.75E+00 
CM242 2.44E+00 3.78E+00 4.06E+00 4.07E+00 3.95E+00 3.84E+00 3.74E+00 3.32E+00 
CM243 8.66E+00 8.45E+00 8.25E+00 7.48E+00 6.47E+00 5.59E+00 4.83E+00 2.57E+00 
CM244 8.31E+02 7.99E+02 7.69E+02 6.60E+02 5.25E+02 4.17E+02 3.32E+02 1.23E+02 
CM245 5.53E-01 5.53E-01 5.52E-01 5.52E-01 5.52E-01 5.52E-01 5.52E-01 5.50E-01 
CM246 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 1.24E+00 
CM247 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 3.01E-05 
CM248 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 3.40E-03 
CF249 5.12E-02 5.11E-02 5.10E-02 5.06E-02 5.00E-02 4.94E-02 4.88E-02 4.64E-02 
CF250 1.22E-01 1.16E-01 1.10E-01 8.87E-02 6.45E-02 4.70E-02 3.42E-02 8.62E-03 
CF251 3.97E-03 3.97E-03 3.96E-03 3.95E-03 3.93E-03 3.91E-03 3.90E-03 3.82E-03 
TOTAL 2.23E+03 1.59E+03 1.56E+03 1.43E+03 1.28E+03 1.15E+03 1.04E+03 7.41E+02 
 
 
 
Neutrons (neutrons per second) for TRUs for 0.013 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
  
(Alpha, N) neutron source 
 Cooling time 
Nuclide Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
PU238 1.82E+07 1.81E+07 1.80E+07 1.74E+07 1.66E+07 1.58E+07 1.51E+07 1.23E+07 
PU239 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 1.19E+05 
PU240 4.32E+05 4.33E+05 4.35E+05 4.41E+05 4.49E+05 4.55E+05 4.60E+05 4.72E+05 
AM241 3.25E+06 3.32E+06 3.39E+06 3.63E+06 3.90E+06 4.09E+06 4.22E+06 4.40E+06 
AM243 1.00E+05 1.00E+05 1.00E+05 9.99E+04 9.99E+04 9.98E+04 9.98E+04 9.95E+04 
CM242 8.88E+04 1.38E+05 1.48E+05 1.48E+05 1.44E+05 1.40E+05 1.36E+05 1.21E+05 
CM243 3.14E+05 3.07E+05 2.99E+05 2.72E+05 2.35E+05 2.03E+05 1.75E+05 9.31E+04 
CM244 2.71E+07 2.61E+07 2.51E+07 2.15E+07 1.71E+07 1.36E+07 1.08E+07 4.00E+06 
CM246 3.35E+04 3.35E+04 3.35E+04 3.35E+04 3.34E+04 3.34E+04 3.34E+04 3.32E+04 
         
Spontaneous fission neutrons 
 Cooling time 
 Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
PU238 2.98E+06 2.95E+06 2.93E+06 2.84E+06 2.71E+06 2.58E+06 2.46E+06 2.01E+06 
PU240 2.27E+06 2.28E+06 2.29E+06 2.33E+06 2.37E+06 2.40E+06 2.43E+06 2.49E+06 
PU242 4.72E+06 4.72E+06 4.72E+06 4.72E+06 4.73E+06 4.73E+06 4.73E+06 4.73E+06 
CM244 3.26E+09 3.14E+09 3.02E+09 2.59E+09 2.06E+09 1.64E+09 1.30E+09 4.81E+08 
CM246 1.10E+09 1.10E+09 1.10E+09 1.10E+09 1.10E+09 1.10E+09 1.10E+09 1.09E+09 
CM248 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 2.79E+08 
CF250 3.33E+08 3.16E+08 2.99E+08 2.42E+08 1.76E+08 1.28E+08 9.33E+07 2.35E+07 
         
TOTAL 5.03E+09 4.89E+09 4.76E+09 4.27E+09 3.66E+09 3.19E+09 2.81E+09 1.91E+09 
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Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons / sec.) for TRUs for 0.013 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=50,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Emean (MeV) Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
8.50E-01 9.59E+09 1.69E+10 1.67E+10 1.57E+10 1.45E+10 1.35E+10 1.27E+10 1.04E+10 
1.25E+00 4.15E+09 8.79E+09 8.66E+09 8.18E+09 7.58E+09 7.09E+09 6.68E+09 5.50E+09 
1.75E+00 2.03E+09 1.97E+09 1.92E+09 1.73E+09 1.50E+09 1.31E+09 1.17E+09 8.31E+08 
2.25E+00 1.18E+09 1.14E+09 1.11E+09 1.00E+09 8.68E+08 7.63E+08 6.80E+08 4.83E+08 
2.75E+00 6.81E+08 6.62E+08 6.45E+08 5.81E+08 5.03E+08 4.42E+08 3.94E+08 2.80E+08 
3.50E+00 6.12E+08 5.96E+08 5.80E+08 5.23E+08 4.52E+08 3.97E+08 3.54E+08 2.51E+08 
5.00E+00 2.62E+08 2.55E+08 2.48E+08 2.24E+08 1.94E+08 1.70E+08 1.52E+08 1.08E+08 
7.00E+00 3.03E+07 2.94E+07 2.87E+07 2.58E+07 2.23E+07 1.96E+07 1.75E+07 1.24E+07 
9.50E+00 3.48E+06 3.38E+06 3.29E+06 2.97E+06 2.57E+06 2.26E+06 2.01E+06 1.43E+06 
TOTAL 1.85E+10 3.04E+10 2.98E+10 2.80E+10 2.56E+10 2.37E+10 2.21E+10 1.78E+10 
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Appendix L: ABR FFF Pins Spent Fuel 
 
Values for mass at discharge equal to 0.1622 MT of heavy metal after 7 recycles for minor 
actinides values and 0.157 MT of heavy metal after 7 recycles for fission products values. 
 
Thermal Power (Watt) for TRUs and daughters after their decay for 0.1622 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=200,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Nuclides CHARGE 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
TL208 0 1.33E-04 2.25E-04 3.76E-04 3.97E-04 3.80E-04 3.59E-04 2.80E-04 
PB212 0 3.00E-05 5.06E-05 8.46E-05 8.94E-05 8.55E-05 8.08E-05 6.30E-05 
BI212 0 2.68E-04 4.52E-04 7.55E-04 7.99E-04 7.64E-04 7.22E-04 5.63E-04 
PO212 0 5.36E-04 9.03E-04 1.51E-03 1.59E-03 1.53E-03 1.44E-03 1.12E-03 
PO214 0 2.97E-10 1.27E-09 1.45E-08 7.56E-08 2.09E-07 4.40E-07 3.11E-06 
PO216 0 6.46E-04 1.09E-03 1.82E-03 1.92E-03 1.84E-03 1.74E-03 1.35E-03 
PO218 0 2.32E-10 9.93E-10 1.13E-08 5.90E-08 1.63E-07 3.44E-07 2.43E-06 
RN220 0 5.99E-04 1.01E-03 1.69E-03 1.78E-03 1.71E-03 1.61E-03 1.26E-03 
RN222 0 2.12E-10 9.08E-10 1.03E-08 5.40E-08 1.49E-07 3.14E-07 2.22E-06 
RA224 0 5.41E-04 9.13E-04 1.52E-03 1.61E-03 1.54E-03 1.46E-03 1.14E-03 
RA226 0 1.85E-10 7.91E-10 8.99E-09 4.70E-08 1.30E-07 2.74E-07 1.93E-06 
TH228 0 5.15E-04 8.68E-04 1.45E-03 1.54E-03 1.47E-03 1.39E-03 1.08E-03 
TH230 0 8.66E-07 1.91E-06 7.85E-06 2.19E-05 4.19E-05 6.76E-05 2.39E-04 
PA233 1.56E-02 1.55E-02 1.55E-02 1.57E-02 1.59E-02 1.62E-02 1.64E-02 1.77E-02 
U232 1.67E-03 1.65E-03 1.64E-03 1.58E-03 1.49E-03 1.41E-03 1.33E-03 1.03E-03 
U233 6.00E-06 6.86E-06 7.82E-06 1.13E-05 1.66E-05 2.20E-05 2.75E-05 5.23E-05 
U234 8.80E-02 1.08E-01 1.28E-01 2.07E-01 3.22E-01 4.31E-01 5.36E-01 9.38E-01 
U235 3.70E-06 3.77E-06 3.83E-06 4.11E-06 4.51E-06 4.92E-06 5.33E-06 7.09E-06 
U236 7.75E-05 8.72E-05 9.69E-05 1.36E-04 1.95E-04 2.54E-04 3.14E-04 5.75E-04 
U237 7.69E+00 4.74E-02 4.52E-02 3.73E-02 2.79E-02 2.09E-02 1.57E-02 4.49E-03 
NP235 3.51E-05 1.85E-05 9.76E-06 7.57E-07 1.64E-08 3.53E-10 7.62E-12 4.62E-19 
NP236 2.61E-06 2.61E-06 2.61E-06 2.61E-06 2.61E-06 2.61E-06 2.61E-06 2.60E-06 
NP237 2.08E-01 2.08E-01 2.09E-01 2.11E-01 2.14E-01 2.18E-01 2.21E-01 2.39E-01 
NP238 0 2.32E-01 2.31E-01 2.27E-01 2.20E-01 2.15E-01 2.09E-01 1.85E-01 
NP239 0 1.93E+00 1.93E+00 1.93E+00 1.93E+00 1.93E+00 1.92E+00 1.92E+00 
PU236 0 8.73E-07 1.56E-06 3.10E-06 3.83E-06 3.99E-06 4.03E-06 4.04E-06 
PU237 2.51E-01 9.73E-04 3.78E-06 8.56E-16 2.92E-30 0 0 0 
PU238 7.83E+03 8.14E+03 8.16E+03 7.93E+03 7.58E+03 7.24E+03 6.92E+03 5.67E+03 
PU239 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 8.11E+01 
PU240 3.76E+02 3.77E+02 3.78E+02 3.80E+02 3.83E+02 3.85E+02 3.87E+02 3.91E+02 
PU241 3.32E+01 3.17E+01 3.02E+01 2.49E+01 1.87E+01 1.40E+01 1.05E+01 3.00E+00 
PU242 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 1.21E+00 
AM241 1.40E+03 1.46E+03 1.51E+03 1.69E+03 1.89E+03 2.04E+03 2.14E+03 2.32E+03 
AM242M 3.84E+00 3.82E+00 3.81E+00 3.74E+00 3.64E+00 3.54E+00 3.44E+00 3.06E+00 
AM242 3.90E+03 1.09E+01 1.09E+01 1.07E+01 1.04E+01 1.01E+01 9.84E+00 8.74E+00 
AM243 2.56E+01 2.56E+01 2.56E+01 2.56E+01 2.56E+01 2.56E+01 2.56E+01 2.55E+01 
CM242 1.03E+05 2.21E+04 4.91E+03 2.97E+02 2.79E+02 2.72E+02 2.64E+02 2.35E+02 
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CM243 1.26E+02 1.23E+02 1.20E+02 1.09E+02 9.41E+01 8.13E+01 7.03E+01 3.73E+01 
CM244 8.04E+03 7.74E+03 7.45E+03 6.39E+03 5.08E+03 4.04E+03 3.21E+03 1.19E+03 
CM245 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.40E+00 
CM246 5.70E-01 5.70E-01 5.70E-01 5.70E-01 5.69E-01 5.69E-01 5.68E-01 5.66E-01 
CM247 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 5.96E-06 
CM248 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 5.67E-05 
BK249 2.00E-03 9.09E-04 4.12E-04 1.74E-05 1.51E-07 1.31E-09 1.14E-11 1.33E-20 
CF249 2.66E-04 4.36E-04 5.12E-04 5.70E-04 5.66E-04 5.59E-04 5.52E-04 5.25E-04 
CF250 1.26E-03 1.20E-03 1.14E-03 9.19E-04 6.69E-04 4.87E-04 3.54E-04 8.93E-05 
TOTAL 1.25E+05 4.01E+04 2.27E+04 1.70E+04 1.55E+04 1.42E+04 1.31E+04 9.97E+03 
 
 
 
Thermal Power (Watt) for Fission Products (on elements basis) for 0.157 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=200,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Nuclides CHARGE 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
H 2.32E-02 2.20E-02 2.08E-02 1.66E-02 1.18E-02 8.45E-03 6.04E-03 1.40E-03 
C 3.48E-08 3.48E-08 3.48E-08 3.48E-08 3.48E-08 3.47E-08 3.47E-08 3.46E-08 
CO 6.22E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NI 1.72E+00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CU 1.32E+01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ZN 5.50E+01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GA 2.98E+02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GE 8.05E+02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AS 3.57E+03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SE 7.19E+03 8.38E-05 8.38E-05 8.38E-05 8.38E-05 8.38E-05 8.38E-05 8.38E-05 
BR 1.90E+04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KR 2.88E+04 7.97E+00 7.47E+00 5.77E+00 3.91E+00 2.66E+00 1.80E+00 3.35E-01 
RB 6.80E+04 3.81E-05 9.74E-09 9.69E-09 9.69E-09 9.69E-09 9.69E-09 9.69E-09 
SR 7.38E+04 5.09E+01 3.88E+01 3.52E+01 3.05E+01 2.65E+01 2.30E+01 1.24E+01 
Y 1.32E+05 2.22E+02 1.86E+02 1.68E+02 1.46E+02 1.27E+02 1.10E+02 5.91E+01 
ZR 7.79E+04 1.29E+02 2.47E+00 1.45E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 
NB 1.89E+05 2.65E+02 5.36E+00 7.18E-05 1.09E-04 1.37E-04 1.57E-04 1.99E-04 
MO 9.97E+04 5.64E-37 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TC 1.56E+05 6.94E-03 6.94E-03 6.94E-03 6.94E-03 6.93E-03 6.93E-03 6.93E-03 
RU 3.92E+04 4.48E+01 1.73E+01 1.10E+00 1.78E-02 2.87E-04 4.64E-06 7.98E-14 
RH 4.45E+04 5.53E+03 2.78E+03 1.78E+02 2.87E+00 4.74E-02 1.00E-03 5.07E-07 
PD 4.49E+03 1.61E-05 1.61E-05 1.61E-05 1.61E-05 1.61E-05 1.61E-05 1.61E-05 
AG 4.95E+03 5.15E+01 1.87E+01 3.25E-01 7.47E-04 2.72E-06 9.84E-07 8.51E-07 
CD 2.03E+03 2.18E-01 1.75E-01 1.44E-01 1.09E-01 8.17E-02 6.14E-02 1.79E-02 
IN 8.35E+03 1.12E-04 6.71E-07 9.90E-14 9.81E-14 9.81E-14 9.81E-14 9.81E-14 
SN 1.70E+04 2.50E+00 3.69E-01 4.21E-03 3.56E-03 3.41E-03 3.27E-03 2.77E-03 
SB 6.72E+04 5.77E+01 4.47E+01 1.64E+01 3.68E+00 8.35E-01 2.02E-01 2.04E-02 
TE 6.83E+04 7.82E+00 3.32E+00 1.08E+00 2.40E-01 5.35E-02 1.19E-02 1.78E-05 
I 1.59E+05 2.07E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-05 
XE 7.80E+04 4.21E-07 3.83E-10 3.19E-22 2.40E-40 0 0 0 
CS 1.34E+05 6.30E+02 4.81E+02 1.99E+02 1.02E+02 7.97E+01 6.81E+01 3.72E+01 
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BA 7.45E+04 3.88E+02 3.79E+02 3.46E+02 3.01E+02 2.62E+02 2.28E+02 1.25E+02 
LA 1.30E+05 7.40E-05 4.59E-13 2.72E-13 2.72E-13 2.72E-13 2.72E-13 2.72E-13 
CE 3.30E+04 2.64E+02 1.08E+02 3.06E+00 1.46E-02 6.98E-05 3.33E-07 2.93E-17 
PR 5.06E+04 2.91E+03 1.20E+03 3.39E+01 1.62E-01 7.74E-04 3.70E-06 3.24E-16 
ND 8.92E+03 1.71E-07 1.96E-17 0 0 0 0 0 
PM 1.01E+04 7.01E+01 5.12E+01 1.78E+01 3.65E+00 7.53E-01 1.56E-01 2.78E-04 
SM 1.33E+03 4.61E-01 4.58E-01 4.44E-01 4.24E-01 4.05E-01 3.87E-01 3.16E-01 
EU 1.44E+03 4.87E+01 4.44E+01 3.07E+01 1.80E+01 1.07E+01 6.43E+00 7.65E-01 
GD 8.90E+01 2.33E-02 8.19E-03 1.25E-04 2.35E-07 4.41E-10 8.73E-13 5.00E-14 
TB 6.36E+01 8.41E-01 2.54E-02 2.10E-08 1.58E-17 1.18E-26 8.89E-36 0 
DY 1.64E+00 7.99E-34 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HO 1.04E+00 2.94E-05 2.94E-05 2.93E-05 2.92E-05 2.91E-05 2.90E-05 2.86E-05 
ER 4.15E-03 5.90E-16 1.19E-27 0 0 0 0 0 
TM 2.76E-05 3.85E-06 5.42E-07 1.55E-09 1.54E-10 1.77E-11 2.02E-12 1.70E-16 
TOTAL 1.79E+06 1.07E+04 5.36E+03 1.04E+03 6.13E+02 5.10E+02 4.38E+02 2.35E+02 
 
 
Neutrons (neutrons per second) for TRUs for 0.1622 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=100,000 MWD/MTIHM 
  
(Alpha, N) neutron source 
 Cooling time 
Nuclide Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
PU238 2.25E+08 2.34E+08 2.34E+08 2.28E+08 2.18E+08 2.08E+08 1.99E+08 1.63E+08 
PU239 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 1.92E+06 
PU240 9.16E+06 9.17E+06 9.19E+06 9.25E+06 9.32E+06 9.38E+06 9.42E+06 9.52E+06 
AM241 4.05E+07 4.21E+07 4.35E+07 4.87E+07 5.46E+07 5.89E+07 6.19E+07 6.69E+07 
AM243 6.81E+05 6.81E+05 6.80E+05 6.80E+05 6.80E+05 6.79E+05 6.79E+05 6.77E+05 
CM242 3.74E+09 8.05E+08 1.79E+08 1.08E+07 1.02E+07 9.89E+06 9.63E+06 8.55E+06 
CM243 4.57E+06 4.46E+06 4.36E+06 3.95E+06 3.42E+06 2.95E+06 2.55E+06 1.36E+06 
CM244 2.62E+08 2.53E+08 2.43E+08 2.09E+08 1.66E+08 1.32E+08 1.05E+08 3.87E+07 
         
Spontaneous fission neutrons 
 Cooling time 
 Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
PU238 3.67E+07 3.81E+07 3.82E+07 3.71E+07 3.55E+07 3.39E+07 3.24E+07 2.66E+07 
PU240 4.83E+07 4.84E+07 4.84E+07 4.88E+07 4.91E+07 4.94E+07 4.97E+07 5.02E+07 
PU242 1.80E+07 1.80E+07 1.80E+07 1.81E+07 1.81E+07 1.81E+07 1.81E+07 1.81E+07 
CM242 1.82E+10 3.91E+09 8.69E+08 5.25E+07 4.93E+07 4.80E+07 4.67E+07 4.15E+07 
CM244 3.16E+10 3.04E+10 2.93E+10 2.51E+10 2.00E+10 1.59E+10 1.26E+10 4.66E+09 
CM246 5.05E+08 5.05E+08 5.04E+08 5.04E+08 5.04E+08 5.03E+08 5.03E+08 5.01E+08 
         
TOTAL 5.47E+10 3.63E+10 3.15E+10 2.63E+10 2.11E+10 1.69E+10 1.37E+10 5.59E+09 
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Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons / sec.) for TRUs for 0.1622 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=200,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Emean (MeV) Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
8.50E-01 1.13E+11 6.63E+11 6.49E+11 6.30E+11 6.06E+11 5.85E+11 5.65E+11 4.93E+11 
1.25E+00 3.94E+10 3.99E+11 3.94E+11 3.84E+11 3.70E+11 3.58E+11 3.46E+11 3.03E+11 
1.75E+00 1.76E+10 1.20E+10 1.05E+10 8.80E+09 7.06E+09 5.67E+09 4.56E+09 1.85E+09 
2.25E+00 1.02E+10 6.93E+09 6.06E+09 5.07E+09 4.06E+09 3.25E+09 2.61E+09 1.04E+09 
2.75E+00 5.90E+09 4.21E+09 3.85E+09 3.50E+09 2.94E+09 2.45E+09 2.05E+09 1.02E+09 
3.50E+00 5.30E+09 3.61E+09 3.16E+09 2.64E+09 2.12E+09 1.70E+09 1.36E+09 5.44E+08 
5.00E+00 2.27E+09 1.55E+09 1.35E+09 1.13E+09 9.05E+08 7.25E+08 5.82E+08 2.33E+08 
7.00E+00 2.61E+08 1.78E+08 1.56E+08 1.30E+08 1.04E+08 8.36E+07 6.71E+07 2.68E+07 
9.50E+00 3.01E+07 2.05E+07 1.79E+07 1.50E+07 1.20E+07 9.60E+06 7.71E+06 3.08E+06 
TOTAL 1.94E+11 1.09E+12 1.07E+12 1.03E+12 9.94E+11 9.57E+11 9.23E+11 8.01E+11 
 
 
Photons > 0.85 MeV (Photons / sec.) for Fission Products for 0.157 MTHM 
FFF fuel; BURNUP=200,000 MWD/MTIHM 
 Cooling time 
Emean (MeV) Discharge 1.0YR 2.0YR 6.0YR 12.0YR 18.0YR 24.0YR 50.0YR 
8.50E-01 8.96E+17 5.16E+15 1.65E+15 3.80E+14 7.71E+13 2.90E+13 1.64E+13 3.56E+12 
1.25E+00 4.89E+17 9.04E+14 4.95E+14 9.69E+13 3.90E+13 2.30E+13 1.44E+13 2.33E+12 
1.75E+00 1.86E+17 1.33E+14 6.46E+13 5.32E+12 1.20E+12 7.42E+11 4.85E+11 1.01E+11 
2.25E+00 8.73E+16 1.43E+14 6.15E+13 2.31E+12 2.25E+10 3.05E+08 1.53E+07 5.87E+06 
2.75E+00 3.80E+16 4.69E+12 2.35E+12 1.49E+11 2.39E+09 3.85E+07 6.21E+05 1.10E-02 
3.50E+00 1.59E+16 6.00E+11 3.01E+11 1.93E+10 3.11E+08 5.02E+06 8.11E+04 1.60E-03 
5.00E+00 4.94E+15 5.31E-05 5.51E-05 5.95E-05 6.14E-05 6.18E-05 6.19E-05 6.19E-05 
7.00E+00 5.04E+13 3.44E-06 3.58E-06 3.86E-06 3.98E-06 4.01E-06 4.01E-06 4.02E-06 
9.50E+00 9.92E+09 2.18E-07 2.26E-07 2.44E-07 2.52E-07 2.54E-07 2.54E-07 2.54E-07 
TOTAL 1.72E+18 6.35E+15 2.28E+15 4.85E+14 1.17E+14 5.27E+13 3.13E+13 6.00E+12 
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